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Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is widely used today in industrial applications
in general and in nuclear engineering in particular where it complements experiments
in a crucial way (e.g. [Yadigaroglu 05, Bestion 11]). When investigating more specif-
ically the safety issues involved in nuclear reactor containment, the use of CFD often
implies the capability of dealing with geometries which are large with respect to
the characteristic dimensions of the physical phenomena. Such situations arise when
computing the pressure loads generated by a hydrogen-air combustion occurring in a
nuclear reactor containment during a postulated Loss of Coolant Accident. The free
volume of the European Pressurized Reactor building is about 75000 m3 while the
characteristic physical lengths of the combustion flame are much smaller: the reaction
zone in a laminar deflagration at atmospheric condition can vary from about 1mm to
10mm; consequently, the “Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)” of flame propagation
and deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) in such a large-scale geometry would
require a discretization mesh with a prohibitively large number of elements. Alterna-
tively, with the purpose of performing computationally efficient simulations, DNS can
be avoided by considering the flame as an infinitely thin interface (sharp interface)
and by modeling the (thermal and species) diffusion effects through phenomenological
laws for the flame speed (see for instance [Efimenko 01]). The combustion-induced
pressure loads can then be correctly predicted provided the flame speed is correctly
estimated. This pressure loads prediction is of great importance from the viewpoint
of the investigation of its impact on the containment structure.
Numerical context:
Reactive Discrete Equations Method for
interface propagation
In [Efimenko 01], a combustion algorithm called CREBCOM is proposed to study
fast deflagrations and detonations in large geometries. In this algorithm the species
diffusion and the thermal diffusivity are neglected and replaced by the introduction
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of a burning rate constant, which has the dimension of speed and plays the same
role as the fundamental flame speed. The CREBCOM algorithm is very simple to
be implemented in a CFD code: it resolves the non-reactive Euler equations, and
the reactive contribution is added by simply introducing a source term. It has been
successfully implemented in several industrial purpose CFD codes, such as TONUS
[Kudriakov 07] and COM3D [Bielert 01], to investigate turbulent combustion flows.
The main drawback of the CREBCOM algorithm is that it involves a binary crite-
rion function that specifies whether the control volume is burnt or not. Numerical
experiments [Garc´ıa 10] have shown that this criterion function can create numerical
pressure oscillations which strongly affect the flow when the flame speed is low with
respect to the sound speed (low Mach number regime).
When looking for a combustion model which retains the simplicity of CREBCOM (no
flame surface reconstruction) while not involving a combustion criterion, the Reac-
tive Discrete Equations Method (RDEM) appears as an attractive strategy. Initially
proposed in [Le Me´tayer 05] to compute evaporation fronts and Chapman-Jouguet
detonation waves, the RDEM method extends to the reactive Euler equations the
Discrete Equations Method (DEM) previously introduced in [Abgrall 03] for two-
phase physical or numerical mixtures and interface problems. Let us mention at
this stage non-reacting flows will also be studied is in this work, as a preliminary
step for the developed numerical strategies. Within the framework of our targeted
applications, namely both reactive and non-reactive cases, the main properties and
advantageous features of the DEM/RDEM method can be listed as follows:
• The DEM/RDEM method is a numerical strategy which aims at discretizing
the full two-fluid model of two-phase flows [Delhaye 68, Ishii 75, Drew 98]. Two
pressures and two velocities are essentially needed in this work, since the pres-
sure and velocity jump across a reactive discontinuity is not negligible. Because
of this, reduced two-fluid models with a single pressure and/or a single ve-
locity, e.g. [Kapila 01, Murrone 05, Kokh 10, Chang 07], are not suitable for
large-scale combustion simulations.
• A Riemann solver for the full two-fluid model (see for instance [Tokareva 10]) is
not needed. The DEM/RDEM approach consists essentially in the integration
of one-fluid and two-fluid interface problem solutions over a two-phase control
volume where the solutions can be provided by Riemann solvers for Euler equa-
tions. Let us emphasize that the purpose of this work is not looking for accurate,
robust and/or efficient Riemann solvers. Instead, the exact available Riemann
solver for non-reacting problems [Toro 97] will be used when dealing with non-
reacting flows. Alternatively, any suitable approximate Riemann solver can also
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be considered. A quasi exact reactive Riemann solver is employed for combus-
tion problems [Beccantini 10a]. However, there are no approximate reactive
Riemann solvers available today in the literature which do not involve Newton
type iterations.
• The DEM/RDEM method can be regarded as the extension of the Godunov’s
method [Godunov 59] in the case of two-phase problems. The single phase
limit is recovered when dealing with the same fluids. On the other hand, when
considering two-phase problems in which the gradient of the phase volume frac-
tions vanishes, the DEM/RDEM approach reduces to the Godunov’s method
for each individual phase. In fact, no phase interaction is taken into account in
DEM/RDEM in this case.
• The same equations are solved in each computational cell for both phases. No
specific interface capturing treatment is needed. The difficult physical model-
ing of the interface conditions, i.e. the non-conservative terms in the two-fluid
model, is avoided by considering two-phase or reactive Riemann problem solu-
tions. This idea is also of paramount importance in the computation of these
non-conservative terms in the two-fluid model. Indeed, these terms can be eas-
ily discretized as a flux moving with the numerical interface velocity already
obtained via the Riemann problem solution. A Lagrangian type concept is thus
used to define the moving flux; note however this Lagrangian technique is not
linked to the moving mesh. In this sense, the DEM/RDEM is an Eulerian ap-
proach. It can be furthermore extended as an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
approach without difficulty.
• When computing two-phase mixture or interface problems, it is well known that
the global averaging of a variable in a control cell would lead to unacceptable
numerical errors [Abgrall 96, Abgrall 01]. DEM studies the two-phase problems
by separately solving the two phases. Thus, both flow conservative variables and
thermodynamic properties are considered separately. This property is essential
because it implies that numerical mixing errors are no longer involved in the
computational process. It follows that any equation of state (EOS) can be
employed without producing a non-physical oscillation, even when the fluids
have vastly different thermodynamic closures.
• Regarding the reacting case, a reactive Riemann solver has been proposed in
[Beccantini 10a] for thermally perfect gases and used to design an “all shock”
approximate Riemann solver which is eventually combined with the RDEM
approach to successfully compute high speed combustion waves. The resolution
of the reactive Riemann problem between burnt and unburnt gases is a key
ingredient in the RDEM approach, which yields a correct flame speed after
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imposing the fundamental flame speed, while the global averaging of variables
would lead to significant errors in terms of flame speeds.
• An additional interesting feature of RDEM for computing combustion problems
is that it does not require any flame surface reconstruction and can be used for
both deflagration and denotation in their full combustion regimes.
• DEM/RDEM is fully conservative, which means that total mass, momentum
and energy are conserved in a closed and isolated system. This property is fun-
damental for long-term simulations, for instance when computing the combus-
tion in large geometry if the Adiabatic Isochoric Complete Combustion (AICC)
state is to be recovered at the end of the combustion process. The enforcement
of conservation is in fact one of the main reasons why some non-conservative ap-
proaches, such as ghost fluid type methods (e.g. [Farhat 08]), are not retained
for our applications even though they can be computationally simpler.
In spite of the above lengthy list of advantages, some drawbacks of the DEM/RDEM
approach must nonetheless be mentioned. First of all, the DEM/RDEM approach
appears as rather complex from an algorithmic viewpoint, since it involves two com-
plete phases plus their interactions. Secondly, even though the exact Riemann solver
can be replaced by more efficient approximate solvers for non-reacting problems, the
need to solve an expensive reactive Riemann problem between the burnt and unburnt
regions cannot be avoided. Another current drawback lies in the computation of the
interface evolution velocity in the multi-dimensional case [Beccantini 10a, Tang 12].
The approximate direction and/or speed of interface velocity resulting from the
DEM/RDEM approach is not always correct in the case of reacting problems where
a mass flux takes place across the discontinuity.
Keeping in mind the large scale of the geometry in the targeted applications, the use of
rather coarse meshes is hardly avoidable. The preliminary numerical results obtained
in [Beccantini 10a] with a first-order version of the RDEM approach do not yield a
sufficient accuracy of the flame profile, especially for fast deflagration and denotation
configuration. Following the initial proposal made in [Abgrall 03], a limited second-
order semi-discrete approach could be used. In such an approach, internal Riemann
problems are required to be resolved at the interface diffusion zone. The present thesis
work builds on these existing numerical strategies to further improve the reactive
interface accuracy and better predict in consequence the pressure loads exerted on
a containment. The further accuracy improvement is achieved through the use of
the downwind-controlled (anti-diffusive) method initially proposed in [Lagoutie`re 00,
Despre´s 02]; this specific contribution of the present work is now briefly reviewed.
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Thesis contribution:
Upwind downwind-controlled splitting for
high resolution of interfaces
The downwind-controlled method [Lagoutie`re 00, Despre´s 02, Kokh 10] has been de-
signed for computing impermeable fronts and yields exact interfaces capturing in one-
dimensional case. This downwind-controlled (anti-diffusive) reconstruction method
was coupled with the RDEM approach in the hope of improving accuracy and com-
pared with the second-order approach. The downwind-controlled method coupled
with the RDEM approach was found to be very accurate for computing detona-
tion fronts but unstable for deflagration fronts [Beccantini 10b]. In order to better
understand the coupling between the RDEM approach and the downwind-controlled
method for combustion simulation, it was decided to investigate in detail the imperme-
able interface problems (non-reacting flows) using DEM and the downwind-controlled
method. The computation of liquid-gas flows, where each phase is described by the
stiffened gas equation of state (SG-EOS), led to the development of an original upwind
downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) method with attractive accuracy, robustness
and efficiency properties when coupled with the DEM approach; this UDCS strategy
was also successfully inserted into RDEM. Some key features of this original approach
are:
• If combined with a second-order TVD limiter, the UDCS is equivalent to the
conventional second-order reconstruction method when applied to the scalar
linear advection equation.
• The UDCS anti-diffusive approach is equivalent to the original downwind- con-
trolled method when applied to the scalar linear advection problem.
• The extension of UDCS in multi-dimensional cases with unstructured grids is
feasible (and has been performed).
• When combined with DEM/RDEM method, the UDCS provides numerical sta-
bility properties which are similar to those of a first-order upwind method.
• Less diffused fronts also leads to a reduced number of (expensive) reactive Rie-
mann problems to solve. This makes the UDCS anti-diffusive approach compu-
tationally more efficient than an upwind method.
• The improvement brought by the UDCS with respect to [Kokh 10] where an
anti-diffusive numerical scheme is introduced for the simulation of interfaces be-
tween compressible fluids lies in the capability of the newly developed method
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to solve both non-reacting and reacting ﬂows, including ﬂame fronts at all com-
bustion regimes, on general multi-dimensional unstructured meshes.
This newly developed strategy of UDCS has been implemented in the fast dynamic
ﬂuid-structure interaction code EUROPLEXUS (developed by CEA and Joint Re-
search Centre (JRC)), with the aim of performing reliable nuclear safety investiga-
tions.
Outline
The thesis is devoted to the description of the newly proposed numerical strategy
upwind downwind-controlled splitting, for both non-reacting and reacting ﬂows, and
is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 brieﬂy reviews the physical modeling ingredients involved in the
study, such as the equations of state, the phase characteristic function (also the
volume fraction) and the balance equations governing the evolution of sharp
interfaces (between liquid/gas phases for non-reacting ﬂows, and between un-
burnt/burnt gas mixtures for reacting ﬂows).
• Chapter 2 describes in detail the (Reactive) Discrete Equations Method applied
to the two-ﬂuid model of two-phase ﬂow, particularly its ﬁrst-order and standard
second-order versions together with their numerical results for both non-reactive
and reactive interfaces.
• Chapter 3 introduces the proposed upwind downwind-controlled splitting ap-
proach for an accurate and robust computation of the interface. In particular,
the extension of UDCS anti-diﬀusive method in multiple space dimensions for
irregular unstructured meshes is given.
• Numerical results obtained by combining DEM/RDEM with UDCS are dis-
played and analyzed in Chapter 4 for one-dimensional test problems and in
Chapter 5 for two-dimensional cases.
• Conclusions are eventually drawn and some perspectives are outlined.
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Chapter 1
Physical modeling by two-ﬂuid
model
When considering the physical modeling of the applications targeted in this work,
the full two-ﬂuid model [Delhaye 68, Ishii 75, Drew 98] resolved by the DEM/RDEM
method in [Abgrall 03, Le Me´tayer 05] seems particularly appropriate. It involves two
sets of one-phase balance equations (one for each phase), which implies the use of two
distinct pressures and velocities. This property is important when computing with
the DEM/RDEM approach the reactive interfaces across which the jumps of pres-
sure, velocity and density are in general signiﬁcant [Beccantini 10a]. In fact, reduced
models resulting from mechanical equilibrium [Kapila 01, Murrone 05, Kokh 10] are
not suitable for reacting ﬂow unless additional mass transfer is modeled, such as in
[Saurel 08], which implies an added complexity of modeling and computation. Mean-
while, it is straightforward for the DEM/RDEM approach, once the fundamental
ﬂame speed is imposed, to deal with the mass transfer phenomenon which is in fact
included in the reactive Riemann solver. At the same time, two pressures and two
velocities do not introduce additional diﬃculties, since they are also easily handled
within the Riemann solver.
In this chapter, the baseline two-ﬂuid model for the DEM/RDEM approach is brieﬂy
reviewed. Some newly developed numerical methods will be subsequently applied to
this starting point. The rigorous mathematical features (derivations and properties)
of the two-ﬂuid model are not of concern here and we rather refer to [Drew 98] for
these issues. Alternative approaches are available either from other types of averaging
procedures [Ishii 75, Nigmatulin 79, Buyevich 71] or from continuum mechanics.
The main ingredients of the one-phase ﬂow modeling, such as the governing equations
and their thermodynamic closures, are ﬁrst recalled in Section 1.1 and 1.2 respectively.
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The phase characteristic function and related topics, such as the volume fraction and
the topological equation, are next presented in Section 1.3 with the purpose of linking
the two phases together. Finally, the two-ﬂuid balance equations are introduced in
Section 1.4, followed by the interface jump conditions described in Section 1.5. The
particular case of non-reacting ﬂow without mass transfer is discussed in Section 1.6.
1.1 Conservation equations
The two-ﬂuid model for two-phase ﬂow already mentioned above considers each phase
separately and thus includes two sets of conservation equations. From a distribution
viewpoint, a local ﬂuid particle is either inside phase Σ1 or phase Σ2. It follows that
its local behavior is governed by single phase balance equations. Neglecting the body
force, the ﬂuid viscosity and any heat transfer phenomena, the exact equations of
motion, valid inside each phase locally, are the Euler equations of gas dynamics:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0,
∂(ρv)
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv) +∇p = 0,
∂(ρet)
∂t
+∇ · (ρetv)+∇ · (pv) = 0.
(1.1)
where ρ is the density of the phase under study, v its velocity ﬁeld, p its pressure,
et its total energy containing the kinetic energy 1
2
|v|2, the internal energy e and the
enthalpy of formation h0 useful in the case of reactions.
We emphasize that the Euler equations (1.1) are also valid from a macroscopic point
of view. The involved variables are therefore the global ones. Speciﬁcally when
considering interface problems, since no physical mixture is considered, it is assumed
in this work that the macroscopic individual phase variables can be evaluated by the
local values.
1.2 Thermodynamic considerations
The reacting or non-reacting ﬂow problems considered in this work are described by
the two-ﬂuid model which involves two phases with their own thermodynamic vari-
ables. A physical mixture is not involved in the modeling of the interface problems
investigated in this study, but a numerical mixture is unavoidable from a numerical
viewpoint. However, as will be detailed in Chapter 2, it is not necessary to deﬁne
the mixture EOS within the numerical mixture when using the two-ﬂuid model along
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with the Discrete Equations Method (DEM). Thus, the EOS involved in present work
are only related to each single phase.
Any suitable EOS can be employed to represent gases and liquids in the framework
of DEM approach. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to single
component gases and use a stiﬀened gas EOS (SG-EOS) for the computation of non-
reacting problems. Compressible liquids and polytropic gases can be described using
SG-EOS. The reactive Riemann solver introduced in [Beccantini 10a] is developed
for thermally perfect gases where the speciﬁc heats can vary with respect to the
temperature. The same assumptions will be retained in the present study when
investigating reacting ﬂows.
1.2.1 Stiﬀened gas EOS (SG-EOS) for non-reacting ﬂow
A popular EOS for describing in a uniﬁed way a liquid and a gaseous phase is the
stiﬀened gas EOS [Harlow 71]:
p(ρ, e) = (γ − 1)ρe− γp∞, (1.2)
where ρ is the density, p is the pressure, and e is the speciﬁc internal energy (we
do not take account of the enthalpy of formation for the non-reacting case). The
polytropic constant γ and pressure constant p∞ are ﬂuid-dependent. Values for these
two constants can be found in [Lennon 94, Le Me´tayer 03] for several diﬀerent liquids.
For water, typical values retained in the present work are γ = 4.4 and p∞ = 6× 108.
The gases considered in this work for the study of two-phase ﬂow without phase
change are governed by the polytropic gas EOS that can be obtained by setting
p∞ = 0 in SG-EOS (1.2) (note that 1 < γ < 2 for the polytropic gas).
Speed of sound for SG-EOS
The sound speed in media governed by SG-EOS is given by:
c2 =
(
∂p
∂ρ
)
s
=
γ(p + p∞)
ρ
. (1.3)
It is implied from (1.3) that, from mathematical point of view, there should be
p > −p∞. (1.4)
Note that negative pressure p can thus arise for liquids, for instance when strong
rarefaction waves occur, which can create serious numerical diﬃculties. No speciﬁc
treatment concerning negative pressure is done in this work since system (1.1) remains
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hyperbolic and mathematically well-posed as long as the square of sound speed c2 re-
mains positive. Alternatively, [Le Me´tayer 05] proposes an evaporation solver for (1.2)
in which liquid is transformed into vapor or liquid-vapor mixture when its pressure
is inferior to the saturated one.
Other relationships for SG-EOS
Applying the Maxwell relations of thermodynamics for a single component system in
equilibrium governed by SG-EOS leads to the following thermal EOS [Le Me´tayer 03,
Le Me´tayer 05],
p(ρ, T ) = (γ − 1)ρcvT − p∞, (1.5)
where the speciﬁc heat at constant volume cv is assumed constant and has been
deﬁned by
cv =
(
∂e
∂T
)
τ
, (1.6)
with τ the speciﬁc volume. The following relations can be furthermore obtained:
e(p, T ) =
p + γp∞
p + p∞
cvT, (1.7)
h(p, T ) = e(p, T ) + pτ(p, T ) = γcvT = h(T ). (1.8)
It follows from (1.8) that the speciﬁc heat at constant pressure cp is given by
cp =
(
∂h
∂T
)
p
= γcv. (1.9)
Using again the Maxwell relations yields the speciﬁc entropy s for SG-EOS:
s(p, τ) = cv ln((p + p∞)τ
γ) + s0. (1.10)
The speed of sound (1.3) can be easily derived from (1.10); it can be alternatively
expressed as
c2 = (γ − 1)cpT. (1.11)
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1.2.2 Thermally perfect gas EOS for reacting ﬂow
The EOS of thermally perfect gases is used to describe the unburnt and burnt gas
mixtures [Beccantini 10a]:
p = ρRT,
e˜ = h0 +
∫ T
0
cv(ψ) dψ,
where R is the gas constant, e˜ is the speciﬁc internal energy, and cv(T ) is the speciﬁc
heat at constant volume which depends on the temperature. In the reaction problem,
the enthalpy of formation of the unburnt gas is released and transformed into the
heat of reaction and the sensible energy of the burnt gas.
The sound speed of thermally perfect gases is given by:
c2 =
γ(T )p
ρ
= γ(T )RT, (1.12)
with γ(T ) the heat capacity ratio expressed as:
γ(T ) =
cp(T )
cv(T )
=
cv(T ) +R
cv(T )
.
1.3 Phase characteristic function Xk and volume
fraction αk
1.3.1 Deﬁnitions
When simulating the interface evolution between two phases, it is useful to determine
the position of the interface. In [Drew 98], the characteristic function Xk(x, t; Σk) of
phase Σk is deﬁned for this purpose:
Xk(x, t; Σk) =
{
1, if x lies in phase Σk at t;
0, otherwise.
The function Xk (see Fig. 1.1) indicates locally the phase Σk and ignores all other
phases and interfaces. The interface is thus characterized by the discontinuity of
the characteristic function Xk. This function is of fundamental importance in the
theoretical multiphase ﬂow modeling, as well as for the development of the numerical
method DEM/RDEM. The average (for instance the ensemble average of [Drew 98])
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of Xk(x, t; Σk) means the average fraction of the presence of phase Σk at point x at
time t; this macroscopic variable is commonly called the “volume fraction” in the
literature:
αk = Xk. (1.13)
We remind that, as far as the interface problems involved in our applications are
concerned, physical mixtures are not considered. For this reason, αk and Xk have
an analogous meaning from a physical viewpoint. However, when considering the
numerical mixtures involved in the computations, we assume that the macroscopic
variable αk can have intermediate values between 0 and 1, while the microscopic
variable Xk still has two possible values 0 or 1 only.
1.3.2 The topological equation
According to [Drew 98], the topological equation for Xk reads:
∂Xk
∂t
+DI · ∇Xk = 0, (1.14)
where DI is the propagation velocity of the phase interface (or of the reactive shock
in a reacting problem). Since (1.14) means, from a distribution point of view (see
[Drew 98]), that the material derivative of Xk following the interface vanishes, this
topological equation describes the geometrical evolution of the interface. It can be
interpreted through the following two cases: i) when looking at a point not located at
the interface, i.e. either such that Xk = 1 or Xk = 0, both partial derivatives vanish,
ii) on the other hand, when considering a point on the interface, both derivatives are
C
P
i
j
DI
Σ1
Σ2
∇X2
X1 = 1
X2 = 0
X2 = 1
X1 = 0
Figure 1.1: Characteristic function X. The phase Σ1 is shaded, and characterized by
X1 = 1 whereas the phase Σ2 is in white, and characterized by X2 = 1. The interface
between the phases is represented by the curve C , and DI is its velocity at point P.
∇X1 and ∇X2 are both perpendicular to the interface curve C at P.
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deﬁned from a distribution point of view. This point, following the interface with the
velocity of DI , has its characteristic function Xk described by a jump that remains
constant. Thus its material derivative following the interface vanishes.
Averaging the topological equation (1.14) gives
∂αk
∂t
+DI · ∇Xk = 0. (1.15)
Following [Perrier 07], we can write the term DI · ∇Xk as the average term DI · ∇αk
plus a ﬂuctuation term which will be neglected in this work so that:
DI · ∇Xk ≈ DI · ∇αk.
We also refer to [Abgrall 03] for this modeling task. It then follows the averaged
topological equation is expressed by
∂αk
∂t
+DI · ∇αk = 0. (1.16)
Note that for applications to interface problems, (1.16) can be interpreted analogously
to (1.14). In fact, after assuming that only macroscopic interfaces are involved, αk
takes two values (0 or 1) and its discontinuity indicates the material interface. Thus
(1.16) also means the material derivative vanishes following the interface.
When dealing with numerical two-phase mixtures with intermediate values of αk
between 0 and 1, we need to model the average interface velocity where the gradient
of αk is non-zero. This will be discussed in Chapter 2 in the framework of the Discrete
Equations Method.
1.4 Balance equations of two-ﬂuid model for inter-
faces
When dealing with (macroscopic) interface problems, each phase can be governed
by the (macroscopic) Euler equations. We assume the phase vector of variables and
ﬂuxes can be analogously deﬁned as in the local Euler equations (1.1):
uk =
⎡
⎣ ρkρk vk
ρke
t
k
⎤
⎦ , Fk =
⎡
⎣ ρk vkρvk vk + pk
ρke
t
kvk + pkvk
⎤
⎦ , (1.17)
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Multiplying the single phase macroscopic Euler equations
∂uk
∂t
+∇ · Fk = 0 (1.18)
by the phase volume fraction αk yields
αk
∂uk
∂t
+ αk∇ · Fk = 0. (1.19)
Coupled with the averaged topological equation (1.16) which describes the interface
evolution, (1.19) can be rearranged as
∂(αkuk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkFk) = (Fk − ukDI) · ∇αk. (1.20)
As done in [Abgrall 03], the so-called Lagrangian ﬂux function is deﬁned by
F
Lag
k = Fk − ukDI .
Since ∇αk vanishes everywhere except on the interface, FLagk needs to be deﬁned only
on the interface. The two-ﬂuid system (1.20) can then be expressed by
∂(αkuk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkFk) = FLagk,I · ∇αk. (1.21)
It is emphasized that the two-ﬂuid model (1.21) reduces to the single phase Euler
equations (1.18) when looking at a point that is not located on the interface, that is,
when ∇αk = 0.
Let us denote Γk,I the source of mass at the interface (linked to the chemical reaction
in this work):
Γk,I = ρk,I (vk,I −DI) · ∇αk (1.22)
In the momentum conservation equation, the interfacial momentum source is directly
related to the mass generation source:
Γk,Ivk,I = ρk,Ivk,I (vk,I −DI) · ∇αk (1.23)
The interfacial pressure source related to phase interaction is denoted Pk,I and such
that:
Pk,I = pk,I∇αk (1.24)
In the energy conservation equation, the interfacial energy source is also directly
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related to the mass generation source:
Γk,Ie
t
k,I = ρk,Ie
t
k,I (vk,I −DI) · ∇αk (1.25)
The interfacial power source related to phase interaction is such that:
Pk,I · vk,I = pk,Ivk,I · ∇αk (1.26)
Injecting these quantities in the compact conservation equations (1.21) yields:
Mass
∂(αkρk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkvk) = Γk,I
Momentum
∂(αkρkvk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkvkvk) +∇(αkpk) = Γk,Ivk,I +Pk,I
Energy
∂αkρke
t
k
∂t
+∇ · (αkρketkvk) +∇ · (αkpkvk) = Γk,Ietk,I +Pk,I · vk,I
Coupling the local (microscopic) Euler equations with the characteristic function Xk,
the two-ﬂuid model (1.21) can be alternatively derived in a rigorous way from the
averaging theory (see e.g. [Drew 98, Abgrall 03, Perrier 07]), with all the involved
ﬂuctuation terms appearing throughout the averaging procedures neglected. We em-
phasize that, for the macroscopic interface problems of interest in our applications,
the averaging procedures are not essential from a physical point of view. However,
we can alternatively employ the averaging method for interpreting the numerical two-
phase mixtures in discrete situations. This is the reason why we have distinguished
the characteristic function Xk and the volume fraction αk in Section 1.3. Thus, when
studying the numerical two-phase mixtures, the variables in (1.17) for each phase can
be considered as the following averaging terms in discrete situations:
• The density ρk of Σk is given by the average weighted with the characteristic
function Xk (called component-weighted average):
ρk =
Xkρ
αk
.
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The component-weighted average can be similarly applied to the phase pressure
pk:
pk =
Xkp
αk
.
• The velocity vk of Σk is deﬁned by the average weighted by Xkρ (called mass-
weighted average):
vk =
Xkρv
αkρk
.
The mass-weighted average can be analogously applied to the phase internal
energy ek:
ek =
Xkρe
αkρk
.
1.5 Interface conditions and mixture equations
At the interface between ﬂuids, properties can be discontinuous but mass, momen-
tum and energy must be conserved, after neglecting the surface tension and other
interfacial energy source. Thus, the following jump conditions hold:∑
k
Γk,I = 0,∑
k
(Γk,Ivk,I +Pk,I) = 0,∑
k
(Γk,Ie
t
k,I +Pk,I · vk,I) = 0,
(1.27)
When solving the two-ﬂuid model here considered, it is essentially needed to deter-
mine the various interfacial terms involved in (1.27). The mass transfer term Γk,I is,
in general, described by empirical relations depending on the problem under study:
evaporation, condensation, combustion, etc. The modeling of interfacial pressure pk,I
and interfacial velocity vk,I is delicate [Saurel 99a]. As far as our applications are
concerned (thermally perfect reacting gases), many of the available approaches of
this modeling in the literature are not suitable, since they assume that the interfa-
cial pressure and velocity are equal for both phases. When dealing with burnt and
unburnt gases separated by a reacting front, however, these values can be dramat-
ically diﬀerent [Beccantini 10a]. It will be shown in Chapter 2 that this modeling
diﬃculty can be successfully overcome by considering the reactive Riemann problem
[Beccantini 10a] in the framework of the RDEM approach. In fact, the solution of the
reactive Riemann problem will allow to determine at once the interfacial pressure pk,I
and the interfacial velocity vk,I on the reactive interface for both phases, as well as
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the mass transfer term Γk,I , provided that the fundamental ﬂame speed K0 is given
in case of deﬂagration.
Summing the balance equations of two-ﬂuid model for phase Σ1 and Σ2, and tak-
ing into account the jump conditions at the interface, the mixture equations take the
form of the Euler equations.
1.6 Case of impermeable interfaces
When considering two-phase interfaces with neither chemical reaction nor phase
change (i.e. impermeable interfaces), the mass transfer term Γk,I in (1.22) vanishes.
As a consequence,
DI = v1,I = v2,I = vI . (1.28)
Inserting this relation into the interface jump conditions (1.27) yields
p1,I = p2,I = pI . (1.29)
Thus, pressure and velocity are continuous across the chemically inert fronts. The
physical modeling of interface conditions thus becomes easier in this case (see for
instance the model proposed in [Saurel 99a]). However, as previously pointed out in
the case of permeable fronts, it is also possible to resort to the solution of a Riemann
problem in the framework of the DEM approach: the values of pI and vI can be
exactly known (on the contact discontinuity) if the exact Riemann solver is used.
As a consequence, the numerical errors of the DEM approach for non-reactive in-
terfaces, coupled with an exact solution of local Riemann problems, are only due to
the numerical averaging procedures of the phase variables inside the control volumes.
Alternatively, approximate Riemann solvers could also be used, which would add an-
other source of error to that induced by the averaging procedure.
To summarize, the two-ﬂuid model for impermeable interfaces can be written as:
∂αk
∂t
+ vI · ∇αk = 0,
∂(αkρk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkvk) = 0,
∂(αkρkvk)
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkvkvk) +∇(αkpk) = pI∇αk,
∂(αkρke
t
k)
∂t
+∇ · (αkρketkvk) +∇ · (αkpkvk) = pIvI · ∇αk.
(1.30)
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Chapter 2
(Reactive) Discrete Equations
Method for two-ﬂuid model
This second chapter is devoted to the presentation of the (Reactive) Discrete Equa-
tions Method (DEM/RDEM) [Abgrall 03, Le Me´tayer 05] which will be used through-
out this work to obtain numerical solutions of the two-ﬂuid system (1.16)-(1.21).
Looking back at the previous Chapter 1, the two-ﬂuid system is composed of the
averaged topological equation (1.16) combined with two sets of conversation laws
(Euler-type equations) for each phase. The numerical discretization of (1.16) is thus
of fundamental importance when solving the full two-ﬂuid system; this discretization
will be performed in Section 2.1 using the ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM method,
with the aim of giving a ﬁrst introduction to the method.
The extension of this upwind DEM/RDEM method to the full two-ﬂuid system can
then be realized by making use of the important concept of intercell boundaries parti-
tion. This concept will be reviewed in Section 2.2: it will be shown in particular how it
is consistent with an averaging procedure for the solution of the topological equations.
Section 2.3 is devoted to a general qualitative overview of the DEM/RDEM dis-
cretization strategy for the full two-ﬂuid system. It can be regarded as an extension
to two-phase problems of the single phase Godunov’s method. Three local Riemann
problems must be solved, with one of them a (non-reacting or reacting) Riemann prob-
lem between two diﬀerent phases. This section will also describe how DEM/RDEM
copes with the modeling issues of the interface conditions, such as interfacial pressure
and velocity, as well as the mass transfer term in case of chemical reactions.
Next, Section 2.4 provides a complete quantitative description of the DEM/RDEM
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method, generalizing the upwind approach presented in Section 2.1.
Speciﬁc time marching conditions for the DEM/RDEM approach are investigated in
Section 2.5.
Second-order extension and extension to the multi-dimensional case are eventually
discussed in Section 2.6 and 2.7 respectively.
Numerical results for one-dimensional interfaces computed with DEM are provided
in Section 2.8 and motivate the need for a further improvement both of the interface
accuracy and of the method robustness. The present work proposes to achieve such an
improvement using an original upwind downwind-controlled splitting approach that
will be presented in the next Chapter 3.
Note ﬁnally that the rather simple DEM/RDEM description proposed in this chapter
is given with the hope to make the practical implementation of the DEM/RDEM
approach easier for the interested reader. We refer to [Abgrall 03] for a more rigorous
derivation of the method.
2.1 First-order upwind DEM/RDEM approach for
averaged topological equation (scalar case)
Let us consider the one-dimensional averaged topological equation
∂α
∂t
+ DI(x, t)
∂α
∂x
= 0, (2.1)
where the phase indicator k has been omitted.
It is emphasized that α can be discontinuous, which reﬂects the location of the inter-
faces. According to [Drew 98], the following relationship, similar to the product rule
for ordinary derivatives, holds:
DI
∂α
∂x
=
∂(αDI)
∂x
− α∂DI
∂x
.
Equation (2.1) can thus be rewritten as:
∂α
∂t
+
∂(αDI)
∂x
= α
∂DI
∂x
(2.2)
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The conservative term
∂(αDI)
∂x
can be discretized using a standard ﬁnite volume
technique [
∂(αDI)
∂x
]n
i
=
αn
i+ 1
2
Dn
I,i+ 1
2
− αn
i− 1
2
Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δx
. (2.3)
The discrete interface velocities Dn
I,i− 1
2
and Dn
I,i+ 1
2
here involved can, in fact, be given
by the local Riemann problem solution, in the numerical context of DEM/RDEM
approach for full two-ﬂuid system. For instance, these quantities can be evaluated by
the speed of the reactive shock wave within the reactive Riemann problem solution.
Since we are only interested, in this section, with the scalar topological equation,
it is assumed that Dn
I,i− 1
2
and Dn
I,i+ 1
2
are known variables. Their speciﬁc evaluation
will be further discussed in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. For a ﬁrst-order approach, the
numerical solution α(x, t) at time tn can be approximated by a piecewise constant
reconstruction function αn(x, tn), such that for the control volume [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1
2
]
αn(x, tn) = αni , xi− 1
2
< x < xi+ 1
2
.
Thus, the non-conservative term α∂DI
∂x
can be simply discretized as
[
α
∂DI
∂x
]n
i
= αni
Dn
I,i+ 1
2
−Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δx
. (2.4)
Using the above relations and the ﬁrst-order Euler method for the time discretization,
the numerical scheme for the modiﬁed topological equation (2.2) takes the form:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(αn
i− 1
2
− αni )−DnI,i+ 1
2
(αn
i+ 1
2
− αni )
]
. (2.5)
The intercell value αn
i− 1
2
at x = xi− 1
2
of an upwind method is classically given by
αn
i− 1
2
=
⎧⎨
⎩
αni−1, if D
n
I,i− 1
2
> 0,
αni , if D
n
I,i− 1
2
< 0.
(2.6)
Here we deﬁne an interface velocity indicator β on each intercell boundary by
βi− 1
2
=
⎧⎨
⎩
1, if Dn
I,i− 1
2
≥ 0,
0, if Dn
I,i− 1
2
< 0.
(2.7)
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α
xi− 1 i i + 1
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
1
0
A
B
C
B′
C ′
Figure 2.1: First-order upwind method for averaged topological equation.
Scheme (2.5) can then be rewritten as
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
βi− 1
2
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(αni−1 − αni ) + (1− βi+ 1
2
)Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(αni − αni+1)
]
. (2.8)
The upwind scheme (2.8) implies that the value of αi is only modiﬁed by the numerical
interfaces (i.e. numerical ﬂuxes) entering into cell i from its boundaries. The ﬂux
contributions at boundaries xi− 1
2
and xi+ 1
2
are respectively:
βi− 1
2
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(αni−1 − αni ),
(1− βi+ 1
2
)Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(αni − αni+1), (2.9)
The method is also graphically illustrated in Fig. 2.1 for the speciﬁc case where the
propagation speeds are positive. In that particular case:
βi− 1
2
= 1, 1− βi+ 1
2
= 0,
so that the ﬂux contribution from intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
vanishes. The term
βi− 1
2
Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δt(αni−1 − αni )
in the numerical scheme (2.8) can also be interpreted as the area ABB′C′C displayed
in Fig. 2.1. Thus,
αn+1i = α
n
i +
ABB′C′C
Δx
. (2.10)
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2.2 Partition of intercell boundaries
In order to extend scheme (2.5) to the full two-ﬂuid model, the concept of intercell
boundaries partition is now graphically described, using Fig. 2.2. The quantity S
(12)
i− 1
2
or S
(21)
i− 1
2
denotes the interface between two phases in the discrete situation. In the
speciﬁc case shown in Fig. 2.2, it is simply assumed that no such interface exists
with phase Σ2 on the left and phase Σ1 on the right (i.e. S
(21)
i− 1
2
= 0). Note that a
non-zero volume fraction of phase Σk is assumed in each computational cell in our
computations in order for the problem to be well-posed [Murrone 05, Zein 10]. Thus,
according to the conﬁguration illustrated in Fig. 2.2, it is certain that two single-
phase non-zero sub-surfaces are present at each intercell boundary. For instance, at
xi− 1
2
, the sub-surface linked to the single-phase contact of Σ1 can be quantiﬁed by
S
(11)
i− 1
2
= min {α1,i−1, α1,i} = 1−max {α2,i−1, α2,i} . (2.11)
The sub-surface linked to the single-phase contact of Σ2 is given by
S
(22)
i− 1
2
= 1−max {α1,i−1, α1,i} = min {α2,i−1, α2,i} . (2.12)
The sub-surface linked to the numerical interface between phase Σ1 and Σ2 can be
computed as:
S
(12)
i− 1
2
= max {0, α1,i−1 − α1,i} = max {0, α2,i − α2,i−1} . (2.13)
α2,i−1
α1,i−1
α2,i
α1,i
S
(12)
i− 1
2
S
(11)
i− 1
2
S
(22)
i− 1
2
x
i− 1 ii− 1
2
Figure 2.2: Partition of the intercell boundary, The phase Σ1 is shaded whereas the
phase Σ2 is in white.
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Similarly, we have for the sub-surface between phase Σ2 and Σ1:
S
(21)
i− 1
2
= max {0, α1,i − α1,i−1} = max {0, α2,i−1 − α2,i} . (2.14)
It is easy to observe that one of the sub-surface S
(12)
i− 1
2
, S
(21)
i− 1
2
, should be zero. Moreover,
in exact algebra, the following relationship holds:
S
(11)
i− 1
2
+ max
{
S
(12)
i− 1
2
, S
(21)
i− 1
2
}
+ S
(22)
i− 1
2
= 1. (2.15)
2.2.1 Upwind scheme for averaged topological equation by
means of intercell boundary partition
From the above deﬁnitions, the quantity αnk,i−1 − αnk,i in the upwind scheme (2.8) for
phase Σk can also be expressed in terms of sub-surfaces:
αnk,i−1 − αnk,i = S(kk
′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
, (2.16)
where k′ is the phase indicator diﬀerent from k. Similarly, the quantity αnk,i − αnk,i+1
can also be written as:
αnk,i − αnk,i+1 = S(kk
′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
. (2.17)
The upwind method for the averaged topological equation of phase Σk can then be
rewritten as
αn+1k,i = α
n
k,i +
Δt
Δx
[
βi− 1
2
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
) + (1− βi+ 1
2
)Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)
]
.
(2.18)
That is, the scheme (2.18) with intercell boundary partition is equivalent to the
upwind scheme (2.8).
2.3 Qualitative overview of DEM/RDEM for two-
ﬂuid system
2.3.1 General principles
In this section, the (Reactive) Discrete Equations Method (DEM/RDEM) [Abgrall 03,
Le Me´tayer 05] is qualitatively presented for the full two-ﬂuid model aiming to deal
with reacting and non-reacting interfaces. The DEM/RDEM described here, as the
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upwind method for the volume fraction described in the previous Sections, is an Eule-
rian approach (ﬁxed space grid). The two-phase ﬂow here considered is characterized
by the volume fraction of each phase. Even though only the interfaces (permeable or
impermeable) separating the pure ﬂuids should be involved in the problem, non-zero
volume fractions must be deﬁned at each location to preserve the hyperbolicity of the
two-ﬂuid model with two pressures and two velocities [Murrone 05, Zein 10]. Due to
numerical dissipation, the volume fraction at the interface is diﬀused, which artiﬁ-
cially creates numerical mixture. In Fig. 2.3, the diﬀused volume fractions illustrate
the numerical mixture of material interface in one space dimension (note this diﬀused
volume fraction model corresponds to the piecewise constant representation of α used
in Section 2.1 and 2.2).
As in the Godunov’s method for the single phase compressible Euler equations, local
Riemann problems are considered in the DEM/RDEM method for the averaging
of conservative variables, or more practically for computing the intercell numerical
ﬂux functions. At each intercell boundary in the interface diﬀusion zone for the
volume fraction model in Fig. 2.4, the unitary surface can be divided into three
parts, depending upon the phase conﬁguration across the intercell boundary (see
Section 2.2). This intercell boundary partition results in three diﬀerent local Riemann
problems at each intercell location, for instance at the position xi− 1
2
in the case where
α1,i−1 > α1,i (and α2,i−1 < α2,i since the ﬂow is assumed saturated):
Σ1
Σ1
Σ2
Σ2
Σ2
α1/α2 (volume fraction)
x
i− 1 i i + 1
1
Figure 2.3: Numerically diﬀused volume fractions. The phase Σ1 is shaded, and
characterized by the volume fraction α1 whereas the phase Σ2 is in white, and char-
acterized by α2. α1 + α2 = 1.
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α(tn)
α2,i−1
α1,i−1
α2,i
α1,i
S
(12)
i− 1
2
RP11
RP12
RP22
x
i− 1 ii− 1
2
1
0
Figure 2.4: Three Riemann problems at the intercell boundary i− 1
2
. The phase Σ1
is shaded whereas the phase Σ2 is in white.
• RP11(Un1,i−1,Un1,i),
• RP12(Un1,i−1,Un2,i),
• RP22(Un2,i−1,Un2,i).
Let us emphasize that, with the DEM/RDEM approach, the Riemann problem
• RP21(Un2,i−1,Un1,i)
is not taken into account in the speciﬁc case shown in Fig. 2.4. Firstly, from a
physical viewpoint, the interface considered in the present work cannot involve both
RP12 and RP21 at the same time and the same location. Secondly, from a numerical
viewpoint, the sub-surface S
(21)
i− 1
2
vanishes in scheme (2.18) for the present case where
S
(12)
i− 1
2
> 0.
As far as the one-phase local Riemann problems RP11 and RP22 are concerned, the
conventional Godunov ﬂux for the Euler equations FG(U
(11)
i− 1
2
) and FG(U
(22)
i− 1
2
) (see
[Ivings 98] for stiﬀened gases, [Beccantini 00, Beccantini 10a] for thermally perfect
gases) can be used for updating the phase variables. Alternatively, any suitable ap-
proximate Riemann solver [Toro 97] can be employed for RP11 and RP22.
The two-phase local Riemann problem RP12 requires a speciﬁc treatment for the dis-
cretization of the non-conservative transport equation for volume fractions (1.16) (see
Section 2.1) and the updating of the corresponding phase variables. This treatment
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for the two-phase local Riemann problem RP12 depends on whether the interface
velocity DI is positive or negative. If DI > 0, the phase Σ1 enters into cell i with the
velocity DI ; otherwise, the phase Σ2 enters into cell i − 1 with the velocity DI . In
the following description, focused on cell i, DI is supposed to be positive at xi− 1
2
and
xi+ 1
2
with α1,i−1 > α1,i > α1,i+1. The overall conﬁguration of the two-phase control
volumes at time tn+1 = tn + Δt is sketched in Fig. 2.5. The two-phase interface
(Σ1,Σ2) represented by BC at xi− 1
2
at time tn moves to the right with velocity DI
and reaches position B′C ′ (x = xi− 1
2
+ DIΔt) at t
n+1. The sub-volume of BCC ′B′
initially occupied by phase Σ2 (Fig. 2.4) is now occupied by Σ1 (Fig. 2.5). Thus, the
variations of the phase volume fraction in the cell element i can be quantiﬁed as:
Δαn1,i = S
(12)
i− 1
2
DIΔt
Δx
;
Δαn2,i = −S(12)i− 1
2
DIΔt
Δx
.
(2.19)
Formulation (2.19) corresponds to the discretization of the volume fraction equation
(1.16), which can be interpreted by the volume BCC ′B′ in Fig. 2.5 (see scheme
(2.18)). To explain the averaging procedure of phase variables in the DEM/RDEM
approach, the Riemann problems for surface segment BC at location xi− 1
2
and for
DE at location xi+ 1
2
are illustrated in Fig. 2.6 in the case of non-reacting stiﬀened gas
ﬂows, where the interface velocity DI is equal to the velocity of contact discontinuity.
It is worthwhile to notice that in order to perform the variables averaging for both
Σ1
Σ1
Σ1
Σ2
Σ2Σ2
α(tn + Δt)
S
(12)
i− 1
2
DIΔt
x
i− 1 ii− 1
2
1
0
A
B
C
B′
C ′ D
E
F
Figure 2.5: Two-phase control volumes at time tn + Δt. The interface represented
by BC at xi− 1
2
at time tn moves to the right with the velocity of DI and arrives at
position B′C ′ (x = xi− 1
2
+ DIΔt) at t
n+1 = tn + Δt.
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phases in DEM/RDEM method, it is suﬃcient to assume that no wave interaction oc-
curs within the computational cells. This is satisﬁed by enforcing the CFL restriction
CFL ≤ 1
2
. Thus, the averaging of conservative variables for each phase concerning
the sub-cell BCDE in Fig. 2.5 inside the element i can be expressed, by integrating
over the line segment [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1
2
]× tn+1 in Fig. 2.6, as
Un+11,i
∣∣
BCC′B′
=
∫ x
i−1
2
+DIΔt
x
i− 1
2
U
(12)
i− 1
2
(
x, tn+1
)
dx,
Un+12,i
∣∣
B′C′DE
=
∫ x
i− 1
2
+ 1
2
Δx
x
i− 1
2
+DIΔt
U
(12)
i− 1
2
(
x, tn+1
)
dx +
∫ x
i+1
2
x
i+1
2
− 1
2
Δx
U
(22)
i+ 1
2
(
x, tn+1
)
dx,
where U
(12)
i− 1
2
is the solution of local Riemann problem RP12 at xi− 1
2
, and U
(22)
i+ 1
2
is the
solution of local Riemann problem RP22 at xi+ 1
2
(surface area DE in Fig. 2.5 is
covered by RP22 at xi+ 1
2
). The conservative variables in the volume ABEF in Fig.
2.5 for phase Σ1 are updated by the conventional Godunov’s ﬂux (or an approximate
Riemann solver) at the surface areas AB and EF . Concluding for the cell element
i, the volumes BCC ′B′ and ABEF in Fig. 2.5 are responsible for the averaging of
conservative variables for phase Σ1, and in the same manner, the remaining volume
inside cell i is linked to the averaging for phase Σ2. In other words, the averaging of
conservative variables is realized separately for the two phases, which, consequently,
also avoids averaging the thermodynamic properties. This (important) speciﬁc prop-
erty of the DEM/RDEM method prevents the occurrence of non-physical pressure
oscillations at the material interface [Abgrall 96].
However, it is diﬃcult to handle the averaging of conservative variable when a more
eﬃcient time-marching scheme is required. Indeed, due to the nonlinear wave inter-
actions when CFL > 1
2
, the determination of phase variables at the next time step is
no longer obvious. On the other hand, as for the conservative form of the Godunov’s
method, the DEM/RDEM method can be written in terms of numerical ﬂux for prac-
tical computations (see [Abgrall 03, Le Me´tayer 05] or the following section of this
chapter). Since a moving interface is involved in the two-phase Riemann problem
RP12, a so-called Lagrangian ﬂux is required. It can be understood as a Lagrangian
projection on the Eulerian mesh, which is equivalent to a ﬂux function across a mov-
ing boundary of the corresponding phase, representing the phase interactions. By
applying the DEM/RDEM method with the numerical ﬂux for two-phase Riemann
problems (Eulerian one and Lagrangian one), the CFL restriction of CFL ≤ 1
2
can
be extended to CFL ≤ 1, provided that no wave acceleration takes place as a con-
sequence of wave interaction [Toro 97]. Note however that, within the framework of
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averaging Σ1
averaging Σ2
x
tt
tn + Δt
DI
i− 1 i i + 1
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
Figure 2.6: Two-phase local Riemann problem RP12 at intercell position xi− 1
2
linked
to the surface segment BC in Fig. 2.5, and the corresponding one-phase local Rie-
mann problem RP22 at intercell position xi+ 1
2
linked to the surface segment DE in
Fig. 2.5. At tn, the sub-volume BCDE of element i (Fig. 2.5) is entirely occupied
by the phase Σ2 (in white). DI corresponds to the interface velocity. At t
n+1, one
part of [xi− 1
2
, xi− 1
2
+ DIΔt] in the sub-volume BCDE is occupied by the phase Σ1
(shaded). So Σ1 is averaged aver [xi− 1
2
, xi− 1
2
+DIΔt]× tn+1, and Σ2 is averaged aver
[xi− 1
2
+ DIΔt, xi+ 1
2
]× tn+1.
DEM/RDEM approach, additional restriction for time step Δt must be respected for
the volume fraction (see condition (2.35)).
2.3.2 Local Riemann problem in the non-reacting case
For the stiﬀened gas problem in the non-reacting case within the DEM approach,
any suitable approximated Riemann solver [Toro 97, Ivings 98] can be used to eval-
uate the numerical ﬂux. The numerical results presented in this work, except when
speciﬁed, are obtained with the exact Riemann solver. The one-phase local Riemann
problems RP11 and RP22 have the same solution structure as the two-phase Rie-
mann problems RP12 or RP21. For instance, the typical solutions of RP22 and RP12
are illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The velocity of contact discontinuity v∗ in the two-phase
Riemann problem (e.g. Fig. 2.7(b)) is inserted into the non-reacting system (1.30)
as the average interface velocity vI in one space dimension. On the other hand, the
pressure p∗ inside the star region in the two-phase Riemann problem is set as the
interface pressure pI when calculating the moving ﬂux (Lagrangian ﬂux) across the
interface. Consequently, the diﬃcult physical modeling for interface conditions (vI
and pI) in two-phase ﬂow is avoided by using numerical data [Saurel 99a, Abgrall 03].
Regarding the general multi-dimensional case, rotational invariance is valid for the
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governing equations of two-ﬂuid model (1.16)-(1.21). Thus, one-dimensional Riemann
problem can be used for computing the multi-dimensional numerical ﬂux. At each
intercell boundary of a general mesh, the solution of a local one-dimensional two-
phase Riemann problem gives the propagation speed of the volume fraction in the
normal direction of the intercell boundary. This kind of approximation reﬂects the
averaged interface velocity DI in the averaged topological equation (1.16) within the
framework of DEM/RDEM approach.
x
t
U2,L
U∗2,L U
∗
2,R
U2,R
CDLgnl Rgnl
i− 1 ii− 1
2
(a) RP22
x
t
U∗2,R
U2,RU1,L
U∗1,L
CDLgnl Rgnl
i− 1 ii− 1
2
(b) RP12
Figure 2.7: Local Riemann problems in case of non-reacting stiﬀened gas ﬂows at
intercell position xi− 1
2
. (a) is the solution structure of one-phase Riemann problem
RP22(Un2,i−1,U
n
2,i) which contains a left genuinely nonlinear wave (Lgnl), a contact
discontinuity (CD), and a right genuinely nonlinear wave (Rgnl); (b) is the two-
phase Riemann problem RP12(Un1,i−1,U
n
2,i) with the same structure as the one-phase
problem (a). The velocity of the contact discontinuity in (b) is the interface velocity
DI .
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2.3.3 Local Riemann problem in the reacting case
The reacting interface problem also involves the local Riemann problems RP11, RP22,
and RP12 or RP21 within the RDEM approach. As far as the one-phase non-
reacting problems (RP11, RP22) are concerned, any approximated Riemann solver
[Toro 97, Beccantini 00] or exact Riemann solver [Beccantini 00] can be applied for
thermally perfect gases with temperature-dependent speciﬁc heats. The exact wave
structure of RP11 or RP22 is similar to the one of non-reacting stiﬀened gas (Fig.
2.7(a)). The wave structure of the two-phase reactive Riemann problem RP12 or
RP21 is fully studied in [Beccantini 10a] at all combustion regimes. The general case
is shown in Fig. 2.8 for RP12. The phase Σ1 is the burnt gas mixture (shaded in
Fig. 2.8), and Σ2 is the unburnt one (in white). The velocity of the reactive shock
wave (RS) is the average interface velocity DI in Equation (1.16) for one-dimensional
problems. In deﬂagration conﬁgurations, for which the visible ﬂame velocity is calcu-
lated by adding the unburnt gas velocity to the imposed fundamental ﬂame speed K0,
the right genuinely nonlinear wave (Rgnl) is the precursor shock wave of the ﬂame
(RS), while in detonations (K0 is not needed), the Rgnl is caught up by the RS, and
these two waves overlap in x− t plane. In case of Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagrations or
detonations, a Taylor expansion wave appears behind the reacting shock where the
ﬂow is sonic.
^
x
t
U∗2,R
U2,RU1,L
U∗1,L
U∗∗∗1,R U∗∗1,R
CD
RS
Taylor
Lgnl
Rgnl
i− 1 ii− 1
2
Figure 2.8: General case of two-phase local Riemann problem RP12(Un1,i−1,U
n
2,i;K0)
in reacting case at intercell position xi− 1
2
[Beccantini 10a]. The left side is the burnt
phase Σ1, and the right side is the unburnt phase Σ2. The solution structure contains a
left genuinely nonlinear wave (Lgnl), a contact discontinuity (CD), a Taylor expansion
wave in case of Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration or detonation, a reacting shock wave
(RS), and a right genuinely nonlinear wave (Rgnl). The velocity of reacting shock is
the interface velocity DI in averaged topological equation (1.16).
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The interfacial pressure pk,I and velocity vk,I , as well as the mass transfer ﬂux
ρk,I(vk,I −DI) and other linked terms across the reactive interface in system (1.16)-
(1.21) are deﬁned by considering the reactive Riemann problem. They are the vari-
ables on the reactive shock evaluated by the variables of phase Σk: if P is a point
located on the interface, the interface variable of interest Qk,I(P) is the limit of Q(M )
when the point M stays inside the phase Σk and M → P. These variables are not
continuous in general on the reactive interface. The interface conditions (1.27) are
guaranteed by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations across the reactive shock wave.
According to [Beccantini 10a], the velocity of the reacting interface in the multi-
dimensional case is modeled as a function of the fundamental ﬂame speed K0 and the
unburnt gas velocity vu:
DI = v
u + K0n (2.20)
where n is the normal to the reacting interface going from the burnt gas mixture to
the unburnt one. For a multi-dimensional general grid, the one-dimensional reactive
Riemann problem is resolved on intercell boundary in the local frame. As suggested in
[Beccantini 10a], the fundamental ﬂame speed used for this one-dimensional Riemann
problem, is computed by K0|n · nf | with nf the cell interface normal which can be
diﬀerent from the ﬂame surface normal n.
2.4 Quantitative description of DEM/RDEM for
two-ﬂuid system
In this section, the ﬁrst-order upwind scheme (2.5) or (2.8) for the averaged topologi-
cal equation is generalized for the full two-ﬂuid system, taking into account the main
concepts qualitatively discussed in Section 2.3.
Let us recast system (1.21) into the following one-dimensional form:
∂(αkuk)
∂t
+
∂(αkfk)
∂x
= fLagk
∂αk
∂x
. (2.21)
where uk = (ρk, ρkvk, ρke
t
k)
T, fk = (ρkvk, ρkv
2
k + pk, ρke
t
kvk + pkvk)
T, and the so-called
Lagrangian ﬂux fLagk is deﬁned on the interface by
fLagk = fk,I −DIuk,I .
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According to [Drew 98], the non-conservative term fLagk
∂αk
∂x
can be rewritten as
fLagk
∂αk
∂x
=
∂(αkf
Lag
k )
∂x
− αk∂f
Lag
k
∂x
,
which is a rule similar to the product rule for ordinary derivatives. The two-ﬂuid
system (2.21) can therefore be modiﬁed as
∂(αkuk)
∂t
+
∂(αkfk)
∂x
=
∂(αkf
Lag
k )
∂x
− αk ∂f
Lag
k
∂x
. (2.22)
The conservative ﬂux terms involved in (2.22) can be discretized using a classical
ﬁnite volume technique:[
∂(αkfk)
∂x
]
i
=
αk,i+ 1
2
Fk,i+ 1
2
− αk,i− 1
2
Fk,i− 1
2
Δx
,
[
∂(αkf
Lag
k )
∂x
]
i
=
αk,i+ 1
2
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
− αk,i− 1
2
FLag
k,i− 1
2
Δx
.
where Fk and F
Lag
k are the numerical ﬂuxes approximating respectively fk and f
Lag
k .
The non-conservative ﬂux term αk
∂fLagk
∂x
can be discretized, for a ﬁrst-order approach,
as:
αk
[
∂fLagk
∂x
]
i
= αk,i
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
− FLag
k,i− 1
2
Δx
.
Employing the above results and applying the ﬁrst-order forward Euler method for
the time derivative term
∂αkuk
∂t
in (2.22) yields:
(αU)n+1k,i − (αU)nk,i
Δt
+
(αF)k,i+ 1
2
− (αF)k,i− 1
2
Δx
=
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(
αk,i+ 1
2
− αk,i
)
− FLag
k,i− 1
2
(
αk,i− 1
2
− αk,i
)
Δx
.
(2.23)
which is in fact the ﬁnal form of the ﬁrst-order DEM/RDEM scheme for the full
two-ﬂuid model. We note that αn+1k,i in (2.23) has already been solved in Section 2.1
by (2.5) or (2.8) with the interface velocity given by the solution of a local two-ﬂuid
Riemann problem (see Section 2.3). On the other hand, the intercell value αk,i− 1
2
at
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x = xi− 1
2
is given by the upwind strategy
αk,i− 1
2
=
{
αnk,i−1, if DI,i− 1
2
> 0,
αnk,i, if DI,i− 1
2
< 0.
The remaining task consists in evaluating the numerical ﬂuxes Fk,i− 1
2
and FLag
k,i− 1
2
.
Considering the intercell boundary partition procedure in Section 2.2 and taking into
account the general principles of the DEM/RDEM approach such as reviewed in
Section 2.3 concerning the one-phase and two-phase Riemann problems (see Fig. 2.4
and Fig. 2.5), the convective ﬂux contribution (αF)k,i− 1
2
can be evaluated by
(αF)k,i− 1
2
=
⎧⎨
⎩
S
(kk)
i− 1
2
F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
+ S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
F
(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
, if DI,i− 1
2
> 0,
S
(kk)
i− 1
2
F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
+ S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
F
(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
, if DI,i− 1
2
< 0.
where F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
is the numerical conservative ﬂux of the one-phase Riemann problem
RPkk evaluated on xi− 1
2
, and F
(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
is the numerical conservative ﬂux of the two-
phase Riemann problem RPkk′. Using the interface velocity indicator β introduced
in Section 2.1, the above relation can be rearranged in the form:
(αF)k,i− 1
2
= S
(kk)
i− 1
2
F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
+ βi− 1
2
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
F
(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
+ (1− βi− 1
2
)S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
F
(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
, (2.24)
and (αF)k,i+ 1
2
is expressed analogously. As previously performed for the topological
equation in Section 2.1, the Lagrangian ﬂux contributions in (2.23) can be written in
a similar way:
FLag
k,i− 1
2
(
αk,i− 1
2
− αk,i
)
= βi− 1
2
FLag
k,i− 1
2
(αk,i−1 − αk,i) ,
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(
αk,i+ 1
2
− αk,i
)
= (1− βi− 1
2
)FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(αk,i+1 − αk,i) .
and even expressed in terms of partitioned sub-surfaces:
FLag
k,i− 1
2
(
αk,i− 1
2
− αk,i
)
= βi− 1
2
FLag
k,i− 1
2
(
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
,
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(
αk,i+ 1
2
− αk,i
)
= −(1− βi− 1
2
)FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(
S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)
.
Since S(kk
′) is associated to the local Riemann problem RPkk′ and S(k
′k) to RPk′k,
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the Lagrangian ﬂux contributions are modiﬁed as follows:
FLag
k,i− 1
2
(
αk,i− 1
2
− αk,i
)
= βi− 1
2
(
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− FLag,(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
,
FLag
k,i+ 1
2
(
αk,i+ 1
2
− αk,i
)
= −(1− βi− 1
2
)
(
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i+ 1
2
S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− FLag,(k′k)
k,i+ 1
2
S
(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)
.
(2.25)
where F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
is the numerical Lagrangian ﬂux evaluated on the numerical interface
(contact discontinuity for SG-EOS or reactive shock for reacting gases) of the two-
phase Riemann problem RPkk′ at intercell boundary xi− 1
2
. The Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions ensure the equality:
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
= F
Lag,(kk′)
k′,i− 1
2
. (2.26)
2.4.1 Summary of the DEM/RDEM scheme
Inserting the relations (2.24) and (2.25) into (2.23) yields an expression for the
DEM/RDEM scheme in terms of partitioned sub-surfaces, which can be summarized
as follows:[
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
+
Δt
Δx
[
(RC
k,i− 1
2
+RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC
k,i+ 1
2
+RLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
, (2.27)
where RC
k,i± 1
2
denotes the conservative ﬂux contribution at intercell boundary xi± 1
2
.
The explicit expression for RC
k,i− 1
2
reads:
RC
k,i− 1
2
=
[
0
S
(kk)
i− 1
2
F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
+ βi− 1
2
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
F
(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
+ (1− βi− 1
2
)S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
F
(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
]
, (2.28)
where the conservative ﬂux contribution for the volume fraction vanishes. Similarly,
R
Lag
k,i± 1
2
,i
denotes the Lagrangian ﬂux contribution to cell i at xi± 1
2
. The explicit
expression for RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
reads:
R
Lag
k,i− 1
2
,i
= −βi− 1
2
⎡
⎣ −(S(kk′)i− 12 − S(k′k)i− 12 )DI,i− 12
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
⎤
⎦ , (2.29)
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while RLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
is given by:
R
Lag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
= (1− βi+ 1
2
)
⎡
⎣ −(S(kk′)i+ 12 − S(k′k)i+ 12 )DI,i+ 12
S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
k,i+ 1
2
⎤
⎦ . (2.30)
Considering the cells i and i − 1, it can be checked the Lagrangian ﬂux is non-
conservative by computing on xi− 1
2
:
R
Lag
k,i− 1
2
,i−1
−RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
=
⎡
⎣ −(S(kk′)i− 12 − S(k′k)i− 12 )DI,i− 12
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
k,i− 1
2
⎤
⎦ = 0. (2.31)
However, adding the Lagrangian ﬂux contributions together for one cell for both
phases yields: ∑
k
R
Lag
k,i− 1
2
,i
=
∑
k
R
Lag
k,i− 1
2
,i−1
= 0. (2.32)
The DEM/RDEM method thus remains conservative for the two-ﬂuid ensemble (Σ1+
Σ2). This property is fundamental for combustion computations in our applications.
The various conservative and Lagrangian ﬂuxes involved in the DEM/RDEM scheme
are graphically summarized in Fig. 2.9.
2.4.2 Limiting case of zero interface velocity
When DI,i− 1
2
= 0 and/or DI,i+ 1
2
= 0, the DEM/RDEM scheme (2.27) is still valid
with the following speciﬁc identities for the Lagrangian ﬂuxes:
F
Lag,(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
= F
Lag,(kk′)
k′,i− 1
2
= F
(kk′)
k,i− 1
2
= F
(kk′)
k′,i− 1
2
.
2.4.3 Limiting case of zero two-ﬂuid contact
This limiting case means that there is no numerical two-phase contact at the inter-
cell boundary xi− 1
2
. In fact, when the volume fraction is uniform for two adjacent
cell elements, even though ﬂow properties can be diﬀerent, it is considered in the
DEM/RDEM approach that no numerical interface is present. In that particular
case, the conventional Godunov’s method is recovered from (2.27) for both phases:
Un+1k,i = U
n
k,i +
Δt
Δx
(
F
(kk)
k,i− 1
2
− F(kk)
k,i+ 1
2
)
,
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Figure 2.9: Conservative and Lagrangian fluxes at the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
for
cases of different phase contacts and interface propagation directions. The phase Σ1
is shaded whereas the phase Σ2 is in white. The characteristic curves are not drawn
in x− t space here. They give a qualitative illustration of involved wave propagations
in DEM/RDEM method. The Lagrangian flux FLag
i− 1
2
is generated at the numerical
phase interface, whose value is evaluated on the corresponding characteristic curve.
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The DEM/RDEM method can thus be regarded as an extension of Godunov’s method
to two-phase problems.
2.5 Time step investigation
As already mentioned in Section 2.3, in order for wave interaction not to occur between
the waves generated by the local Riemann problems, the nonlinear stability condition
of the DEM/RDEM scheme is
Δt ≤ 1
2
Δx
δnmax
, i.e. CFL ≤ 1
2
where δnmax is the maximum wave speed in the whole computational domain. This
time step condition can be relaxed to
CFL ≤ 1 (2.33)
if assuming no wave acceleration and taking into account the aspects detailed in the
following subsections.
2.5.1 Condition on the volume fraction
Local Extremum Diminishing (LED) scheme
A class of monotonic schemes has been developed in [Jameson 95, Jameson 01], based
on the Local Extremum Diminishing (LED) property. These schemes, when used to
discretize the averaged topological equation, satisfy the discrete maximum principle,
which states that a local maximum can not increase and a local minimum can not
decrease. Therefore, this class of schemes precludes from developing numerical oscil-
lations. It is worthwhile to notice that a one-dimensional scheme which is LED is also
TVD [Jameson 95]. The converse is not true, since when shifting a pair of adjacent
maxima and minima, the total variation is unchanged, whilst the local maximum is
increased [Jameson 01]. Furthermore, LED ideas can be readily extended to multi-
dimensional case, whilst TVD remains unclear except for one-dimensional problems.
LED property is in fact widely used in this work to develop the upwind downwind-
controlled splitting approach (UDCS) for multi-dimensional two-phase problems with
unstructured grids, including reacting problems involving mass transfer phenomenon
(Chapter 3).
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Figure 2.10: Evolution of volume fraction in DEM/RDEM approach with opposite
interface velocity linked to adjacent intercell boundaries. New volume fraction αn+1i in
cell element i at time tn+1 can not exceed the value of max{αni−1, αni , αni+1} according
to LED property.
LED condition on the volume fraction
The LED property is introduced in this section to emphasize that the DEM/RDEM
approach ought not to generate any new local extremum of volume fraction. In one
space dimension, this condition is satisﬁed by (2.33) as far as the numerical interface
velocity DI is unidirectional in the whole computational domain. Proof of this is
straightforward using the discretization of the equation (1.16) developed in Section
2.1.
On the other hand, when the numerical interface velocity DI is not unidirectional,
additional condition on the time step Δt should be taken into consideration. For
instance, in Fig. 2.10, due to the contribution of intercell boundaries xi− 1
2
and xi+ 1
2
,
an amount of generated volume of the same sign is added to cell i from both sides.
It is then possible that condition (2.33) is no longer suﬃcient to ensure the following
LED property is satisﬁed:
min
{
αni−1, α
n
i , α
n
i+1
} ≤ αn+1i ≤ max{αni−1, αni , αni+1} . (2.34)
In order to avoid such a problem, the following additional condition is imposed in
this work for any cell element i:
Δt ≤ Δx
max{DI,i− 1
2
, 0}+
∣∣∣min{DI,i+ 1
2
, 0}
∣∣∣ . (2.35)
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It is emphasized that the time step restriction (2.35) is a suﬃcient (but not necessary)
condition to satisfy (2.34) [Tang 12].
2.5.2 Acoustic wave contribution over numerical interface
When CFL > 1
2
, wave interaction occurs within computational cells, as for the sec-
ond version of Godunov’s method (see [Toro 97]). While assuming in Godunov’s
method that no wave acceleration takes place after the wave interaction (this is a
linear assumption), the numerical ﬂuxes at the intercell boundaries can be consid-
ered constant within the time step Δt. This property is still true in DEM/RDEM
approach for two phase problems at the intercell boundaries. On the other hand for
the Lagrangian ﬂux on the moving numerical interface, this property is no longer true.
Consider the simple case illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The characteristic curves of the
Riemann problems RP12 at xi− 1
2
and RP22 at xi+ 1
2
in the x− t plane cross each over
in the volume fraction diagram. The value of the Lagrangian ﬂux and the numerical
interface velocity from xi− 1
2
over the characteristic curve x˙ = DI,i− 1
2
is modiﬁed
from time tm, the time at which the numerical interface interacts with the left-going
nonlinear wave coming from the intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
. Our experience with a wide
range of test cases shows that this kind of interaction between a nonlinear wave and a
numerical interface can be neglected in the DEM/RDEM approach without creating
serious problems. Robustness problems appear in extreme situations only, such as in
the case of a very strong shock wave interacting with a fast traveling interface (e.g.
detonations and fast deﬂagrations). The CFL value should be decreased in this case
(see in particular the subsequent test case in Section 2.8.2).
2.6 Extension to the limited second-order approach
Higher-accuracy for scheme (2.27) is achieved by improving the accuracy of the
intercell ﬂux contributions RC and RLag. Such a second-order extension for the
DEM/RDEM scheme has been previously proposed in [Abgrall 03] and the details of
this version of the DEM/RDEM approach are reviewed in the present Section.
Note that a computationally more eﬃcient and robust version of the second-order
DEM/RDEM method will be proposed in Chapter 3 based on the upwind downwind-
controlled splitting (UDCS) approach [Tang 12], whose basic idea is to perform an
extra phase splitting step, right after using ﬁrst-order DEM/RDEM scheme, with
the aim of achieving higher order accuracy of interfaces. As will be observed in the
last Section 2.8 of this chapter, devoted to some 1D applications of the DEM/RDEM
approach, the “conventional” second-order formulation reviewed in this Section is
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not suﬃciently accurate for our targeted applications, which motivates the original
development of the UDCS approach proposed in Chapter 3.
2.6.1 Preliminary remarks on volume fraction reconstruction
Fig. 2.12 illustrates the (quasi) second-order reconstruction process for the volume
fractions α1 and α2 in two adjacent computational cells i − 1 and i. The interested
reader is referred to Appendix A for a few basics on variable reconstruction. The
reconstructed volume fractions at the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
are given by:
αk,i−1,i− 1
2
= αk,i−1 +
1
2
ΔxΔi−1,
αk,i,i− 1
2
= αk,i − 1
2
ΔxΔi
where the slope Δi inside cell i is computed as:
Δi =
αk,i+1 − αk,i
Δx
φ
(
αk,i − αk,i−1
αk,i+1 − αk,i
)
(2.36)
with φ a limiter function. In this work, unless speciﬁed otherwise, the minmod limiter
is used:
t
tm
i− 1 i + 1i
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
Figure 2.11: The wave interaction bewteen right-going numerical interface from xi− 1
2
and left-going shock wave from xi+ 1
2
. The value of Lagrangian ﬂux (and the numerical
interface velocity) from xi− 1
2
over the characteristic curve x˙ = DI,i− 1
2
is modiﬁed at
the time tm due to the shock wave strength.
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S
(12)
i− 1
2
S
sec,(12)
iαi−1
αiαi−1,i− 1
2
αi,i− 1
2
i− 1 i
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
i− 3
2
Figure 2.12: (Quasi) second-order reconstruction for volume fractions. The phase Σ1
is shaded whereas the phase Σ2 is in white. Two constant values are used instead of
linear reconstruction function inside cells. Hence, internal discontinuity of numerical
phase interface appears at each cell center. So-called internal Riemann problem is
solved with the aim of taking account of the internal wave propagations.
φ(θi) = max(0,min(1, θi)) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 if θi ≤ 0,
θi if 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1,
1 if θi ≥ 1.
It follows from (2.6.1) that the partition of intercell boundary with phase contacts
(2.11)-(2.14) needs to be rewritten as:
S
(11)
i− 1
2
= min
{
α1,i−1,i− 1
2
, α1,i,i− 1
2
}
,
S
(22)
i− 1
2
= min
{
α2,i−1,i− 1
2
, α2,i,i− 1
2
}
,
S
(12)
i− 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i−1,i− 1
2
− α1,i,i− 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i,i− 1
2
− α2,i−1,i− 1
2
}
,
S
(21)
i− 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i,i− 1
2
− α1,i−1,i− 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i−1,i− 1
2
− α2,i,i− 1
2
}
.
(2.37)
The following additional internal two-phase sub-surfaces for cell i (see Fig. 2.12) are
also deﬁned:
S
sec,(12)
i = max
{
0, α1,i,i− 1
2
− α1,i,i+ 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i,i+ 1
2
− α2,i,i− 1
2
}
,
S
sec,(21)
i = max
{
0, α1,i,i+ 1
2
− α1,i,i− 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i,i− 1
2
− α2,i,i+ 1
2
}
.
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We refer to Appendix B for the second-order DEM/RDEM discretization for the scalar
topological equation, which is a direct extension of the ﬁrst-order method presented in
Section 2.1. In what follows we concentrate on the cell-internal discontinuity and the
related Lagrangian ﬂux contributions to the second-order DEM/RDEM for full two-
ﬂuid system. Note that both conservative and non-conservative ﬂux contributions of
intercell discontinuity can be calculated analogously as in Section 2.4.
2.6.2 Internal Lagrangian ﬂux contributions
Using the reconstruction illustrated in Fig. 2.12, an additional two-phase Riemann
problem should be resolved on the internal discontinuity located at xi for cell i.
Brieﬂy speaking, the contribution of this internal Riemann problem can be obtained
by carrying out successively:
• First, a whole computational cell element can be considered to be divided into
two semi-cells (with respect to the internal discontinuity), and the ﬁrst-order
DEM/RDEM approach is performed for these two semi-cells. This can in fact
be regarded as a ﬁrst numerical averaging for separate phases.
• Next, we merge these two semi-cells into the original entire one, i.e. we complete
a second averaging of the separate phase variables for the whole computational
element. As a consequence, the conservative ﬂuxes corresponding to the internal
semi-cell boundary do not give any contribution to each phase. The only ﬂux
contribution to be taken into account is linked to the internal Lagrangian ﬂux.
This internal Lagrangian ﬂux contribution, denoted here by δRLagk,i for phase Σk, can
be evaluated on the sub-surface S
sec,(kk′)
i or S
sec,(k′k)
i by (see Section 2.4):
δRLagk,i = −
[
−(Ssec,(kk′)i − Ssec,(k
′k)
i )DI,i
S
sec,(kk′)
i F
Lag,(kk′)
i − Ssec,(k
′k)
i F
Lag,(k′k)
i
]
. (2.38)
However, the extension of this idea of internal Riemann problem solution to multi-
dimensional unstructured grids remains unclear. In fact, the very deﬁnition of internal
discontinuity of the volume fraction in the case of unstructured meshes is not straight-
forward. For this reason, instead of considering one internal Riemann problem per
element (inside the element), we consider, for each element, one internal Riemann
problem for each intercell boundary, as represented in Fig. 2.13. Although compu-
tationally more expensive than the previous approach, the extension to unstructured
grids is straightforward. Let us consider the representation of Fig. 2.13. Basically,
three constant values are present inside each computational cell. For instance, αi,i− 1
2
,
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αi and αi,i+ 1
2
are reconstructed values for cell i in Fig. 2.13. Note that this recon-
struction is equivalent to the one in Fig. 2.12, when a second-order TVD limiter is
used for gradient calculation. Indeed, we have in this case
S
sec,(12)
i,i− 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i,i− 1
2
− α1,i
}
= max
{
0, α2,i − α2,i,i− 1
2
}
=
1
2
S
sec,(12)
i , (2.39)
S
sec,(21)
i,i− 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i − α1,i,i− 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i,i− 1
2
− α2,i
}
=
1
2
S
sec,(21)
i , (2.40)
and
S
sec,(12)
i,i+ 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i − α1,i,i+ 1
2
}
= max
{
0, α2,i,i+ 1
2
− α2,i
}
=
1
2
S
sec,(12)
i , (2.41)
S
sec,(21)
i,i+ 1
2
= max
{
0, α1,i,i+ 1
2
− α1,i
}
= max
{
0, α2,i − α2,i,i+ 1
2
}
=
1
2
S
sec,(21)
i , (2.42)
Hence, for the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
, three two-phase Riemann problems are con-
sidered:
DI,i− 1
2
αiαi,i− 1
2
αi−1,i− 1
2
αi,i+ 1
2
αi+1,i+ 1
2
S
(12)
i− 1
2
S
sec,(12)
i,i− 1
2
S
sec,(12)
i,i+ 1
2
S
(12)
i+ 1
2
x
i− 3
2
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
i− 1, i− 1
2
i, i− 1
2
Figure 2.13: Alternative representation of second-order reconstruction for volume
fractions. The phase Σ1 is shaded whereas the phase Σ2 is in white. Three constant
values are used instead of two in Fig. 2.12. Hence, for the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
,
three two-phase Riemann problems are considered: the intercell Riemann problem at
x = xi− 1
2
on S
(12)
i− 1
2
, the internal Riemann problem at x = xi−1,i− 1
2
on S
sec,(12)
i−1,i− 1
2
, and
the internal Riemann problem at x = xi,i− 1
2
on S
sec,(12)
i,i− 1
2
. Their solutions can be all
evaluated by the one of the intercell two-phase Riemann problem at x = xi− 1
2
.
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• the intercell Riemann problem at x = xi− 1
2
on S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
),
• the internal Riemann problem at x = xi−1,i− 1
2
on S
sec,(kk′)
i−1,i− 1
2
(or S
sec,(k′k)
i−1,i− 1
2
),
• and the internal Riemann problem at x = xi,i− 1
2
on S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
(or S
sec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
).
The internal Lagrangian ﬂux contribution δRLagk,i for phase Σk can then be generally
evaluated on the sub-surfaces S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
(or S
sec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
) and S
sec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
(or S
sec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
) by
δRLagk,i = δR
Lag
k,i− 1
2
,i
+ δRLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i (2.43)
where
δRLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
= −
⎡
⎣ −(Ssec,(kk
′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
)DI,i,i− 1
2
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
⎤
⎦ , (2.44)
and
δRLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
= −
⎡
⎣ −(Ssec,(kk
′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
)DI,i,i+ 1
2
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
⎤
⎦ . (2.45)
If setting
DI,i,i− 1
2
= DI,i,i+ 1
2
= DI,i,
F
Lag,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
= F
Lag,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
= F
Lag,(kk′)
i ,
F
Lag,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
= F
Lag,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
= F
Lag,(k′k)
i ,
formulation (2.43) reduces to (2.38).
An alternative approximation of the internal Riemann problem solutions can be found
in [Beccantini 10b]: the three Riemann problems on x = xi− 1
2
, x = xi−1,i− 1
2
and
x = xi,i− 1
2
have the same solutions which are evaluated by the intercell two-phase
Riemann problem at x = xi− 1
2
on S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
). (2.44) and (2.45) can then be
rewritten as
δRLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
= −
⎡
⎣ −(Ssec,(kk
′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
)DI,i− 1
2
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
i− 1
2
⎤
⎦ , (2.46)
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and
δRLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
= −
⎡
⎣ −(Ssec,(kk
′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
)DI,i+ 1
2
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
F
Lag,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
⎤
⎦ . (2.47)
The Lagrangian ﬂux formulation deﬁned by (2.46) and (2.47) can be readily extended
to multi-dimensional problems (see Section 2.7), since it only involves the Riemann
problem solutions at intercell boundaries and the internal sub-surfaces can be locally
evaluated from each intercell boundary. An extra beneﬁt of the scheme deﬁned with
(2.46) and (2.47) in one space dimension is the computational eﬃciency, since the
additional internal Riemann problem solution is no longer required.
2.6.3 Time marching
The semi-discrete DEM/RDEM method using the (quasi) second-order space recon-
struction described in the previous section takes the form:
d
dt
[
α
αU
]
k,i
=
1
Δx
[
(RC
k,i− 1
2
+RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC
k,i+ 1
2
+RLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
+
1
Δx
δRLagk,i . (2.48)
The ﬁrst-order Euler method and a second-order Runge-Kutta (RK) stepping scheme
are used in this work for time integration.
First-order forward Euler method
Applying the ﬁrst-order forward Euler method to (2.48) yields the following fully
discrete scheme:[
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
+
Δt
Δx
[
(RC
k,i− 1
2
+RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC
k,i+ 1
2
+RLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
+
Δt
Δx
δRLagk,i .
(2.49)
This scheme is non-linearly stable for
Δt ≤ 1
4
Δx
δnmax
, i.e. CFL ≤ 1
4
, (2.50)
where δnmax is the maximum wave speed involved in the whole computational domain.
Condition (2.50) guarantees that no wave propagation occurs in the entire compu-
tational domain (see [Toro 97]). In fact, the scheme remains stable as long as the
wave propagation process does not modify the time-averaged ﬂuxes at intercell and
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internal boundaries. This stability region can thus be relaxed to
Δt ≤ 1
2
Δx
δnmax
, i.e. CFL ≤ 1
2
, (2.51)
provided that we assume no wave acceleration takes place resulting from the wave
interaction [Toro 97], and that the elements previously discussed in Section 2.5.2 can
be neglected.
Predictor-corrector method
A second-order RK scheme in predictor-corrector formulation is also implemented
for time-integration, as an alternative to the previous ﬁrst-order Euler explicit time-
marching. For an ordinary diﬀerential equation linked to a semi-discrete numerical
scheme
dQi
dt
= H (Q(t); i),
the two-stage RK approach reads:
Q
n+ 1
2
i = Q
n
i +
1
2
ΔtH (Qn; i),
Qn+1i = Q
n
i + ΔtH (Q
n+ 1
2 ; i).
(2.52)
In the case of DEM/RDEM approach, the RK2 method (2.52) becomes:
• predictor-step:
[
α
αU
]n+ 1
2
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
+
1
2
Δt
Δx
[
(RC,n
k,i− 1
2
+RLag,n
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC,n
k,i+ 1
2
+RLag,n
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
+
1
2
Δt
Δx
δR
Lag,n
k,i .
(2.53)
• corrector-step:
[
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
+
Δt
Δx
[
(R
C,n+ 1
2
k,i− 1
2
+R
Lag,n+ 1
2
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC,n+
1
2
k,i+ 1
2
+R
Lag,n+ 1
2
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
+
Δt
Δx
δR
Lag,n+ 1
2
k,i ,
(2.54)
where the ﬂux contributions in (2.54) are evaluated with intermediate step variables
at time tn+
1
2 given by the predictor step (2.53).
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A wide range of numerical experiments has established that the predictor-corrector
DEM/RDEM scheme (2.53)-(2.54) is non-linearly stable for
CFL ≤ 1
2
, (2.55)
but this condition can be relaxed to
CFL ≤ 1, (2.56)
if assuming that no wave acceleration occurs [Toro 97] and that the elements dis-
cussed in Section 2.5.2 are taken into account.
Let us mention here that the second-order Hancock approach in the context of van
Leer’s second-order MUSCL technique (see [Toro 97]) is generally less expensive than
the predictor-corrector RK2 scheme described above. However, the evolution step
of Hancock’s approach for boundary extrapolated variables remains unclear for the
non-conservative two-ﬂuid system. In addition, from an algorithmic viewpoint, the
predictor-corrector approach is very simple to be implemented, since the predictor
step (2.53) and corrector step (2.54) rely on an identical coding procedure.
2.7 Multi-dimensional extension
The extension of the DEM/RDEM method to multi-dimensional ﬂow problems com-
puted on general unstructured grids can be performed by following the key steps of
a conventional ﬁnite volume method for conservation laws. Let us consider a two-
dimensional polygonal control volume Ci such as the one displayed in Fig. 2.14. Index
j indicates the jth side or edge of Ci, ∂Cij being the length of this edge. The vector nij
denotes the outward pointing unit normal vector while tij is the unit (anticlockwise)
tangent vector.
The ﬁrst-order DEM/RDEM method for phase Σk is expressed as follows:[
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
− Δt|Ci|
∑
j
|∂Cij |
(
R
C
k,j,i +R
Lag
k,j,i
)
, (2.57)
where RCk,j,i+R
Lag
k,j,i denotes the ﬂux contribution of boundary ∂Cij . The conservative
and Lagrangian numerical ﬂuxes are computed respectively by using formulae (2.28)
and (2.30), applied in the direction deﬁned by nij. In other words, the Riemann
problem is solved in a local frame (nij , tij), with the tangent velocity component
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CjCi
∂Cij nij
tij
Figure 2.14: A polygonal cell Ci of volume |Ci| and boundary ∂Cij .
treated as a passive scalar.
The semi-discrete form of the second-order extension reads as follows for multidimen-
sional problems:
d
dt
[
α
αU
]
k,i
= − 1|Ci|
∑
j
|∂Cij |
(
R
C
k,j,i +R
Lag
k,j,i − δRLagk,j,i
)
,
where the second-order Lagrangian-ﬂux contribution δRLagk,j,i can be evaluated by using
(2.47) with reconstructed data. Naturally, a multi-dimensional limiter must also be
used (see for instance [Barth 89, Darwish 03]). In the present work, the limiter used
in the reconstruction process is a variant of [Barth 89] (see [Beccantini 00]).
2.8 Numerical results for one-dimensional inter-
faces
This section reviews some typical results obtained for both non-reactive and reactive
one-dimensional interface problems using the “standard” DEM/RDEM approach de-
scribed in the present chapter. The objective of the section is to establish whether
DEM/RDEM, as described up to now, is suﬃcient to obtain, in a robust way, accu-
rate solutions for our applications of interest.
Note that only one phase physically exists inside each computational cell for interface
problems, with the other phase occupying a very small volume (not zero for numerical
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reasons); this latter phase will be called the residual phase from now on. As far as
the DEM/RDEM approach is concerned, mixture variables are not computed as such
but can be easily obtained by post-processing the computed solutions. The numerical
results for a mixture variable Q presented in this work are obtained from the following
identity:
Q =
∑
k
αkQk, (2.58)
where Qk can be either a conservative variable (such as the mass, momentum and
energy per unit volume) or a physical non-conservative variable (such as the velocity,
pressure and temperature) for phase Σk. When Qk is a conservative quantity, Q can
be regarded as the total amount of this quantity for the two phases. When Qk is
a non-conservative quantity, (2.58) aims at representing variables involving interface
discontinuities. In fact, when α takes only the value of 0 or 1 for the interface
problems, the quantity Q represents the variable either of phase Σ1 or of Σ2. On
the other hand, when treating the numerical two-phase mixtures, i.e. when α can
take an intermediate value between 0 and 1, the quantity Q represents qualitatively
the numerical mixture variable, which does not have a physical meaning. However,
this numerical mixture quantity Q can allow inspecting the method performance by
examining the numerical dissipation or the occurrence of oscillation. Note that the
representation of a non conservative variable in (2.58) is anyway consistent to the fact
that the exact solution of α is 0 or 1.
2.8.1 Liquid-gas non-reactive interface
Let us consider the water-gas shock tube previously proposed in [Petitpas 07], similar
to the one in [Abgrall 03], with stiﬀened gases thermodynamic closures. The main
challenge of this test case is to overcome the numerical robustness problem which
usually appears when computing the strong rarefaction wave created when the high
pressurized water on the left is put in contact with the gas at atmospheric pressure
on the right.
Initial conditions At the initial state, the high pressure (109 Pa) region on the
left (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 m) contains nearly pure water and a small volume of gas (volume
fraction ε = 10−8) while the low pressure (105 Pa) region on the right contains nearly
pure gas with a small amount of water (volume fraction ε = 10−8). Note that the
residual gas phase pressure on the left is set to 105 Pa, while the pressure of the
residual water phase on the right is 109 Pa. The gas density is 10 kg/m3 in the
whole domain, while the water density is 1000 kg/m3. Both ﬂuids are initially at
rest. The EOS parameters are set equal to γ = 1.4, p∞ = 0 for the gas and γ = 4.4,
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p∞ = 6.0× 108 Pa for water.
Preliminary remarks The exact wave solution obtained by solving this Riemann
problem of Euler equations is illustrated in Fig. 2.15. The results obtained with
the ﬁrst-order DEM approach and the limited second-order approach combined with
the predictor-corrector time discretization are ﬁrst analyzed. The volume fraction,
density, velocity and pressure are reconstructed using the minmod limiter in order to
achieve (quasi) second-order accuracy in space. The numerical variables of each single
phase with ﬁrst and second-order approaches are shown in Fig. 2.16 and 2.17, respec-
tively, where the exact reference solution is also displayed for the sake of comparison.
In fact, since the exact solution provides only pure phase variables of interface problem
with no mixture, while DEM yields single phase variables with numerical mixtures,
the comparison between ﬁrst-order and second-order DEM results (also exact solu-
tion) will be performed on a third ﬁgure, Fig. 2.18, where (2.58) is used to display
the mixture variables computed with the ﬁrst and second-order DEM approach.
Analysis of the exact solution The exact solution of Riemann problem for Eu-
ler equations closed by SG-EOS for compressible liquids and gases can be obtained
by following [Ivings 98, Toro 97]. Taking into account the initial conditions given
above, we obtain the exact solution shown in Fig. 2.15 for selected variables. The
liquid-gas interface velocity is evaluated by the speed of the contact discontinuity
equal to 490.18 m/s. At time 220 μs, the interface, moving from its initial location
at x = 0.7 m, reaches x = 0.80784 m. The right-traveling genuinely nonlinear wave
(GNL) is a gas shock wave while the left-traveling GNL wave is a strong liquid rar-
efaction wave.
Analysis of the ﬁrst and second-order DEM results It is ﬁrst of all observed
that each phase retains its own variables, including pressure and velocity, and both
phases display very diﬀerent proﬁles. On the left part of the interface, the water
phase is nearly pure and its solution involves a strong rarefaction. This rarefaction
solution is overall in good agreement with the exact solution. However, at the tail of
the fan, negative pressure values are obtained (the pressure proﬁle is plotted in loga-
rithmic scale, so that negative values do not appear in the ﬁgures). We observe that
the computed results are even worse with the second-order approach. Fortunately,
these negative pressure values do not result in a negative square of sound speed, so
the problem remains well-posed. On the right part of the interface, the gas phase is
nearly pure and its shock solution is in good agreement with the exact solution. The
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residual liquid phase on the right and residual gas phase on the left also involve wave
propagations. The phase interaction occurring on the interface is only computed by
the non-conservative term in system (1.30), which should enforce the interface con-
ditions (1.28)-(1.29). This is indeed veriﬁed by the pressure and velocity proﬁles in
Fig. 2.16 and 2.17: p and v evolve diﬀerently, but at the interface, both quantities
automatically fulﬁll the interface conditions.
Comparison of the exact and computed mixture variables Fig. 2.18 shows
the computed mixture variables compared to the exact solution. We notice that the
second-order approach is in general more accurate than the ﬁrst-order method, except
for the pressure wave associated with the strong rarefaction fan. We emphasize that
the negative pressure values are linked to the stiﬀened gas equation of state. Inter-
face conditions of continuous pressure and velocity are perfectly resolved. Examining
the Mach number results, it is observed that, because of the numerical dissipation,
spurious subsonic results are obtained for the supersonic part of ﬂow using both the
ﬁrst and second-order DEM scheme. This clearly motivates the need for reducing the
numerical dissipation. Additionally the weak right shock wave is not captured on the
proﬁles of density and speciﬁc entropy.
Negative pressures can create serious numerical problems. Pressure and velocity re-
laxation procedures, presented in Appendix C with some associated numerical results,
have the capability of preventing the occurrence of negative pressures by adding an
internal phase interaction within a computational cell. We point here that no Newton
type iterations are involved. Thus the relaxation solver here considered is computa-
tionally very eﬃcient.
2.8.2 Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration front
Test case description Let us consider the Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration shock
tube previously proposed in [Beccantini 10a]. This test case is interesting because it
allows observing how the poor accuracy on the ﬂame region can aﬀect the accuracy
on the ﬂame-generated shock wave. The 20 meter long shock tube involves on the
right (10 m ≤ x ≤ 20 m) a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen-air, with pressure
and temperature equal to 1.013 bar and 290 K respectively. On the left, the burnt
gas (due to the complete combustion of the stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen-air)
is found with pressure and temperature equal to 2.013 bar and 2800 K. The spe-
ciﬁc heats are computed as fourth-degree polynomials of the temperature, obtained
by interpolating data in JANAF tables [Stull 71]. For the modeling and numerical
reasons already explained in [Abgrall 03], the right part contains a very small volume
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of burnt gas (volume fraction is ε = 10−8) and the left part contains a very small
volume of unburnt gas (volume fraction is ε = 10−8). The gases are initially at rest
and the fundamental ﬂame speed is set equal to 200 m/s.
Analysis of the exact solution The exact Riemann problem solution for the
reactive Euler equations closed by the thermally perfect gas EOS can be evaluated
by following [Beccantini 10a] for deﬂagrations provided that the fundamental ﬂame
speed is given. Taking into account the introduced initial conditions, we obtain the
exact solution of the problem as a Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration shown in Fig. 2.19
for selected variables. The ﬂame visible velocity, evaluated as the fundamental ﬂame
speed plus the unburnt gas velocity, is found to be equal to 1213.62 m/s. At time
4.0 ms, the reactive interface, moving from its initial location at x = 10 m, reaches
x = 14.85448 m. In front of the ﬂame interface, we have the right-traveling unburnt
precursor shock wave while behind the reactive interface, the ﬂow velocity is sonic
with respect to the ﬂame front, and we are interested in the burnt gas Taylor ex-
pansion wave. In addition, the left wave structure also incorporates the left-traveling
contact discontinuity and shock wave of the burnt gas.
Analysis of the ﬁrst and second-order RDEM solutions The exact solution
of the reactive Euler equations and the numerical solutions obtained with the RDEM
are compared. A uniform mesh of 100 cells is used. Fig. 2.20 and Fig. 2.21 show
the results of individual phase variables for ﬁrst and second-order approaches, re-
spectively. As in the non-reacting water gas shock tube problem case, the 2-step
Runge-Kutta stepping scheme is used for the time discretization for second-order ap-
proach; volume fraction, density, velocity and pressure are reconstructed using the
minmod limiter. As already explained for the previous impermeable front problem,
each phase retains its own variables. The computed behavior of the burnt phase on
the left is in good agreement with the exact solution which involves a left-going shock
wave, a left-going contact discontinuity, and a right-going Taylor expansion wave be-
hind the Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration front. On the right side, the behavior of the
unburnt phase is also in good agreement with the right-going precursor shock wave.
Comparison of the exact and computed mixture variables Fig. 2.22 display
the post-processed mixture variables compared to the exact solution of reactive Euler
equations. The second-order minmod limited approach is clearly more accurate than
the ﬁrst-order upwind method, as expected.
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2.8.3 Concluding remarks
Regarding the results obtained for the Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration front test, even
second-order calculations yield a very diﬀused interface which in turn exceedingly
moderates the maximum over-pressure behind the non-reacting right-travelling shock
wave. This makes the RDEM approach not suﬃcient to perform reliable investiga-
tions of ﬂuid-structure interaction problems involving combustion-generated pressure
waves. A more accurate scheme should be designed for this purpose. On the other
hand, the CFL is set equal to 0.75 for this deﬂagration front test case. In fact,
the second-order scheme does not work for CFL close to unity, the reason of which
has been discussed in Section 2.5. Thus, robustness of DEM/RDEM should also be
improved. The upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) which will be now pre-
sented in Chapter 3 is designed for improving both the accuracy and robustness of
the DEM/RDEM approach.
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Figure 2.15: The exact solution of the Euler equations for water gas shock tube
problem with interface separating pure phases at time t = 220 µs.
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Figure 2.16: First-order DEM method is used for water gas shock tube problem with
interface separating nearly pure phases. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL =
0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 2.17: Second-order DEM method with minmod limiter is used for water gas
shock tube problem with interface separating nearly pure phases. A 100 cells uniform
mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 2.18: Second-order DEM method with minmod limiter and first-order method
are compared for water gas shock tube problem with interface separating nearly pure
phases. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Phase
mixture variables are plotted.
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Figure 2.19: The exact solution of the reactive Euler equations for the shock tube of
Chapman-Jouguet deflagration front at time t = 4.0 ms.
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Figure 2.20: First-order RDEM method is used for the shock tube of Chapman-
Jouguet deflagration front. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.75. Time
t = 4.0 ms. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 2.21: Second-order RDEM method with minmod limiter is used for the shock
tube of Chapman-Jouguet deflagration front. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL
= 0.75. Time t = 4.0 ms. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 2.22: Second-order RDEMmethod with minmod limiter and first-order RDEM
method are compared for the shock tube of Chapman-Jouguet deflagration front. A
100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.75. Time t = 4.0 ms. Phase mixture
variables are plotted.
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With a ﬁrst-order DEM/RDEM method, the volume generated at the intercell bound-
ary is accumulated inside the downwind element, graphically translating the numeri-
cal dissipation for the topological equation (see Section 2.1). The predictor-corrector
DEM scheme proposed in [Abgrall 03] (see Section 2.6) contains a second-order lim-
ited reconstruction for the volume fraction with the aim of improving the interface
accuracy. Thanks to this reconstruction process, the interface is numerically less
diﬀused since one part of the generated volume at the intercell boundary, which is
accumulated inside the downwind element with the ﬁrst-order method, is kept inside
the upwind element.
A further extension of this volume fraction reconstruction approach has been per-
formed in [Beccantini 10b]. The anti-diﬀusive (downwind-controlled) method pro-
posed and used in [Lagoutie`re 00, Despre´s 02, Kokh 10] is coupled with the RDEM
method with the aim of accurately simulating reactive interface at all combustion
regimes. Compared to the second-order approach, optimized reconstructed values of
volume fractions are obtained at the intercell boundaries, which reduces more eﬃ-
ciently the numerical dissipation.
We emphasize that downwind-control and the anti-diﬀusion concept of the material
interface make perfect sense because we are considering two-phase interfaces modeled
with physical diﬀusive phenomena neglected. Thus, the discontinuity of the phase
characteristic function Xk (or volume fraction αk) is physically not diﬀused by the
ﬂow and interface motion - the physical interface remains a sharp front.
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The downwind-controlled reconstruction method proposed in [Beccantini 10b] re-
mains unstable for deﬂagrations, since it does not take into account the propagation
of all the genuinely nonlinear waves. We present in this chapter an original approach,
designed as “upwind downwind-controlled splitting” (UDCS), which further improves
the strategy described in [Beccantini 10b]. Basically, the UDCS strategy combines
two steps:
1. a ﬁrst “Upwind” step fully contains the ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM ap-
proach (density, velocity and pressure can be reconstructed following the slope
limiter approach), and takes into account the propagation of all the waves,
including the genuinely nonlinear waves.
2. a second “Downwind-controlled splitting” step aims at improving the accuracy
of the linearly degenerate wave, i.e. contact discontinuity in non-reacting case
and reactive shock in reacting case. The genuinely nonlinear waves having been
treated within the “upwind” step, we thus recover the stability of the ﬁrst-order
upwind DEM/RDEM method.
In this chapter, we present in Section 3.1 the coupling of DEM/RDEM with an anti-
diﬀusive approach such as proposed in [Beccantini 10b]. To overcome the robustness
problem linked to this coupling for deﬂagrations, a ﬁrst attempt with the use of a
large time step marching scheme is proposed and presented in Section 3.2. However,
we will show that this approach is not suﬃciently robust for our targeted diﬃcult test
problems; moreover, its extension on unstructured grids is not straightforward. Thus,
a new upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) approach is proposed afterwards
in Section 3.3 to carry out accurate computations which are as robust as ﬁrst-order
upwind calculations. Concluding remarks follow in Section 3.4 where the computa-
tional eﬃciency derived from the anti-diﬀusive strategy within DEM/RDEM will be
emphasized as an important feature of UDCS for two-ﬂuid interface computations.
3.1 Coupling DEM/RDEM and anti-diﬀusive ap-
proach
3.1.1 Linear advection and the original anti-diﬀusive algo-
rithm
We recall the main ingredients of the original anti-diﬀusive (downwind-controlled)
method by way of the linear advection equation in one space dimension:
∂α
∂t
+ σ
∂α
∂x
= 0 (3.1)
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with constant propagation speed σ > 0. Note that the upwind and limited second-
order DEM/RDEM scheme for a nonlinear advection equation (topological equation)
can be found in Section 2.1 and Appendix B, respectively.
Riemann problem, upwind and downwind approaches.
The computational domain is divided into regular cells and the initial condition is
deﬁned as:
α(x, 0) =
{
1 if x < xi− 1
2
,
0 if x > xi− 1
2
.
as displayed in the ﬁgure below.

1
x
n = 0
i− 1 i i + 1 i + 2
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
The unique weak solution of the problem at hand is given by:
α(x, t) =
{
1 if x < xi− 1
2
+ σt,
0 if x > xi− 1
2
+ σt.
The ﬁrst-order explicit upwind method for the advection equation reads
αn+1i = α
n
i +
σΔt
Δx
(αni−1 − αni ), (3.2)
and is stable provided that |σΔt
Δx
| ≤ 1. At the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
its numerical
ﬂux is given by σαi−1. The ﬁrst-order explicit downwind method for the advection
equation reads
αn+1i = α
n
i +
σΔt
Δx
(αni − αni+1), (3.3)
and is unconditionally unstable. At the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
its numerical ﬂux is
given by σαi. It thus creates a new extremum in the cell element i− 1.
Let us now discuss the numerical diﬀusion phenomenon which occurs when applying
the ﬁrst-order explicit upwind method (3.2) (see [Lagoutie`re 00]). We set for instance
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|σ∆t
∆x
| = 1
4
. In this case the analytical solution propagates one quarter of mesh size to
the right at each time step.
1. After the first time step (n = 1), the analytical and numerical solution look like
the plots displayed in the next figure:
......
Analytical solution
Upwind solution
1
x
n = 1
i− 1 i i+ 1 i+ 2
i− 1
2
i+ 1
2
2. For the second time step, we obtain
... ...
Analytical solution
Upwind solution
1
x
n = 2
i− 1 i i+ 1 i+ 2
i− 1
2
i+ 1
2
3. For the third time step, we obtain
... ...
Analytical solution
Upwind solution
1
x
n = 3
i− 1 i i+ 1 i+ 2
i− 1
2
i+ 1
2
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4. For the fourth time step, we obtain
 
Analytical solution
Upwind solution
1
x
n = 4
i− 1 i i + 1 i + 2 i + 3
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
As can be deduced from the previous graphics, the front of the piecewise data has
been diﬀused to other cells (i, i+1, i+2 and i+3) while the exact analytical solution
never jumps outside of cell i. Moreover,
• At n = 0 the upwind ﬂuxes in xi− 1
2
and ﬂuxes in xi+ 1
2
are equal to the ones
of exact solution. From n = 1, the upwind ﬂuxes in xi− 1
2
is still equal to the
one of exact solution. However, the upwind ﬂuxes in xi+ 1
2
creates the numerical
dissipation.
• From n = 1, if the downwind ﬂux is used at xi+ 1
2
, the numerical solution
obtained is identical to the averaged solution of the exact one.
The anti-diﬀusive approach proposed in [Lagoutie`re 00] is based on the above obser-
vation. It is also called downwind-controlled approach, since the selected numerical
ﬂux is downwind provided that certain nonlinear conditions are satisﬁed.
The original anti-diﬀusive algorithm
The general form of the numerical scheme for (3.1) reads
αn+1i = α
n
i +
σΔt
Δx
(αn
i− 1
2
− αn
i+ 1
2
). (3.4)
Let us deﬁne
mni = min
(
αni−1, α
n
i
)
,
Mni = max
(
αni−1, α
n
i
)
.
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Applying the LED conditions (Section 2.5.1) for advection equation yields:
mni ≤ αn+1i ≤ Mni , (3.5)
mni+1 ≤ αni+ 1
2
≤ Mni+1. (3.6)
In [Lagoutie`re 00], a numerical approach is proposed in which the intercell numerical
ﬂux is close to the downwind value and, at the same time, satisﬁes conditions (3.5)
and (3.6). Condition (3.5) is satisﬁed if⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
mni ≤ αni +
σΔt
Δx
(αn
i− 1
2
− αn
i+ 1
2
),
Mni ≥ αni +
σΔt
Δx
(αn
i− 1
2
− αn
i+ 1
2
).
or ⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
αn
i+ 1
2
≤ αn
i− 1
2
+
Δx
σΔt
(αni −mni ),
αn
i+ 1
2
≥ αn
i− 1
2
+
Δx
σΔt
(αni −Mni ).
(3.7)
In order to avoid to deal with all the intercell boundaries at once, since mni ≤ αni− 1
2
≤
Mni , it follows that condition (3.7) is satisﬁed if⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
αn
i+ 1
2
≤ Bni = mni +
Δx
σΔt
(αni −mni ) = αni +
(
Δx
σΔt
− 1
)
(αni −mni ),
αn
i+ 1
2
≥ bni = Mni +
Δx
σΔt
(αni −Mni ) = αni −
(
Δx
σΔt
− 1
)
(Mni − αni ).
(3.8)
Note that bni ≤ αni ≤ Bni if
Δx
σΔt
≥ 1.
Concluding, if we deﬁne
lni = max(m
n
i+1, b
n
i ),
Lni = min(M
n
i+1, B
n
i )
with bni and B
n
i given by (3.8), the numerical ﬂux
σαn
i+ 1
2
=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
σLni if α
n
i+1 > L
n
i ,
σαni+1 if L
n
i ≥ αni+1 ≥ lni ,
σlni if l
n
i > α
n
i+1
(3.9)
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satisﬁes conditions (3.5) and (3.6).
3.1.2 Anti-diﬀusive reconstruction for DEM/RDEM
The anti-diﬀusive approach for the linear advection equation discussed in the previ-
ous section is now inserted into the DEM/RDEM method for a higher resolution of
interface. For notation convenience, the phase index k is omitted for α in this section.
The notations are illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Note that the Riemann problem solutions
on sub-surfaces located at xi,i− 1
2
and xi−1,i− 1
2
are approximated by the solution at
xi− 1
2
(see Section 2.6.2), with the aim of easily performing multi-dimensional com-
putations. The numerical interface velocities at xi−1,i− 1
2
, xi,i− 1
2
and xi− 1
2
are thus all
denoted by DI,i− 1
2
. We study in detail the case where DI,i− 1
2
> 0 and DI,i+ 1
2
> 0.
Let us deﬁne the local minimum and maximum variables as
mi = min
{
αni−1, α
n
i
}
,
Mi = max
{
αni−1, α
n
i
}
.
In this case, as shown in Fig. 3.1, we take
αi,i− 1
2
= αi,
αi+1,i+ 1
2
= αi+1.
(3.10)
α
αi
αi−1,i− 1
2
αi,i+ 1
2
αi+1,i+ 1
2
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
xi− 3
2
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
Figure 3.1: Anti-diﬀusive approach for RDEM. Case DI,i− 1
2
> 0, DI,i+ 1
2
> 0. We
have to determine αi,i+ 1
2
which can then determine S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
and S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
.
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and we want to determine αi,i+ 1
2
which is able to satisfy the LED conditions (3.5)
and (3.6), namely
mi ≤ αn+1i ≤ Mi, (3.11)
mi+1 ≤ αi,i+ 1
2
≤ Mi+1. (3.12)
Note that α can be diﬀerent from αn, for instance, if we use a predictor-corrector type
stepping scheme. It is emphasized that (3.10) is imposed for the sake of simplicity.
As one can observe from Fig. 2.13, the generated volumes of phase Σk from sub-
surfaces S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
and S
rec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
both enter into cell i. When the Riemann problem solution
at S
rec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
is approximated by the one at S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
(see Section 2.6.2), the numerical
dissipation of volume fraction is in fact the same, whatever the value of αi,i− 1
2
as
long as it is between αi−1,i− 1
2
and αi according to LED properties. Thus, following
αi,i− 1
2
= αi, we have
S
rec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
= S
rec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
≡ 0.
The numerical scheme for the averaged topological equation with the reconstruction
shown in Fig. 3.1 can then be written as (see Section 2.2.1),
αn+1i = α
n
i +
DI,i− 1
2
Δt
Δx
(S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
) +
DI,i+ 1
2
Δt
Δx
(S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Srec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
) , (3.13)
where
S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
= max{0, αi−1,i− 1
2
− αi,i− 1
2
} = max{0, αi−1,i− 1
2
− αi},
S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
= max{0,−αi−1,i− 1
2
+ αi,i− 1
2
} = max{0,−αi−1,i− 1
2
+ αi},
S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
= max{0, αi − αi,i+ 1
2
},
S
rec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
= max{0,−αi + αi,i+ 1
2
}.
(3.14)
As can be observed in Fig. 3.1, the numerical diﬀusion from cell i to cell i + 1 is due
to the intercell sub-surface S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i+ 1
2
). The idea of the anti-diﬀusive approach
consists in reducing the maximum numerical diﬀusion on each intercell boundary,
that is, in decreasing the surface of S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i+ 1
2
). If ideally letting αi,i+ 1
2
= αi+1
(downwind approach, i.e. S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
= S
(k′k)
i+ 1
2
= 0 and S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Srec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
= αi − αi+1),
there would be absolutely no numerical diﬀusion from cell i to i + 1 for the present
time step. The phase volumes generated at xi− 1
2
by S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
) and at xi,i+ 1
2
by
S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
(or S
rec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
) are both stored inside the cell i. However, the LED properties
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(3.11) and (3.12) should be considered for the reconstructed volume fraction αi,i+ 1
2
.
We are thus looking for S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
and S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Srec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
(which determines
S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
) in (3.13) that can give less numerical dissipation while fulﬁlling LED
conditions. Using the deﬁnitions (3.14), equation (3.13) can also be written as
αn+1i = α
n
i +
DI,i− 1
2
Δt
Δx
(αi−1,i− 1
2
− αi) +
DI,i+ 1
2
Δt
Δx
(αi − αi,i+ 1
2
) . (3.15)
As previously done in Section 3.1.1, we can ﬁrst of all get rid of αi−1,i− 1
2
in order to
obtain a condition on αi,i+ 1
2
. Observing that mi ≤ αi−1,i− 1
2
≤ Mi yields
mi − αi ≤ αi−1,i− 1
2
− αi ≤ S(kk
′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
≤ Mi − αi. (3.16)
Using (3.15) and (3.16) allows to calculate S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
(or S
(k′k)
i− 1
2
) and S
rec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
(or S
rec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
),
which can then be inserted into the full DEM/RDEM scheme (2.48) for two-ﬂuid
system.
3.2 Interpretation of the instability of anti-diﬀusive
reconstruction and the correction
The anti-diﬀusive reconstruction approach presented in the previous section is able
to compute a detonation front but does not work properly for a deﬂagration test case
[Beccantini 10b]. In [Tang 11a, Tang 11b], a multiﬂuid impermeable interface test
case is considered to investigate this robustness issue. Some numerical tests show
that relaxation procedures preventing from negative pressure occurrence can improve
the robustness of the anti-diﬀusive approach. Unfortunately, for a wide range of
cases, this relaxation technique remains delicate to apply. In the present section,
we ﬁrst analyze the stability conditions of the anti-diﬀusive reconstruction approach
combined with DEM/RDEM by relying on wave propagation considerations. This
analysis explains in a very clear way why the anti-diﬀusive approach is unstable for
deﬂagration front. Then, based on this analysis, a correction is proposed, inspired
from the large time stepping method proposed in [LeVeque 85], with the purpose of
fulﬁlling the stability conditions for all possible wave tests. Note that the numerical
interface velocities are all assumed positive in this section in order to simplify the
presentation.
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Figure 3.2: Reconstruction of anti-diﬀusive approach. Not only the contact wave but
the nonlinear shock/rarefaction wave of the internal Riemann problem in cell i enter
into the cell i + 1.
3.2.1 Why is the anti-diﬀusive reconstruction approach not
robust for DEM/RDEM?
The anti-diﬀusive reconstruction within DEM/RDEM described in the previous sec-
tion is summarized in Fig. 3.2. The internal Lagrangian ﬂux contribution in this
approach can be evaluated by (2.46) or (2.47). The volume fraction in this recon-
struction respects the LED conditions, and is thus stable. Together with the computed
ﬂux F
Lag,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
(or F
Lag,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
), the generated phase volume and the associated density,
velocity and pressure obtained by solving the internal Riemann problem on xi,i+ 1
2
are
stored inside cell i.
A consequence of the anti-diﬀusive strategy is that the location of the internal discon-
tinuity is restricted to be very close to the intercell boundary. This can be observed
in the reconstruction shown in Fig. 3.2 after imposing αi,i− 1
2
= αi, since the volume
conservation should always be maintained. We emphasize that this consequence is
not linked to the speciﬁc approach followed but is encountered for any anti-diﬀusive
volume fraction reconstruction concept. Let us consider the alternative approach
displayed in Fig. 3.3 where the cell i contains two constant states for the volume
fraction: the left α state is the same as the one in cell i− 1, and the right α state is
the same as the one in cell i+11. The internal discontinuity thus goes closer and closer
to the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
when the volume fraction front propagates to the right.
1Extending such a reconstruction principle to the multi-dimensional case on unstructured grids
is clearly not straightforward.
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Figure 3.3: Alternative anti-diﬀusive reconstruction approach with DEM/RDEM.
The internal discontinuity goes closer and closer to the intercell boundary when the
volume fraction front propagates.
The wave-propagation form due to Leveque ([LeVeque 02]) is an alternative interpre-
tation of the classical ﬁnite volume method. Brieﬂy speaking, the cell average is only
modiﬁed by the waves entering into the control volume from the cell boundaries. We
can thus observe that
• the right-going nonlinear wave coming from xi,i+ 1
2
in Fig. 3.2 modiﬁes the cell
average variables of phase Σ2 in both cell i and cell i + 1;
• the left-going nonlinear and/or linear wave coming from RP22 at xi+ 1
2
can also
alter the cell average variables for phase Σ1 and Σ2 in cell i.
These two wave propagation mechanisms are not taken into consideration in the anti-
diﬀusive reconstruction approach described in Section 3.1.2. Neglecting these mech-
anisms leads to calculation failure when the residual phase volume fraction (phase
Σ2 in Fig. 3.2) tends to zero. In fact, the anti-diﬀusive approach can still work in
many cases provided that an extremely low CFL value is used, simply because the
impact of the nonlinear wave from the intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
remains weak in that
case. The success of the approach in a case of detonation can also be explained: the
precursor shock wave is then absent, so that there is no wave impact from the intercell
boundary xi+ 1
2
; besides, the relatively weak wave impact from the internal boundary
xi,i+ 1
2
is generally not suﬃcient to cause the computation failure.
Summary of numerical diﬃculties
The reason for the occurrence of instability when a “basic” anti-diﬀusive method is
inserted into DEM/RDEM has been described. Several numerical diﬃculties must
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be overcome in order to achieve a stable coupling of an anti-diﬀusive approach and
DEM/RDEM for all wave conﬁgurations:
• The internal phase discontinuity can be inﬁnitely close to the intercell boundary
and the variable averaging procedure (as the ﬁrst version of Godunov’s method
[Toro 97]) remains unclear.
• Since the numerical interface also passes through the intercell boundary in Fig.
3.2, the evaluation of the modiﬁed numerical ﬂuxes is not well deﬁned.
We propose in Section 3.2.3 a modiﬁcation of the intercell boundary’s geometric deﬁni-
tion to overcome these diﬃculties by using the large time stepping approach proposed
in [LeVeque 85]. Let us brieﬂy review in the next section the main ingredients of this
large time stepping approach.
3.2.2 Large time step wave propagation method of Leveque
The standard Godunov method is stable under the condition CFL ≤ 1. This condition
remains valid even though wave interaction takes place, under the assumption that
no wave acceleration takes place as a consequence of wave interaction. This is in fact
a linear assumption ([Toro 97]). In [LeVeque 85], a large time step generalization of
Godunov’s method is proposed for conservation laws, which can be applied for very
large CFL values. The basic idea is that the waves simply pass through each other
without any change in speed or strength. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the approximated
solution at (x, t) can be interpreted as the initial value at (x, tn) plus the jumps in
the vector of conservative variables u across all waves that cross the line connecting
(x, tn) and (x, t).
(x, t)
(x, tn)
i− 3
2
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
i− 1 i
Figure 3.4: Large time wave propagation method.
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3.2.3 Large time stepping correction in anti-diﬀusive approach
for DEM/RDEM
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the robustness of an anti-diﬀusive approach can only
be improved if taking into account the eﬀects of the internal Riemann problem waves
that enter the downwind cell (cell i + 1 in Fig. 3.2). For the contribution of these
waves to be clearly viewed and taken into consideration within the Large time stepping
method, it is proposed to deform the intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
as shown in Fig. 3.5.
The red curve ACC ′D′D′′E ′′EF is the newly constructed intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
between cell i and cell i + 1. The volume fraction reconstruction remains the same
as before: αi is the cell average and αi,i+ 1
2
at level CC ′ and αi−1,i− 1
2
at level EE ′′
are calculated so as to limit the numerical interface diﬀusion as eﬃciently as possible
(Section 3.1.2). Several useful metrics for the new intercell boundary in Fig. 3.5 are:
‖AB‖ = S(11)
i+ 1
2
,
‖BC‖ = S(12)
i+ 1
2
,
‖CD‖ = ‖C ′D′‖ = Srec,(12)
i,i+ 1
2
,
‖DE‖ = ‖D′′E ′′‖ = S(12)
i− 1
2
,
‖EF‖ = S(22)
i− 1
2
.
(3.17)
The remaining task, in order to determine the new intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
, is to deﬁne
the two lengths Lp (= ‖DD′‖) and Lm (= ‖DD′′‖). Let us denote the wave speeds
Σ1
Σ1
Σ1
Σ2
Σ2
Σ2
α
αi
αi,i+ 1
2
αi−1,i− 1
2
A
B
C C′
D D′
D′′
EE′′
F
Lm Lp
0
1
xi− 1 i i + 1i− 1
2
i + 1
2
Figure 3.5: Intercell boundary deforming for anti-diﬀusive approach, with the aim
of taking account of nonlinear wave propagation from internal Riemann problem on
xi,i+ 1
2
. Red curve is the newly constructed intercell boundary. The ﬂux correction
will be realized on the green part of this new boundary.
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from the internal Riemann problem at xi,i+ 1
2
as DI,i,i+ 1
2
(interface discontinuity) and
DGNL
i,i+ 1
2
(right-going nonlinear wave); let us also denote the wave speeds of the two-ﬂuid
Riemann problem at intercell boundary xi− 1
2
as DI,i− 1
2
(interface discontinuity) and
DGNL
i− 1
2
(right-going nonlinear wave). In our work, the time stepping condition CFL ≤ 1
is always respected, so that a nonlinear wave does not perturb the neighboring intercell
boundaries. The values of Lp and Lm are imposed as follows:
Lp = ‖DD′‖ = ‖CC ′‖ = DI,i,i+ 1
2
Δt, (3.18)
Lm = ‖DD′′‖ = ‖EE′′‖ =
αi − αi,i+ 1
2
αi−1,i− 1
2
− αiLp =
S
rec,(12)
i,i+ 1
2
S
(12)
i− 1
2
Lp. (3.19)
These formulae for Lp and Lm ensure that the volume of each element remains con-
served, and the numerical interface on xi,i+ 1
2
travels the distance measured by Lp.
In the speciﬁc case where S
(12)
i− 1
2
= S
(21)
i− 1
2
= 0, we impose Lp = 0. As illustrated in
Fig. 3.5, the ﬂux correction can thus be realized on the two green parts of the newly
constructed intercell boundary, by means of the large time stepping approach. We
will next present some of the numerical results obtained using this strategy.
3.2.4 Numerical results of large time stepping correction
When applied to the liquid-gas non-reactive interface problem studied in Section 2.8.1,
the baseline anti-diﬀusive reconstruction approach proposed in Section 3.1.2 allows
to obtain numerical results (no calculation failure). However, the approach requires
a CFL much lower than unity [Tang 11a] for reasons which have been explained in
Section 3.2.1. The numerical results presented in this section are obtained using the
above described large time stepping correction for the anti-diﬀusive approach within
DEM/RDEM and clearly demonstrate the achieved robustness improvement.
Let us take 10−6 as the residual phase volume fraction for both liquid and gas. The
numerical results of the ﬁrst-order method coupled with the corrected anti-diﬀusive
approach are shown in Fig. 3.6 with a 100-cell uniform mesh. Note the anti-diﬀusive
reconstruction is only applied to the non-conservative averaged topological equation,
so that the method is only ﬁrst-order accurate in space and time for the nonlinear
shock and rarefaction waves. The method works very well for the standard time
stepping condition CFL < 1.0. These original results are compared with the pure
ﬁrst-order DEM method (upwind method for the topological equation). It can be ob-
served the interface zone is much better resolved with the anti-diﬀusive strategy. In
fact, the interface is described by a single intermediate point - the interface resolution
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Figure 3.6: First-order DEM method with corrected anti-diffusive approach for water
gas shock tube with impermeable interface ([Petitpas 07]). 100 computational cells.
t = 220 µs. CFL = 0.9. Residual phase volume fraction is set as 10−6.
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Figure 3.7: Limited second-order DEM method (minmod) with corrected
anti-diffusive approach for water gas shock tube with impermeable interface
([Petitpas 07]). 100 computational cells. t = 220 µs. CFL = 0.9. Residual phase
volume fraction is set as 10−6.
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Figure 3.8: Limited second-order DEM method (minmod) with corrected
anti-diffusive approach for water gas shock tube with impermeable interface
([Petitpas 07]). 1000 computational cells. t = 220 µs. CFL = 0.9. Residual phase
volume fraction is set as 10−6.
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is almost exact. Moreover, the more accurate anti-diﬀusive approach also requires
less time steps than the ﬁrst-order calculation.
The numerical results computed with the minmod limited second-order method cou-
pled with the corrected anti-diﬀusive approach are displayed in Fig. 3.7. The second-
order accuracy in time is obtained by a Runge-Kutta method. Since the anti-diﬀusive
approach is only applied to the topological equation, the method degenerates into a
limited second-order approach for the shock wave and rarefaction wave. We observe
that the method works well for CFL < 1.0. These original results are compared with
the state-of-the-art2 (limited) second-order DEM method. It is observed that the
corrected anti-diﬀusive approach is in general more accurate than the second-order
method. However, a non-physical overshoot appears at the contact discontinuity for
the velocity proﬁle (see Fig. 3.7). This error vanishes very quickly when the mesh
is reﬁned (see the results obtained with 1000 elements in Fig. 3.8). We have also
checked that all the conservative variables are in good agreement with the exact so-
lution without any oscillations (ﬁgure not shown). The robustness of the approach
should be improved: as can be observed in Fig. 3.7 the time steps must be reduced
at the beginning of the anti-diﬀusive computation in order to ensure positive physi-
cal variables. Note however that after a while the time steps become quasi-constant
with values greater than the ones used with the ﬁrst-order and limited second-order
method (Fig. 3.8).
3.3 Upwind downwind-controlled splitting
The anti-diﬀusive reconstruction for the DEM/RDEM approach which includes the
stability correction presented in Section 3.2 considerably improves the robustness of
this accurate strategy for interface problems. A persistent drawback of the approach
is its multi-dimensional extension which is far from straightforward on unstructured
grids.
The upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) is thus now proposed with the
purpose of constructing a robust and accurate method, simple enough to lend itself
to a multi-dimensional extension on general unstructured grids. One of the key un-
derlying ideas in devising UDCS is to set robustness as a main priority in the solution
procedure. With this idea in mind, the ﬁrst-order upwind method is ﬁrst employed in
the DEM/RDEM approach for the discretization of the volume fraction (Fig. 3.9(a),
thus called the “upwind” step). The separated averaging of conservative variables
and volume fraction for both phases is then carried out (Fig. 3.9(b)). At this point,
2Prior to the present PhD work.
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the genuinely nonlinear waves are already taken into account in the ﬁrst-order up-
wind approach for the volume fraction. Next, with the aim of improving the volume
fraction accuracy, the numerically diﬀused volume is rearranged: a fraction of this
volume is displaced back to its upwind cell element, preserving the conservative prop-
erties of all conservative variables for both phases. Furthermore, this displacement
process of the phase volumes should, at the same time, respect the Local Extremum
Diminishing (LED) property [Jameson 01] of the numerical scheme. Additionally, the
corresponding conservative variables assigned to these volumes should also be deter-
mined. This step, illustrated in Fig. 3.9(c), is called “downwind-controlled splitting”.
We emphasize that the “downwind-controlled splitting” step only aims at improving
the accuracy of the linearly degenerate wave (contact discontinuity in non-reacting
case and reactive shock in reacting case). We note that the “downwind-controlled
splitting” step does not involve any robustness issue: as already mentioned above,
the genuinely nonlinear waves are no longer of concern, since they have been consid-
ered in the “upwind” step.
The principles of the idea being exposed, the original UDCS approach is now described
in detail: the main concept is described at ﬁrst for the topological equation in a
1D situation; its extension to full two-ﬂuid calculations using DEM/RDEM is then
introduced; the multi-dimensional case is eventually discussed.
3.3.1 UDCS for the averaged topological equation - down-
wind factor
The upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) approach is described in this sec-
tion for the scalar topological equation in one space dimension. The phase index k is
omitted in the following. Let us ﬁrst assume, for the sake of demonstration, that the
interface velocities at location xi− 1
2
and xi+ 1
2
are both positive. The general case is
discussed at the end of this section. Thus, the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
is an inlet for
both phases in cell i; on its other side, xi+ 1
2
is an outlet. According to the ﬁrst-order
upwind method for (1.16) (scheme (2.5) and (2.8)), the inlet and the outlet interfaces
at each time step globally “generate” the following volumes (Fig. 3.9(a)):
Δupn
i− 1
2
=
(
αni−1 − αni
)
Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δt =
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δt,
Δupn
i+ 1
2
=
(
αni − αni+1
)
Dn
I,i+ 1
2
Δt =
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)
Dn
I,i− 1
2
Δt,
(3.20)
where DnI,j is the interface velocity at time t
n given by the local two-phase Riemann
problem at intercell boundary xj (Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). S
ﬁr,(kk′)
j (or S
ﬁr,(k′k)
j ) is the
two-phase sub-surface deﬁned on intercell boundary xj by the ﬁrst-order DEM/RDEM
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approach (see formulae (2.13)-(2.14)). The “upwinded” state αn+1,upi is thus given by
αn+1,upi = α
n
i +
1
Δx
Δupn
i− 1
2
. (3.21)
The volume quantity kept inside cell i is imposed as follows:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
1− λn
i,in,i− 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i− 1
2
+
λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i+ 1
2
, (3.22)
or
αn+1i = α
n+1,up
i +
−λn
i,in,i− 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i− 1
2
+
λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i+ 1
2
, (3.23)
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Figure 3.9: UDCS approach. (a) ﬁrst-order upwind DEM approach involving inter-
face evolution according to the two-phase Riemann problem solution. (b) separated
averaging procedures for each phase. (c) phase displacement of UDCS approach de-
termined by the LED property.
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where λni,in/out,j is the downwind factor deﬁned on the intercell boundary xj for the
instant tn. We impose that 0 ≤ λni,in/out,j ≤ 1 for all j. Note that if setting λni,in,i− 1
2
=
λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
= 0, formulation (3.22) degenerates to the ﬁrst-order upwind scheme for
(1.16), and if setting λn
i,in,i− 1
2
= λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
= 1 in (3.22), an unconditionally unstable
downwind scheme is recovered for (1.16). The UDCS approach (3.22) for the volume
fraction topological equation (1.16) consists now in determining the downwind factors
λn
i,in,i− 1
2
, λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
in (3.22) for a high resolution of the interface. Two approaches are
presented in what follows for this purpose.
• UDCS second-order approach
First of all, a second-order reconstruction can be used to calculate these down-
wind factors:
λn
i,in,i− 1
2
=
αni−1 − αni−1,i− 1
2
αni−1 − αni
=
S
sec,(kk′)
i−1,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i−1,i− 1
2
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
, when Dn
I,i− 1
2
> 0, αni−1 = αni ,
λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
=
αni − αni,i+ 1
2
αni − αni+1
=
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
, when Dn
I,i+ 1
2
> 0, αni = αni+1.
(3.24)
Inserting (3.24) into (3.22) yields the UDCS second-order scheme for the aver-
aged topological equation:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(αn
i−1,i− 1
2
− αni ) + DnI,i+ 1
2
(αni − αni,i+ 1
2
)
]
, (3.25)
or equivalently in terms of partitioned sub-surfaces:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(
(S
sec,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i− 1
2
) + (S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
)
)
+Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i+ 1
2
)]
,
(3.26)
where (S
sec,(kk′)
i− 1
2
−Ssec,(k′k)
i− 1
2
) is given by (2.37) for second-order intercell two-phase
contact. Note that (3.26) makes use of the identity:
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
= (S
sec,(kk′)
i−1,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i−1,i− 1
2
) + (S
sec,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i− 1
2
) + (S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
).
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Stability condition
An interesting point of the scalar UDCS scheme (3.25) or (3.26) is that it is
ﬁrst-order accurate in time by the forward Euler method and (quasi) second-
order accurate in space via a limiting TVD approach; however, it is stable
under the condition CFL ≤ 1, since its stability is determined by the ﬁrst-order
upwind method. We emphasize that this is not the case for the state-of-the-art
limited second-order method described in Appendix B. Because of the internal
reconstruction, this scheme is stable for CFL ≤ 1
2
if time is discretized by
using the ﬁrst-order Euler method. We mention that these two schemes are
equivalent to each other if the propagation velocity DI is constant. However,
when DI is obtained by resolving local Riemann problems in DEM/RDEM,
these two second-order approaches diﬀer from each other.
• UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach
Alternatively, the downwind-controlled (anti-diﬀusive) approach [Despre´s 02]
(see Section 3.1) can be used to evaluate the downwind factors in UDCS scheme
(3.22), with values in general larger than the ones obtained with TVD limiters.
With this aim, we compute, using the inlet interfaces, the minimum and maxi-
mum volume fractions mn and Mn for each cell element i:
mni = min
{
αni , α
n
i−1
}
,
Mni = max
{
αni , α
n
i−1
}
.
The LED property requires to ensure mni ≤ αn+1i ≤ Mni , that is:
mni ≤ αni +
1− λn
i,in,i− 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i− 1
2
+
λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
Δx
Δupn
i+ 1
2
≤ Mni . (3.27)
Formula (3.27) represents a linear system of inequalities which is diﬃcult to
solve since it globally involves all the downwind factors λn in the computa-
tional domain. As already done in Section 3.1, tolerated values can be used
as suﬃcient conditions to satisfy these linear inequalities. Details about the
tolerated values of λn used in this work can be found in Section 3.3.3 where
the general multi-dimensional case is fully studied. In brief, one of the two
downwind factors involved in (3.27) is replaced by a ﬁxed value still guaran-
teeing these inequalities, which allows to simply determine the largest value of
the other downwind factor locally. The values of λn thus obtained are certainly
not the largest ones in the algebraic sense, but this approach gives the practical
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possibility of determining the required downwind factors locally.
Stability condition
Like the UDCS second-order approach, the UDCS anti-diﬀusive method is also
stable under the condition CFL ≤ 1 when the ﬁrst-order Euler method is used
for time discretization, since its stability is still determined by the ﬁrst-order
upwind method. We thus notice that, with the purpose of high resolution and
unlike the conventional reconstruction approach, the splitting idea involved in
UDCS does not reduce the stability region of the numerical scheme.
Keeping the notations of (3.20), the UDCS scheme (3.22) for the volume fraction
topological equation can be extended to the general case of interface velocity propa-
gations:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δupn
i− 1
2
Δx
[
(1− λn
i,in,i− 1
2
)βi− 1
2
+ λn
i,out,i− 1
2
(1− βi− 1
2
)
]
+
Δupn
i+ 1
2
Δx
[
(1− λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
)(1− βi+ 1
2
) + λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
βi+ 1
2
]
,
(3.28)
or using αn+1,upi which is the upwinded state given by (2.8),
αn+1i = α
n+1,up
i +
Δupn
i− 1
2
Δx
[
−λn
i,in,i− 1
2
βi− 1
2
+ λn
i,out,i− 1
2
(1− βi− 1
2
)
]
+
Δupn
i+ 1
2
Δx
[
−λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
(1− βi+ 1
2
) + λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
βi+ 1
2
]
,
(3.29)
where the interface velocity propagation indicator β is deﬁned by (2.7). We emphasize
that (3.28) or (3.29) degenerates into the ﬁrst-order approach (2.8) if setting all the
downwind factors to zero. For the UDCS second-order approach, completing the
deﬁnitions in (3.24), we calculate similarly for other cases:
λn
i,out,i− 1
2
=
αn
i,i− 1
2
− αni
αni−1 − αni
=
S
sec,(kk′)
i,i− 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i,i− 1
2
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
, when Dn
I,i− 1
2
< 0, αni−1 = αni ,
λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
=
αni+1 − αni+1,i+ 1
2
αni − αni+1
=
S
sec,(kk′)
i+1,i+ 1
2
− Ssec,(k′k)
i+1,i+ 1
2
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
, when Dn
I,i+ 1
2
< 0, αni = αni+1.
(3.30)
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These downwind factors can be further evaluated using the strategy presented in
Section 3.3.3 for UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach. The compact UDCS scheme (3.28)
can be written for phase Σk in terms of intercell partitioned sub-surfaces as
αn+1k,i = α
n
k,i +
Δt
Δx
[(
(1− λn
i,in,i− 1
2
)βi− 1
2
+ λn
i,out,i− 1
2
(1− βi− 1
2
)
)
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
+
(
(1 − λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
)(1 − βi+ 1
2
) + λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
βi+ 1
2
)
Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)]
.
(3.31)
or using αn+1,upk,i given by (2.18),
αn+1k,i = α
n+1,up
k,i +
Δt
Δx
[(
−λn
i,in,i− 1
2
βi− 1
2
+ λn
i,out,i− 1
2
(1− βi− 1
2
)
)
Dn
I,i− 1
2
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
+
(
−λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
(1 − βi+ 1
2
) + λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
βi+ 1
2
)
Dn
I,i+ 1
2
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)]
,
(3.32)
3.3.2 UDCS for the two-ﬂuid system
The UDCS scheme (3.29) developed in Section 3.3.1 for the volume fraction topologi-
cal equation (1.16) can be easily implemented into the (Reactive) Discrete Equations
Method for the full two-ﬂuid system. As previously mentioned, in order to guarantee
the method robustness, the ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM method is, ﬁrst of all,
processed for the whole two-phase system (Fig. 3.9(a)). The conservative variables of
each phase are consequently updated after upwinding (state denoted Un+1,upk ) using
the separated averaging procedure described in Chapter 2 (Fig. 3.9(b)). Then, follow-
ing the strategy described in Section 3.3.1, the corresponding volumes of each phase
are globally rearranged in the computational domain using the formulae (3.28) or
(3.29) with the computed downwind factors (UDCS second-order approach or UDCS
anti-diﬀusive approach) at each intercell boundary (Fig. 3.9(c)).
The only remaining issue in the upwind downwind-controlled splitting approach is
to determine how to assign the conservative variables to the corresponding displaced
volumes of each phase. A possible approach is to associate these phase volumes being
displaced and rearranged with the conservative variables Un+1,upk after the ﬁrst-order
upwind approach of DEM/RDEM. This numerical technique takes advantage of the
stability property of the upwind scheme, and a wide range of numerical experiments
involving both reacting and non-reacting ﬂows shows that this simple association is
numerically eﬃcient since the corresponding results are oscillation free and very ac-
curate near the interface.
Considering for instance the ﬁrst-order forward Euler time discretization, the solution
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procedure of UDCS can be summarized as follows:
1. The ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM method is processed in order to obtain
the intermediate “upwinded” state
[
α
αU
]n+1,up
k,i
of each cell i:
[
α
αU
]n+1,up
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
+
Δt
Δx
[
(RC
k,i− 1
2
+RLag
k,i− 1
2
,i
)− (RC
k,i+ 1
2
+RLag
k,i+ 1
2
,i
)
]
,
(3.33)
and the generated volume Δupn
j− 1
2
on each intercell boundary xj− 1
2
:
Δupn
j− 1
2
=
(
αnj−1 − αnj
)
Dn
I,j− 1
2
Δt =
(
S
ﬁr,(kk′)
j− 1
2
− Sﬁr,(k′k)
j− 1
2
)
Dn
I,j− 1
2
Δt.
2. Using either the UDCS second-order approach or the UDCS anti-diﬀusive ap-
proach, compute the downwind factors at intercell boundaries: λn
i,in,i− 1
2
if Dn
I,i− 1
2
>
0 or λn
i,out,i− 1
2
if Dn
I,i− 1
2
< 0, and λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
if Dn
I,i+ 1
2
< 0 or λn
i,out,i+ 1
2
if Dn
I,i+ 1
2
> 0.
3. Evaluate the new volume fraction state αn+1k,i by the UDCS approach (3.28) or
(3.29).
4. Evaluate the new state for other variables (αU)n+1k,i by the “downwind-controlled
splitting” idea:
(αU)n+1k,i = (αU)
n+1,up
k,i
+
Δupn
i− 1
2
Δx
[
−λn
i,in,i− 1
2
βi− 1
2
U
n+1,up
k,i + λ
n
i,out,i− 1
2
(1− βi− 1
2
)Un+1,upk,i−1
]
+
Δupn
i+ 1
2
Δx
[
−λn
i,in,i+ 1
2
(1− βi+ 1
2
)Un+1,upk,i + λ
n
i,out,i+ 1
2
βi+ 1
2
U
n+1,up
k,i+1
]
.
(3.34)
Discussion
As observed from (3.34) where the system variables Un+1k,i are updated by the ﬁrst-
order “upwinded” data αn+1,upk,i and U
n+1,up
k,i , the “downwind-controlled splitting” step
does not involve any genuinely nonlinear waves, since those have been considered in
the “upwind” step 1. For this reason, the stability of the UDCS approach (3.34)
combined with (3.29) is the same as the stability of the scheme calculating αn+1,upk,i
and Un+1,upk,i . This feature plays a key role in preventing the occurrence of robustness
problems for UDCS.
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3.3.3 UDCS for multi-dimensional case and the downwind
factor determination
Topological equation and downwind factor calculation
For the sake of simplicity, a two-dimensional case is presented here but the ideas
which are developed hold for 3D problems. The phase index k is omitted in this
section since the UDCS scheme is the same for both phases.
An unstructured two-dimensional element Ci is presented in Fig. 3.10. Its bound-
aries {∂Ci,j} are divided into two categories: inlet (noted as {∂Ci,in,j}) and outlet
(noted as {∂Ci,out,j}) ones. An inlet boundary ∂Ci,in,j for phase Σk is characterized
by Dni,in,j · ni,in,j < 0, with ni,in,j the normal vector pointing toward the outside of Ci.
That is, the interface enters inside Ci, which generates a (positive or negative) volume
of Σk. On the other hand, an outlet boundary ∂Ci,out,j is such that Dni,out,j ·ni,out,j > 0.
The ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM scheme (Chapter 2) for the multi-dimensional
topological equation (1.16) can be written as
αn+1,upi = α
n
i +
∑
j
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| , (3.35)
Ci,in,1
Ci,in,2 Ci,in,3
Ci,out,4
Ci,out,5
Ci
∂Ci,in,2
∂Ci,out,4
Dni,in,2
Dni,out,4
ni,in,2
ni,out,4
Figure 3.10: Two dimensional ﬁnite volume cell. Illustration for numerical resolution
of topological equation.
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with |Ci| the volume of Ci and Δupni,in,j the volume of Σk entering into Ci through the
inlet boundary ∂Ci,in,j and deﬁned by
Δupni,in,j =
(
αni,in,j − αni
) |∂Ci,in,j| ∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣Δt, (3.36)
with |∂Ci,in,j| the interfacial surface area of ∂Ci,in,j. The upwind formulation (3.35)
can be rearranged as follows:
α
n+1,up
i = α
n
i
(
1− Δt|Ci|
∑
j
|∂Ci,in,j |
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣)+∑
j
αni,in,j
(Δt
|Ci| |∂Ci,in,j |
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣).
(3.37)
When imposing, in practical computations, the time step Δt such that
Δt ≤ min
i
|Ci|∑
j
|∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣ , (3.38)
αn+1,upi in (3.37) can thus be viewed as an average value among α
n
i and the set
{αni,in,j} of its inlet neighbors {Ci,in,j}, which obviously respect the local Extremum
Diminishing (LED) property [Jameson 01]:
αn+1i ∈ [mni ,Mni ]. (3.39)
The local maximum and minimum values for Ci in (3.39) are computed as follows:
mni,in,j = min{αni , αni,in,j},
Mni,in,j = max{αni , αni,in,j},
mni = minj{mni,in,j},
Mni = maxj{Mni,in,j}.
(3.40)
It is worthwhile to notice that, if only viewing the scalar equation (1.16), the time
step restriction (2.35) is a suﬃcient (but not necessary) condition to satisfy (3.39).
Indeed, due to the inequality
∣∣∣∑j Δupni,in,j∣∣∣ ≤∑j ∣∣Δupni,in,j∣∣, a larger Δt than the one
given by (2.35) could still be able to ensure the LED condition (3.39). Furthermore,
it is emphasized that, within the framework of the DEM/RDEM approach, the time
step Δt is additionally restricted by acoustic wave speeds.
Using the ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM scheme, the volume fraction contribution
of the outlet boundary ∂Ci,out,j to the neighboring cell Ci,out,j is quantiﬁed by the
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exiting volume:
Δupni,out,j =
(
αni − αni,out,j
) |∂Ci,out,j|Dni,out,j · ni,out,jΔt. (3.41)
Following the downwind factor idea introduced in Section 3.3.1, and using the ﬁrst-
order Euler time discretization, the high resolution UDCS scheme designed for the
multi-dimensional case reads:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j)
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| +
∑
j
λni,out,j
Δupni,out,j
|Ci| , (3.42)
or if including the “upwinded” state αn+1,upi ,
αn+1i = α
n+1,up
i +
∑
j
(−λni,in,j)
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| +
∑
j
λni,out,j
Δupni,out,j
|Ci| . (3.43)
(3.42) and (3.43) degenerate into the ﬁrst-order upwind scheme when setting all the
downwind factors to zero. On the other hand, an unstable downwind scheme is
recovered if putting all downwind factors to unity. Schemes (3.42) and (3.43) can be
understood as follows: a part of the volume Δupnj generated and transported across
the boundary ∂Ci,j by the ﬁrst-order upwind method is returned back to its upwind
cell (this volume percentage is precisely the downwind factor λnj ) . That is, based on
the upwind result in Ci, we return the amount of λni,in,jΔupni,in,j to its inlet neighbor
Ci,in,j, and on the other side, fetch the amount of λni,out,jΔupni,out,j from its outlet
neighbor Ci,out,j. Obviously, with larger values for the downwind factors λni,in,j, λni,out,j ,
the scheme will be more accurate; however, the local LED condition (3.39) should
remain satisﬁed.
• UDCS second-order approach
As done in Section 3.3.1, the UDCS second-order accurate scheme can be ob-
tained by using the slope limiting strategy. In this framework, the value of the
downwind factor λni,out,j for an outlet boundary is determined by
λni,out,j =
αni − αnf,out,j
αni − αni,out,j
, when αni = αni,out,j. (3.44)
αnf,out,j in (3.44) is the reconstructed value at the boundary ∂Ci,out,j within cell
Ci using slope limiter. The value of the downwind factor λni,in,j for an inlet
boundary is determined analogously:
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λni,in,j =
αni,in,j − αnf,i,in,j
αni,in,j − αni
, when αni = αni,in,j . (3.45)
αnf,i,in,j in (3.45) is the reconstructed value at the boundary ∂Ci,in,j within cell
Ci,in,j using slope limiter.
• UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach
For simplicity, a unique value of the downwind factor λni,out deﬁned for cell Ci is
imposed for all the outlet boundaries {∂Ci,out,j}:
λni,out,j = λ
n
i,out, for any j.
Thus, by deﬁning
Δupni,out =
∑
j
Δupni,out,j
for cell Ci, (3.39) is rewritten as follows:
αn+1i = α
n
i +
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j)
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| + λ
n
i,out
Δupni,out
|Ci| ≥ m
n
i , (3.46)
αn+1i = α
n
i +
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j)
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| + λ
n
i,out
Δupni,out
|Ci| ≤ M
n
i . (3.47)
It is easy to verify that, when setting λni,out = 0, both (3.46) and (3.47) are
fulﬁlled for any value of λni,in,j, by writing α
n+1
i as an average among α
n
i and the
values of its inlet neighbors {αni,in,j} as done in (3.37):
αn+1i = α
n
i
(
1− Δt|Ci|
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j) |∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣)
+
∑
j
αni,in,j
(Δt
|Ci|(1− λ
n
i,in,j) |∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣), (3.48)
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where we have used the result below coming from the stability condition (3.38):
Δt
|Ci|(1− λ
n
i,in,j) |∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣
≤ Δt|Ci|
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j) |∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣
≤ Δt|Ci|
∑
j
|∂Ci,in,j|
∣∣Dni,in,j · ni,in,j∣∣
≤ 1.
(3.49)
Furthermore, the following results can also be established: if Δupni,out < 0,
(3.47) is satisﬁed; on the other hand, if Δupni,out > 0, (3.46) is satisﬁed. It thus
follows the restrictive conditions for the downwind factors can be summarized
as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ≤ λni,out ≤ 1;
0 ≤ λni,in,j ≤ 1, ∀j;
λni,out ≤
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1∣∣∣Δupni,out∣∣∣
[
|Ci| (αni −mni ) +
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j)Δupni,in,j
]
, if Δupni,out < 0;
1∣∣∣Δupni,out∣∣∣
[
|Ci| (Mni − αni )−
∑
j
(1− λni,in,j)Δupni,in,j
]
, if Δupni,out > 0.
(3.50)
It is certain that the system of inequalities (3.50) admits some solutions {λni,out}
(for instance, λni,out = 0 is inside its solution region for any λ
n
i,in,j). Unfortunately
(3.50) involves almost all the intercell boundaries in the whole domain consid-
ered, which creates serious algebraic diﬃculties to ﬁnd the full solution region
for the downwind factor λni,out. As done in Section 3.3.1 for the one-dimensional
case (following the technique proposed in [Despre´s 02]), we use a sub-region of
the solution of (3.50) as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 ≤ λni,out ≤ 1;
λni,out ≤ Λni =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1∣∣∣Δupni,out∣∣∣
[
|Ci| (αni −mni ) +
∑
j
1
2
(
1− sign(Δupni,in,j)
)
Δupni,in,j
]
,
if Δupni,out < 0;
1∣∣∣Δupni,out∣∣∣
[
|Ci| (Mni − αni )−
∑
j
1
2
(
1 + sign(Δupni,in,j)
)
Δupni,in,j
]
,
if Δupni,out > 0.
(3.51)
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Hence, the optimized downwind factor λni,out can be determined locally.
UDCS for two-ﬂuid system
With the ﬁrst-order Euler time discretization, the solution procedure for the multi-
dimensional UDCS applied to the full two-ﬂuid system can be summarized as follows:
1. The ﬁrst-order upwind DEM/RDEM method is applied with the aim to obtain
the intermediate “upwinded” state
[
α
αU
]n+1,up
k,i
of each cell i:
[
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
=
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
− Δt|Ci|
∑
j
|∂Cij |
(
R
C
k,j,i +R
Lag
k,j,i
)
, (3.52)
and the generated volume Δupni,in/out,j on its intercell boundary ∂Ci,in/out,j:
Δupni,in/out,j =
(
αni − αni,in/out,j
) ∣∣∂Ci,in/out,j∣∣Dni,j · ni,jΔt. (3.53)
2. Using either the UDCS second-order approach or the UDCS anti-diﬀusive ap-
proach, compute the downwind factors at intercell boundaries λni,in,j and λ
n
i,out,j.
We note that for the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach, a unique downwind factor
λni,out is computed for all outlet boundaries. λ
n
i,in,j is determined by the outlet
downwind factor in cell Ci,in,j:
λni,in,j = λ
n
(i,in,j),out, (3.54)
where λn(i,in,j),out is computed in the cell Ci,in,j.
3. Evaluate the new volume fraction state αn+1k,i by the UDCS approach (3.42) or
(3.43).
4. Evaluate the new state for the other variables (αU)n+1k,i by
(αU)n+1k,i = (αU)
n+1,up
k,i +
∑
j
(−λni,in,j)
Δupni,in,j
|Ci| U
n+1,up
k,i
+
∑
j
λni,out,j
Δupni,out,j
|Ci| U
n+1,up
k,(i,out,j).
(3.55)
where Un+1,upk,(i,out,j) is the “upwinded” vector of variables for phase Σk in cell Ci,out,j.
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the stability of the UDCS approach (3.55) combined
with (3.43) is the same as the stability of the scheme calculating αn+1,upk,i and U
n+1,up
k,i .
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3.4 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have ﬁrst studied in Section 3.1 the direct coupling of the DEM
/RDEM method with an anti-diﬀusive approach in order to achieve accurate interface
propagation. This coupling yields a very accurate ﬂame proﬁle for detonation fronts,
but is unstable for deﬂagrations. Next, in Section 3.2, the instability of deﬂagration
computations has been analyzed from a wave propagation viewpoint. A corrected ver-
sion of the coupling between DEM/RDEM and the anti-diﬀusive method was then
proposed. However, the complexity of this approach does not allow a straightforward
extension to multi-dimensional problems on unstructured grids. Eventually in Section
3.3, we have presented the upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) approach
which is the main contribution of the thesis. Applied either with a second-order or an
anti-diﬀusive type downwind factor, the phase splitting idea within the UDCS does
not reduce the scheme stability, which can be veriﬁed throughout the UDCS solution
procedure for two-ﬂuid system. In fact, its stability is similar to that of the upwind
method (note that it can be the second-order upwinding approach, since the den-
sity, velocity and pressure can be reconstructed), because the “downwind-controlled
splitting” step does not incorporate genuinely nonlinear wave propagations which are
already considered in the previous “upwind” step. Finally, the UDCS idea has been
extended to multi-dimensional case.
An extra beneﬁt of the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach lies in its computational ef-
ﬁciency, derived from its capability to accurately solve reactive interfaces. Indeed,
when the interface is numerically dissipated, the DEM/RDEM approach computes
(numerous) expensive reactive Riemann problems which are involved inside the in-
terface diﬀusion zone. On the other hand, a less dissipated front requires, within the
DEM/RDEM strategy, a considerably reduced number of reactive Riemann problems
to be solved. This feature of UDCS is of crucial importance when performing multi-
dimensional numerical investigations on reﬁned grids.
In the following Chapter 4, one-dimensional numerical results obtained with the
UDCS approach will be presented on a selection of non-reacting and reacting prob-
lems. Chapter 5 will be devoted to the presentation and analysis of two-dimensional
numerical experiments with UDCS.
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One-dimensional test problems
The properties of the UDCS scheme developed in the previous chapter will be now
assessed on a few selected one-dimensional test problems. The ﬁrst non-reactive test
problem will be the liquid-gas non-reactive interface initially introduced in Section
2.8. Let us recall this test problem is made diﬃcult by the high pressure and density
ratio existing between the two phases. The initial conditions give rise to a powerful ex-
pansion wave that often leads the numerical methods to produce states with negative
pressures thus causing the failure of the calculation for many state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Additionally to this, the Mach number distributions computed in [Petitpas 07]
display some undesirable numerical oscillations. The second reactive test-problem for
the new UDCS strategy will be the Chapman-Jouguet fast deﬂagration conﬁguration
also introduced in Section 2.8. Let us recall this problem is of particular interest
for nuclear safety related applications since the numerical computation of a smeared
reactive shock wave can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the pressure wave description and hence
lead to poor load estimates when performing ﬂuid-structure interaction studies for
instance. In fact, be it in fast deﬂagration regime or in detonation regime, the accu-
rate computation of a reactive shock is critical when aiming at a reliable numerical
tool for nuclear safety assessment.
What has been established up to now with these 1D non-reacting and reacting test
cases is that both ﬁrst-order and limited second-order DEM/RDEM approaches do
not yield suﬃciently accurate results on coarse grids (see Section 2.8 in Chapter 2)
to be good candidates for numerical applications involving large geometries (up to
the full reactor scale). It was also pointed out, in the ﬁrst part of Chapter 3, that
coupling DEM/RDEM with an anti-diﬀusive approach could potentially capture a
contact discontinuity and a reactive shock with a much better accuracy than the pre-
vious methods but with a certain lack of robustness, which was not acceptable for
practical applications.
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The present chapter will demonstrate the very good accuracy and robustness prop-
erties which can be achieved with the newly proposed UDCS strategy implemented
into the DEM/RDEM framework, be it in its second-order or anti-diﬀusive version.
Section 4.1 will be devoted to the application of UDCS to the non-reactive interface
problem and Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 will deal respectively with the Chapman-Jouguet
fast deﬂagration front test and a Chapman-Jouguet detonation problem, for which
the non-reactive precursor shock wave and the reactive shock wave collapse in space.
Concluding remarks will be provided in Section 4.3.
4.1 Liquid-gas non-reactive interface
We reproduce the liquid-gas non-reactive interface problem studied in Section 2.8.1
with the residual phase volume fraction set equal to 10−8 for both the liquid and the
gas. The initial conditions are those described in Section 2.8.1.
A two-step Runge-Kutta method is used for the time discretization; density, velocity
and pressure are reconstructed using the minmod limiter in order to achieve (quasi)
second-order accuracy in space. As far as the the phase volume fraction is concerned,
two numerical strategies are investigated:
• UDCS anti-diﬀ refers to the anti-diﬀusive version of UDCS which combines
DEM, UDCS and the anti-diﬀusive approach as detailed in Chapter 3
• UDCS 2nd-order refers to the second-order version of UDCS which combines
DEM and UDCS second-order method with minmod reconstruction.
The computed results are systematically compared to the available exact solution of
the problem.
The results displayed in Fig. 4.1 for the individual phase variables and in Fig. 4.2 for
the mixture variables are obtained on a uniform mesh of 100 cells. With a single point
only in the material interface zone, the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach demonstrates its
capacity to almost exactly capture the interface, which makes it more accurate than
the UDCS second-order DEM scheme. Numerical results obtained with the “stan-
dard” second-order DEM scheme using a minmod reconstruction (initially proposed
in [Abgrall 03] and reviewed in Section 2.6) were already shown in Section 2.8 and
are not reproduced here because they almost coincide with the results provided by
the UDCS second-order version. Examining the Mach number distribution, it is ob-
served that the supersonic part of the ﬂow is well resolved by the UDCS anti-diﬀusive
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Figure 4.1: UDCS anti-diffusive DEM method (minmod for ρ, v and p) for water
gas shock tube problem with impermeable interface. A 100 cells uniform mesh is
used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Residual phase volume fraction is set as 10−8.
Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 4.2: UDCS anti-diffusive DEM method (minmod for ρ, v and p) and UDCS
second-order method are compared for water gas shock tube problem with imper-
meable interface. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs.
Residual phase volume fraction is set as 10−8. Phase mixture variables are plotted.
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Figure 4.3: UDCS anti-diffusive DEM method (minmod for ρ, v and p) for water gas
shock tube problem with impermeable interface. A 1000 cells uniform mesh is used.
CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Residual phase volume fraction is set as 10−8. Phase
mixture variables are plotted.
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method while the results obtained using the second-order DEM scheme display a spu-
rious subsonic ﬂow region. If using a uniform mesh with 1000 cells (Fig. 4.3) perfect
agreement is obtained between the numerical and exact solutions. The numerical
results obtained at the interface using the UDCS anti-diﬀusive method are more ac-
curate than those presented in [Petitpas 07] and obtained with a relaxation-projection
method. All the computed variables are oscillation free, including the Mach number.
The phenomenon of negative pressure occurrence in Fig. 4.2 is signiﬁcantly improved
when reﬁning the grid, as observed in Fig. 4.3.
When comparing the results obtained in Section 3.2.4 with the corrected anti-diﬀusive
reconstruction approach proposed in Section 3.2.3 and the present UDCS anti-diﬀusive
results, it can be observed that no velocity overshoots are observed with the UCDS
anti-diﬀusive approach and that the time steps remain almost constant. Furthermore,
it is also interesting to notice that the less diﬀused interface front leads to a reduced
number of time steps for the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach, compared to the second-
order approach. In fact, the numerical diﬀusion in the second-order scheme yields
more two-phase Riemann problem solutions and thus the associated time stepping
conditions become more restrictive. The greater accuracy of the UDCS anti-diﬀusive
approach is consequently also beneﬁcial as far as computational eﬃciency is con-
cerned.
When more accurate limiters (such as “superbee”) are employed for the volume frac-
tion reconstruction, the standard second-order DEM approach introduces numerical
oscillations in the vicinity of the material interface, while no numerical oscillation is
observed for the UDCS second-order approach. This is a direct beneﬁt of the phase
splitting involved in the UDCS approach as a priori explained in Section 3.3 and
experimentally observed in the present numerical tests.
4.2 Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration and detonation
front
4.2.1 Fast deﬂagration case
The UDCS method is now applied to the computation of the Chapman-Jouguet de-
ﬂagration front test already studied in Section 2.8.2. The predictor-corrector time-
stepping scheme is still used for the time discretization; density, velocity and pressure
also remain reconstructed using the minmod limiter. As far as the the numerical treat-
ment of the phase volume fraction is concerned, the denominations UDCS anti-diﬀ
and UDCS 2nd-order introduced in the non-reactive case retain the same meaning. A
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uniform mesh of 100 cells is used and the CFL number is set equal to 0.9. Note this
choice of CFL is improved over the standard second-order approach used in Section
2.8.2 which allows a maximum CFL number equal to about 0.75.
Fig. 4.4 displays the numerical results for the individual phase variables obtained
with the UDCS anti-diﬀusive RDEM method, compared to the exact solution of the
reactive Riemann problem for the Euler equations. With the RDEM method, the
interaction between the burnt and unburnt gas mixture is only driven by the non-
conservative term including mass transfer phenomenon in the two-ﬂuid model on the
interface. For this reason, each phase has very diﬀerent wave proﬁles in general, but
the interface conditions are fulﬁlled in the computed interface zone. The burnt gas
mixture on the left of the reactive shock is in good agreement with the exact solution
in terms of Taylor expansion wave, contact discontinuity and left traveling shock.
The unburnt gas mixture on the right of the reactive shock displays a better capture
of the precursor shock wave than the standard second-order RDEM approach shown
in Fig. 2.21, thanks to the much higher resolution of the reactive shock wave.
Fig. 4.5 displays the computed mixture variables and compares the UDCS anti-
diﬀusive approach with the UDCS second-order method. It can be observed the
UDCS anti-diﬀusive method yields a much better resolution of the reactive interface.
As in the non-reacting liquid-gas shock tube problem, the numerical results obtained
by the standard second-order DEM method are not shown since they almost coincide
with the ones obtained using the UDCS second-order approach. It can also be checked
that the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach can almost exactly capture the ﬂame interface,
which substantially improves the results on the maximum over-pressure following the
non-reactive shock wave. This makes the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach especially at-
tractive to perform, for instance, investigations of ﬂuid-structure interaction problems
involving combustion-generated pressure waves.
4.2.2 Detonation case
The UDCS scheme is also applied to the computation of a Chapman-Jouguet det-
onation front test. Apart from the fundamental ﬂame speed K0, the ﬂow initial
conditions are the same as the Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagration front test. Indeed, in
the case of a Chapman-Jouguet detonation, the fundamental ﬂame speed corresponds
to the one which makes the reactive shock speed identical to the one of the precursor
shock ([Beccantini 10a]). Thus, it is not necessary to specify K0. In other words, the
Chapman-Jouguet detonation can be considered as a a Chapman-Jouguet deﬂagra-
tion in which the precursor shock and the reactive shock travel at the same speed.
See also [Ciccarelli 08], pages 503 - 507.
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In this detonation model we have assumed an inﬁnitely fast chemical reaction with
zero induction time. As for the deﬂagration test case, a uniform mesh of 100 cells is
used and the CFL is taken equal to 0.9. The predictor-corrector time-stepping scheme
is used for time discretization, while density, velocity and pressure are reconstructed
using the minmod limiter.
The exact Riemann problem solution for the reactive Euler equations closed by the
thermally perfect gas EOS can be evaluated for this case by following [Beccantini 10a].
Taking into consideration the initial conditions, we obtain this exact solution as the
Chapman-Jouguet detonation shown in Fig. 4.6 for selected variables. The detona-
tion front velocity is found to be equal to 2088.73 m/s. At time 3.2 ms, the reactive
shock, moving from its initial location at x = 10 m, reaches x = 16.68394 m. The
right-traveling precursor shock and the detonation front collapse while, behind the
reactive interface, the ﬂow velocity is sonic in the reactive shock frame, and the burnt
gas Taylor expansion wave develops. In addition, the left wave structure also incor-
porates the left-traveling contact discontinuity and the shock wave of burnt gas.
Computed results are shown in Fig. 4.7 for the individual phase variables using
UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach and in Fig. 4.8 for the mixture variables comparing
UDCS anti-diﬀusive and UDCS second-order approaches to each other as well as
to the exact solution. We observe that the scheme performance is as good as for
the deﬂagration case. In this case again, each phase displays very diﬀerent wave
proﬁles in general, but with interface conditions which are automatically fulﬁlled in
the interface zone thanks to the calculation of non-conservative term including mass
transfer phenomenon. The burnt gas mixture on the left of the reactive shock is in
good agreement with the exact solution. Here again also the UDCS anti-diﬀusive
approach can almost exactly capture the detonation front which incorporates the
nonlinear shock wave. Thus, the Chapman-Jouguet state for the detonation can be
quasi-exactly captured. As a consequence, the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach yields a
much higher resolution of the detonation front than the UDCS second-order method.
Note also that the numerical results obtained with the standard second-order RDEM
method are not shown since they almost coincide with the ones obtained using the
UDCS second-order approach.
4.3 Concluding remarks
One-dimensional test cases including non-reactive and reactive interfaces have been
computed with the newly proposed UDCS scheme. The UDCS second-order DEM
/RDEM approach provides a solution accuracy which is similar to that of the standard
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second-order DEM/RDEM method but can be used with larger values of the CFL
number thanks to its increased robustness. The UDCS anti-diffusive approach clearly
appears as the best method developed so far in this work since it both significantly
improves the robustness and the accuracy of the original DEM approach. In fact, the
coupling between the newly proposed UDCS anti-diffusive method and DEM/RDEM
has the capability of almost exactly capturing both non-reactive and reactive inter-
faces in a very robust way. To the best of our knowledge, the UDCS anti-diffusive
method is the first approach displaying the capability of quasi-exactly capturing, in
both deflagration and detonation regimes, the reactive shock wave that incorporates
the mass transfer phenomenon on the interface where significant pressure and ve-
locity jump can also be present. It is emphasized that these very nice properties of
the UDCS anti-diffusive approach are closely related to the separate phase averaging
in the numerical mixture within the framework of DEM/RDEM method. In other
words, the accuracy and robustness properties achieved with the UDCS anti-diffusive
approach within the DEM/RDEM framework are the outcome of the full combina-
tion between the DEM/RDEM framework, the anti-diffusive strategy and the UDCS
technique. The last step to perform in this work is to assess the properties of this
same combination when applied to multidimensional problems on unstructured grids:
this is the topic of the next and last Chapter of the thesis.
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Figure 4.4: UDCS anti-diffusive RDEM method (minmod for ρ, v, p) is used for shock
tube of Chapman-Jouguet deflagration front. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL
= 0.9. Time t = 4.0 ms. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 4.5: UDCS anti-diffusive RDEM method (minmod for ρ, v, p) and UDCS
second-order RDEM method are compared for shock tube of Chapman-Jouguet de-
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Mixture phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 4.6: The exact solution of the reactive Euler equations for shock tube of
Chapman-Jouguet detonation front at time t = 3.2 ms.
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Figure 4.7: UDCS anti-diffusive RDEM method (minmod for ρ, v, p) is used for shock
tube of Chapman-Jouguet detonation front. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL
= 0.9. Time t = 3.2 ms. Individual phase variables are plotted.
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Figure 4.8: UDCS anti-diffusive RDEM method (minmod for ρ, v, p) and UDCS
second-order RDEM method are compared for shock tube of Chapman-Jouguet det-
onation front. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 3.2 ms.
Mixture phase variables are plotted.
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Two-dimensional test problems
This ﬁnal chapter is devoted to the application of the UDCS DEM/RDEM scheme to
two-dimensional non-reactive and reactive interface problems computed on unstruc-
tured grids. The study is restricted to academic problems: no complex geometries,
such as a full reactor containment, are involved. Still, unstructured grids (made of
quadrangular or triangular elements) will be systematically used in order to assess
the general implementation of the UDCS DEM/RDEM approach. Moreover, the
computed test cases have been selected so that they display physical features and
numerical diﬃculties representative of those encountered for real-life applications.
The ﬁrst non-reacting test case is the interaction between a shock moving through
air and a bubble of heavy gas initially at rest in the surrounding air. This classi-
cal test problem for multiphase solvers has been previously computed for instance
in [Quirk 96, Shyue 06, Nourgaliev 06, Banks 07, Chertock 08, Kokh 10, Kreeft 10].
The computed solutions obtained using UDCS and DEM will be compared to avail-
able experimental data and comments will also be provided with respect to some of
these previous numerical results of the literature.
The second non-reacting test problem is, again, the interaction between a shock and
a bubble but this time the bubble is made of a light gas and immersed in a liquid
medium. This problem has been analyzed in [Kokh 10] using an anti-diﬀusive strat-
egy applied to a reduced two-ﬂuid model with a single pressure and a single velocity.
Note that, similarly as the one-dimensional liquid-gas interface computed in Chap-
ter 4, this two-phase shock bubble problem is made especially diﬃcult by the very
high ratio of both pressure and density between the liquid and gaseous phases. In
addition, the multidimensional expansion wave appearing in the liquid phase may
often produce negative pressures which are likely to cause in turn serious numerical
diﬃculties. Note that only Cartesian grid calculations will be performed with UDCS
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for this demanding test case; the ability of the approach to be applied on general
unstructured grids will be considered as established from the previous test case.
Finally, a one-dimensional line-symmetric steady deﬂagration test problem will be
computed as a reacting demonstration test problem, using UDCS and RDEM on a
two-dimensional Cartesian grid. The numerical results obtained will be compared
with an available one-dimensional reference solution. Note that, physically speak-
ing, this reference solution for the multi-dimensional reactive Euler equations is in
fact unstable, since the stability of a cylindrical/spherical ﬂame is guaranteed by the
competition between thermal and species diﬀusion eﬀects which are neglected in the
reactive Euler equations. This inviscid solution can be used anyway for the sake of
an analytical/numerical comparison.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 is devoted to the gaseous non-reacting
shock bubble interaction problem and Section 5.2 to the liquid-gas non-reacting prob-
lem. Section 5.3 deals with the cylindrical combustion propagation case. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section 5.4.
5.1 Gaseous non-reacting shock bubble interaction
As previously mentioned, this shock bubble test case is well documented, both from a
numerical viewpoint (previous computational investigations performed in [Quirk 96,
Shyue 06, Kokh 10]) and an experimental (qualitative) viewpoint (visualizations pro-
vided by [Haas 87]).
The ﬂow problem consists in simulating the impact of a Mach 1.22 shock traveling
through air (light gas) onto a cylinder of R22 gas (heavy gas). The conﬁguration
is described in Fig. 5.1. The cylinder of R22 gas is surrounded by air within a
445mm × 89mm rectangular computational domain. At t = 0, the cylinder is at
rest and its center is located at (x, y) = (225 mm, 44.5 mm). The initial radius of
the cylinder (or gas bubble) is r = 25 mm. The planar shock is initially located
at x = 275 mm and moves from right to left towards the cylinder. The interaction
between the material interface and the shock wave, coming from the light gas region
into the heavy gas region, generates a system of waves which includes, at the early
stage of the interaction, a transmitted shock wave in air, a refracted shock wave in
the R22 bubble, a material interface and a reﬂected shock wave in air. Due to the
smaller speed of sound in the R22 gas, the refracted shock wave in R22 propagates
more slowly than the transmitted shock wave in air.
Both ﬂuids (air and R22) are described by a polytropic EOS. The initial conditions
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front side back side
air shock front
R22
275 mm
89
m
m
445 mm
r = 25 mm
x = 225 mm
y = 44.5 mm
Figure 5.1: Initial conﬁguration of air-R22 shock problem.
and the ﬂuid properties are summarized in Table 5.1. The top and bottom boundary
conditions are set as solid walls while constant state boundary conditions are imposed
on the left and right boundaries which are not reached by the propagating waves at
the ﬁnal time of the simulation.
In Fig. 5.2, experimental Schlieren images taken from [Haas 87] are displayed on
the ﬁrst column and compared with the numerical solutions provided by 2 diﬀerent
numerical strategies, relying on DEM and UDCS for the volume fraction equation but
with a second-order approach (minmod reconstruction) or anti-diﬀusive approach,
each of these strategies being applied on a quadrangular or triangular grid. The
presentation of the results in Fig. 5.2 is organized as follows:
• column 2: UDCS with minmod reconstruction (quasi second order), on a 1000×
200 Cartesian mesh.
• column 3: UDCS with minmod reconstruction, on a 1000× 200× 2 triangular
mesh.
• column 4: UDCS and anti-diﬀusive approach, on a 1000× 200 Cartesian mesh.
Location ρ (kg m−3) p (Pa) ux (m s
−1) uy (m s
−1) γ
Air (back side) 1.686 1.59× 105 -113.5 0 1.4
Air (front side) 1.225 1.01325× 105 0 0 1.4
R22 3.863 1.01325× 105 0 0 1.249
Table 5.1: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. EOS coeﬃcients and initial data.
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• column 5: UDCS and anti-diffusive approach, on a 1000 × 200 × 2 triangular
mesh.
In all cases, the Euler explicit scheme is used for time discretization, with a CFL
value set to 0.4. No reconstruction on the primitive variables is performed. As done
in [Haas 87], the results are shown around the R22 gas bubble at several time instants
(measured relative to the moment when the shock wave first interacts with the bubble
boundary at time t = 60 µs). For the sake of conciseness, only a selection of the ex-
perimental snapshots has been retained but the reference used to design each instant
is kept consistent with the one used in the experimental work [Haas 87], namely:
(b) t = 115 µs, (d) t = 187 µs, (g) t = 342 µs, (h) t = 417 µs, (i) t = 1020 µs. A
first qualitative analysis of the UDCS/DEM numerical results, on both triangular and
Figure 5.2: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Numerical results of density
profile. From left to right: experimental results in [Haas 87], UDCS minmod method
with 1000 × 200 Cartesian mesh, UDCS minmod method with triangular mesh of
1000 × 200 × 2 cells, UDCS anti-diffusive method with 1000 × 200 Cartesian mesh,
and UDCS anti-diffusive method with triangular mesh of 1000× 200× 2 cells. Five
instants are selected from [Haas 87]: (b) t = 115 µs, (d) t = 187 µs, (g) t = 342 µs,
(h) t = 417 µs, (i) t = 1020 µs.
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Figure 5.2: (continued)
quadrangular meshes, allows to conclude the computed solutions are globally in good
agreement with the experimental data in [Haas 87] (and also with previous numerical
results such as [Quirk 96, Shyue 06, Kokh 10]). Moreover, it can be observed on the
density contours that the interface resolution is signiﬁcantly improved when the UDCS
anti-diﬀusive method is employed, be it on the quadrangular or triangular grid. It is
in particular interesting to notice that the UDCS anti-diﬀusive method works well on
the unstructured triangular mesh: the interface instabilities (of Richtmyer-Meshkov
and Kelvin-Helmholtz type, see [Nourgaliev 06]) is clearly observed in Fig. 5.2 (i).
The UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach is proved capable of resolving vortex structure and
interface instability on a relatively coarse mesh while a (much) higher grid resolution
would be required for many state-of-the-art methods (see for instance [Nourgaliev 06]
or even the more smeared interface computed using UDCS in its second-order version
instead of the anti-diﬀusive version).
The diﬀerent numerical approaches are more quantitatively compared by analyzing
the volume fraction and the mixture density at the ﬁnal computational time. The
results in Fig. 5.3 are plotted along the axis of symmetry (+x direction), in the re-
gion occupied by the bubble. Three increasingly reﬁned Cartesian meshes (250× 50,
500× 100, 1000× 200) and three increasingly reﬁned triangular meshes are used for
accuracy comparison. Each triangular mesh is built from one of the Cartesian mesh
by dividing each cell in two triangles so that the triangular grid is twice ﬁner than
the corresponding Cartesian mesh. On each grid, the UDCS second-order approach
and UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach have been applied. The ﬁrst line of Fig. 5.3
demonstrates the achievement of grid-convergence for the computations (using the
UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach). The results displayed on the second line show that,
on quadrangular grids, the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach with 500 × 100 Cartesian
mesh produces (much) more accurate results than the UDCS minmod approach with
1000×200 cells. A similar trend is observed with the triangular grids, when analyzing
the results displayed on the third line: the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach yields again
more accurate results than the UDCS minmod approach.
Further plots (Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6) are drawn along the two lines perpendicular to
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the axis of symmetry (y direction) whose location over the ﬁnal time bubble shape
is indicated in Fig. 5.4. The grid-convergence of the results can be qualitatively
observed and the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach still proves to be more accurate than
the UDCS minmod approach. In line with the triangular mesh results shown in Fig.
5.2 for the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach, the interface instability is visible in the
third column of Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.
Finally, the pressure time-history is displayed in Fig. 5.7 for the sake of compar-
ison with [Quirk 96, Shyue 06, Kokh 10, Haas 87]. Three locations are retained:
xp = 3, 27, 67 mm, downstream of the R22 gas bubble along the axis of sym-
metry. Time is measured from the ﬁrst communication of the shock wave with the
bubble at time t = 60 μs. The UDCS anti-diﬀusive results on triangular grids made
of 250 × 50 × 2, 500 × 100 × 2, and 1000 × 200 × 2 elements are presented so that
grid convergence can be qualitatively checked. Note that as far this pressure time-
history along the symmetry axis is concerned, no noticeable diﬀerence is observed
when comparing the results obtained with the UDCS minmod method and the UDCS
anti-diﬀusive method on the same mesh. Note also that the pressure peaks are not
as accurately resolved as in [Kokh 10], where a more reﬁned (5000× 1000) Cartesian
grid was used. Moreover, it is worthwhile to mention that, with the same CFL value,
a larger number of time steps is required for computing the ﬂow evolution with a ful
non-equilibrium two-ﬂuid ﬂow model than with a sub-model, such as the one used
in [Kokh 10] (more information can be found in [Zein 10]). This can generally make
the results of the full two-ﬂuid model more diﬀused than the ones obtained with a
sub-model. However, it is emphasized that the full two-ﬂuid model must be assessed
in this work since it will be necessarily used in order to compute reactive fronts on
which the pressure and velocity jumps can be signiﬁcant.
5.2 Liquid-gas non-reacting shock bubble interac-
tion
In this section, the two-dimensional shock bubble interaction test involves now a
lighter gas bubble surrounded by (heavier) liquid water. The geometry of the initial
conﬁguration is described in Fig. 5.8. Both ﬂuids are thermodynamically described
by the stiﬀened gas EOS (P∞ = 0 for the gas). The EOS parameters and the initial
ﬂuids states are given in Table 5.2. Solid wall boundary conditions are applied for the
top and bottom boundaries while constant states are imposed at the left and right
boundaries. The computational domain is discretized using a 300 × 100 Cartesian
grid. The ﬁrst-order Euler method is used for time discretization.
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Figure 5.3: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Plots of volume fraction and
mixture density over the axis of symmetry (x direction) around the R22 bubble. Anti
stands for UDCS anti-diffusive approach. 2-nd stands for UDCS minmod approach
(which is quasi second order). tri stands for triangular mesh.
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Figure 5.4: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Positions of y direction lines for
plots of volume fraction and mixture density in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. From left to
right: UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach with Cartesian mesh of 250×50, 500×100, and
1000× 200 cells. Left line is located at x = 136 mm, and right line at x = 155 mm
(measured from the left boundary of the whole domain).
Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 display the computed solutions (volume fraction and mixture
density contours) using UDCS and DEM at four time instants. The gas bubble is
transformed into two symmetrical vortices at the end of the computational period, as
also observed in [Saurel 99b, Kokh 10]. Compared to the second-order scheme, the
UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach yields a much sharper interface proﬁle. This can be
further (quantitatively) veriﬁed by visualizing volume fraction and mixture density
distributions along the axis of symmetry; such distributions are plotted in Fig. 5.11 at
time t = 375 μs and in Fig. 5.12 at t = 450 μs. This latter time instant corresponds to
the time at which the numerically diﬀused interface computed with the UDCS second-
order approach interacts with the front side of the bubble. The sharper interface
computed with the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach is well demonstrated. At t = 450 μs,
the anti-diﬀusive and second-order approaches start to yield signiﬁcant diﬀerence for
the pressure and density distributions along the symmetry axis; in particular, the
UDCS anti-diﬀusive method predicts a higher pressure in the bubble zone while the
UDCS second-order method tends to underestimate this pressure level.
Location ρ (kg m−3) p (Pa) ux (m s
−1) uy (m s
−1) γ P∞ (Pa)
Water (back side) 1030.9 3× 109 300.0 0 4.4 6.8× 108
Water (front side) 1000.0 105 0 0 4.4 6.8× 108
Air 1.0 105 0 0 1.4 0
Table 5.2: liquid-gas shock bubble interaction test. EOS coeﬃcients and initial data.
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Figure 5.5: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Plots of volume fraction and
mixture density over the line situated at x = 155 mm (Fig. 5.4). Anti stands for
UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach. 2-nd stands for UDCS minmod approach (which is
quasi second order). tri stands for triangular mesh.
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Figure 5.6: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Plots of volume fraction and
mixture density over the line situated at x = 136 mm (Fig. 5.4). Anti stands for
UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach. 2-nd stands for UDCS minmod approach (which is
quasi second order). tri stands for triangular mesh.
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Figure 5.7: Air-R22 shock cylinder interaction test. Time history of pressure in three
locations: x = 3 mm, x = 27 mm, and x = 67 mm downstream of the R22 gas bubble
along the axis of symmetry. Anti stands for UDCS anti-diffusive approach. tri stands
for triangular mesh.
5.3 2D computation of 1D line-symmetric steady
combustion
This test case has been previously considered in [Beccantini 10a], Section 6.3, page
300. A 2D (theoretically) unbounded domain is filled with a stoichiometric mixture
of (thermally perfect) hydrogen-air at rest. At t = 0, combustion is initiated in a
single point (the lower left corner of the computational domain) and the test case
studies the propagation of the 1D line-symmetric deflagration wave thus generated.
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The computational domain is a square of side length equal to 1m, discretized with a
regular grid of 400× 400 quadrangles; the CFL number is set equal to 0.4. As far as
initial conditions are concerned, initial pressure and temperature are assumed respec-
tively equal to 1.013 bar and 290 K. The fundamental speed is given by K0 = 45.2 m/s.
The combustion is “numerically initiated” by supposing that the hydrogen-air mix-
ture is burnt in the closest element to the center of symmetry (the left bottom corner
of the square domain here considered). The initial pressure and temperature of the
burnt gas mixture are equal to 2.013 bar and 2800 K respectively.
An analytical solution is available for this problem (see in particular [Kuhl 73]). Al-
ternatively, a reference solution can be obtained by performing a 1D line-symmetric
computation (as done here) and oﬀers therefore a point of reference for the numerical
results computed using the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach and RDEM. As already
mentioned in the introduction of the chapter, this solution is not physically meaning-
ful since diﬀusion eﬀects should be necessarily included for a realistic description of a
cylindrical/spherical ﬂame. Still, this solution remains a valid point of reference for
our computed inviscid solutions. From now on, the 1D line-symmetric solution will
be referred to as the “reference solution”.
In Fig. 5.13-5.15 we present the computed solution at 1.2 ms, obtained with diﬀerent
approaches: the original RDEM approach (explicit Euler scheme for time discretiza-
tion), the (RDEM) UDCS approach with minmod reconstruction on pressure, density,
velocity and volume fraction (second-order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme for time dis-
cretization), and the (RDEM) UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach (explicit Euler scheme
for time discretization). For each method, contours of the volume fraction of the
front side
back side water shock front
gas
0.04 m
2 m
1
m
r = 0.4 m
x = 0.5 m
y = 0.5 m
Figure 5.8: Initial conﬁguration of liquid-gas shock tube [Kokh 10].
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burnt gas and the pressure are respectively displayed on the left part and right part
of the top line. On the bottom line, we plot the density (left) and pressure (right)
distributions computed along the x-axis and the diagonal (x = y) of the compu-
tational domain and compare these distributions extracted from the 2D solution to
the reference 1D computation. Before analyzing the various numerical solutions, we
Figure 5.9: Liquid-gas shock bubble interaction test. Mapping of the volume fraction.
On the left: UDCS second-order DEM scheme; on the right: UDCS anti-diffusive
DEM scheme. Four instants from top to bottom: t = 225 µs, 375 µs, 450 µs, 600 µs.
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want to point out that, whatever the method used, the flame propagates at different
speeds along the diagonal and along the axis of the domain. Such a phenomenon
was already observed in [Beccantini 10a], where the solution was obtained using the
original RDEM on a quadrangular regular mesh. In our opinion, using the original
RDEM approach, this behavior was due to the fact that, when studying 1D reactive
Riemann problems at the intercell boundaries, the cell interface normal nf can be
Figure 5.10: Liquid-gas shock bubble interaction test. Mapping of the mixture den-
sity. On the left: UDCS second-order DEM scheme; on the right: UDCS anti-diffusive
DEM scheme. Four instants from top to bottom: t = 225 µs, 375 µs, 450 µs, 525 µs.
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diﬀerent from the ﬂame surface normal. Let us recall that the total ﬂame velocity
is DI = v
u + K0n (see equation (2.20)) where n is the ﬂame surface normal (here
computed with the formula n = ∇α
|∇α|
). As shown in [Beccantini 10a], if in evaluat-
ing the solution of the 1D reactive Riemann problem, the fundamental ﬂame speed
is supposed to be given by K0|n · nf | (instead of K0), directional eﬀects drastically
reduce but do not disappear. This is not so astonishing. Indeed, if the normal to
the intercell boundary and the normal to the ﬂame are not aligned, we change the
solution of the reactive Riemann problem at the interface. For instance, a detonation
(K0,det given by the merging of the precursor shock and the reactive shock in the ﬂame
frame) becomes a deﬂagration because of the scalar product |n · nf | which reduces
the value of the fundamental ﬂame speed (K0,det|n ·nf | instead of K0,det). Numerical
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Figure 5.11: Liquid-gas shock bubble interaction test. Plots of pressure, density and
air volume fraction over the axis of symmetry (x direction) at time t = 375 μs.
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experiments (not shown here) for diﬀerent values of K0 from fast deﬂagration to det-
onation on cylindrical and spherical ﬂows have shown that the solution, even though
not converging to the exact one, is acceptably close to it for the applications we have
to deal with (computed pressure waves are slightly higher than the exact ones but
this can be considered as normal since due to the reactive wave instability). Since
this problem is related to RDEM, let us go on with our investigation on UDCS. In
what follows, except when diﬀerently mentioned, we compute the normal to the ﬂame
interface with the formula n = ∇α
|∇α|
and we use K0|n · nf | as the fundamental ﬂame
speed.
As one can see in Fig. 5.13-5.15 , the numerical results which are the closest to the
reference solution are the ones obtained using the ﬁrst-order RDEM (which present
the highest numerical diﬀusion) in Fig. 5.13. The results obtained using UDCS with
minmod reconstruction and RDEM in Fig. 5.14 are less diﬀused than the ones given
by the ﬁrst-order reconstruction. The propagation speed of the ﬂame along the axis
and the diagonal remains almost the same. The ﬂame interface shape is not circular;
this is expected since the reference solution is unstable. The pressure level in the
burnt gas appears higher than the one given by the ﬁrst-order approach. This is due
to the fact that as the ﬂame surface wrinkles, the quantity of unburnt gas which burns
per time unit increases. This phenomenon increases in turn the release of chemical
energy per time unit and thus the pressure. Finally, in the UDCS anti-diﬀusive
solution shown in Fig. 5.15, it can be noticed that the volume fraction is less diﬀused
than in the other solutions but the ﬂame is much faster on the axis than on the
diagonal. Our guess is that the ﬂame interface normal evaluation with the formula
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Figure 5.12: Liquid-gas shock bubble interaction test. Plots of pressure and density
over the axis of symmetry (x direction) at time t = 450 μs.
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∇α
|∇α|
creates problems when α is not smooth enough. In order to distinguish between
the front capturing properties of the UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach and the numerical
ﬂame propagation issue, a last set of results was obtained using RDEM and UDCS
anti-diﬀusive approach with the ﬂame interface normal artiﬁcially set equal to the
one of the 1D line-symmetric solution (namely n = (x
r
, y
r
)). As observed in Fig. 5.16,
the propagation velocities are almost the same in all directions in that case and the
solution is less diﬀused than in the other approaches (ﬁrst-order RDEM and RDEM
with UDCS second-order approach), as expected.
5.4 Concluding remarks
Two-dimensional non-reactive and reactive interface problems have been studied with
the UDCS and DEM/RDEM schemes.
Several numerical strategies have been employed and compared:
• computations using UDCS anti-diﬀusive DEM/RDEM approach and UDCS
second-order DEM/RDEM method which provides an interface accuracy similar
to that of the standard second-order method. Note however that UDCS +
DEM/RDEM is computationally more robust than the standard DEM/RDEM,
due to the fact that its stability is comparable to that of ﬁrst-order calculations.
• computations on regular grids made of quadrangles or fully unstructured grids
made of triangles.
The UDCS anti-diﬀusive approach was found able to give a much higher resolution
of both non-reactive and reactive material interfaces than the UDCS second-order
approach, with no restriction on stability with respect to this second-order approach.
In fact, we have also noticed that the UDCS anti-diﬀusive is more eﬃcient than
the second-order method. As already mentioned, the reason for this better overall
eﬃciency comes from the reduced number of two-phase (non-reactive or reactive) Rie-
mann problems which have to be solved when the material interface is numerically
less diﬀused thanks to the UDCS anti-diﬀusive strategy.
The key features of the UDCS anti-diﬀusive DEM/RDEM approach established at
this stage are the following ones:
• the method works well on unstructured grids.
• it resolves material or reactive interfaces in a very accurate way. This point is
crucial since rather coarse grids are hardly avoidable when treating very large
geometry compared to the combustion front size.
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• it is more robust than the standard second-order DEM/RDEM approach;
• it costs considerably less CPU computational time than the second-order DEM
/RDEM approach, which makes its implementation in industrial purpose CFD
codes attractive.
Based on the present 2D results, what still needs to be improved for real-life com-
bustion problems is the numerical computation of the flame normal, through the
computation of the volume fraction gradient, in the case of reactive fronts for the
UDCS/RDEM approach.
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Figure 5.13: Propagation of a 1D line-symmetric steady flame. First-order RDEM
(explicit Euler scheme for time discretization). On the top: the volume fraction
of the burnt gas and the pressure. On the bottom: the plots of density over axis
and diagonal, and that of pressure. The reference solution is obtained using a 1D
line-symmetric solver and the UDCS anti-diffusive approach.
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Figure 5.14: Propagation of a 1D line-symmetric steady flame. (Quasi) second-order
UDCS + RDEM, with minmod reconstruction for all primitive variables (second-
order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme for time discretization). On the top: the volume
fraction of the burnt gas and the pressure. On the bottom: the plots of density over
axis and diagonal, and that of pressure. The reference solution is obtained using a
1D line-symmetric solver and the UDCS anti-diffusive approach.
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Figure 5.15: Propagation of a 1D line-symmetric steady flame. UDCS anti-diffusive
+ RDEM approach (explicit Euler scheme for time discretization). On the top: the
volume fraction of the burnt gas and the pressure. On the bottom: the plots of density
over axis and diagonal, and that of pressure. The reference solution is obtained using
a 1D line-symmetric solver and the UDCS anti-diffusive approach.
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Figure 5.16: Propagation of a 1D line-symmetric steady flame. UDCS anti-diffusive
+ RDEM approach (explicit Euler scheme for time discretization), in which normals
at the flame interface are forced to be equal to the ones of the reference solution
(namely n = (x/r, y/r)). On the top: the volume fraction of the burnt gas and the
pressure. On the bottom: the plots of density over axis and diagonal, and that of
pressure. The reference solution is obtained using a 1D line-symmetric solver and the
UDCS anti-diffusive approach.
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Summary, conclusions and
perspectives
A CFD methodology capable of sharply resolving both two-fluid non-reactive and
reactive interfaces has been developed within a finite volume framework. With atten-
tion given to the accuracy but also robustness and efficiency of the methodology, a
new upwind downwind-controlled splitting scheme has been proposed to be combined
with the (Reactive) Discrete Equations Method (DEM/RDEM), and an implemen-
tation of the approach in multiple space dimensions on general unstructured meshes
has been performed in the EUROPLEXUS code.
This thesis conclusion proposes a summary of the work development, followed by the
main outcomes to keep in mind and a few suggestions for future work.
Summary of the method development
Our final goal was to perform the numerical investigation of combustion safety issues
occurring for instance during a postulated Loss of Coolant Accident in a nuclear re-
actor containment.
The (Reactive) Discrete Equations Method has been retained in this work as a gen-
eral development framework. An analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of
DEM/RDEM has been made in the light of the final objective, namely the develop-
ment of an accurate, robust and efficient methodology able to resolve, on complex
geometry, reactive sharp interfaces where a significant jump of variable values takes
place, e.g. pressure and velocity, together with mass transport phenomena. We em-
phasize that this is a difficult two-fluid problem, since many state-of-the-art two-phase
models and methods are only able to solve impermeable fronts. A remarkable prop-
erty of the Reactive Discrete Equations Method lies in its capability of preserving
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy which is of crucial importance when
dealing with long-term combustion simulations. On the other hand, it was also known
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at the start of the work that both first-order and second-order RDEM calculations did
not provide satisfactory interface accuracy in fast deflagration and detonation config-
urations. This was of course not acceptable since it is crucial to obtain an acceptable
accuracy on these reactive fronts if one has to take into account for instance the com-
bustion generated pressure wave when investigating reactor containment safety.
With the aim of improving the reactive front resolution, RDEM was first coupled
with an anti-diffusive approach, which can potentially capture in a very accurate way
the contact discontinuity and the reactive shock wave. However, this coupling was
found to be insufficiently stable in general. Our research effort was then focused on
developing a so-called upwind downwind-controlled splitting (UDCS) method which
can solve sharp fluid/fluid interfaces both accurately and in a very robust way. The
method derivation demonstrates that the stability of UDCS is similar to the stabil-
ity of the first-order upwind DEM/RDEM approach with piecewise constant volume
fractions. The best accuracy is achieved with the anti-diffusive version of UDCS, be
it with DEM or RDEM that is for non-reacting or reacting flows.
The implementation of UDCS + DEM/RDEM in multiple dimensions has been per-
formed in the fast dynamic fluid-structure interaction code EUROPLEXUS. Several
calculated one and two-dimensional examples over a wide spectrum of physical con-
ditions incorporating both non-reactive and reactive interfaces have been presented,
illustrating the attractive features of the methodology developed in this work with,
in particular:
• almost exact capturing of contact discontinuity and reactive shock wave in one
space dimension
• calculation of both impermeable and permeable fronts on irregular unstructured
meshes in a very accurate and robust way.
Main outcomes
Inserting the UDCS anti-diffusive approach inside the DEM/RDEM framework signif-
icantly improves the accuracy, robustness and efficiency properties of the DEM/RDEM
strategy which was available in the literature at the start of this work. Systematic
comparison between the proposed specific methodology and other approaches avail-
able in the literature is not necessarily easy to perform because both the choice of
the physical model and the key design principles of the numerical treatment can be
very different. We can nonetheless draw some interesting conclusions when comparing
the UDCS anti-diffusive approach + DEM/RDM with the anti-diffusive type method
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developed in [Kokh 10]. Let us recall [Kokh 10] is focused on the numerical solution
of a reduced two-fluid model with a single pressure and a single velocity, which is
not capable of representing high speed combustion waves in which a significant jump
in pressure and velocity occurs. For impermeable (non reactive) fronts (gaseous and
liquid-gas shock bubble interactions), the methodology developed in this work com-
pares well with [Kokh 10]. The added value of our strategy is that it is capable of
successfully dealing with permeable fronts, particularly all speed reactive fronts in
our applications. Moreover, the presented methodology works also on irregular un-
structured grids, which is of essential importance for applications involving complex
geometry (such as a reactor containment).
Anti-diffusive UDCS resolves the interface in a very accurate way. This point is
crucial, because rather coarse grids are hardly avoidable when treating very large
geometry with respect to the combustion front size. In particular, to the best of our
knowledge, the UDCS anti-diffusive method combined with RDEM is the first ap-
proach able to quasi-exactly capture (in one space dimension), for both deflagration
and detonation regimes, a reactive shock wave.
Robustness has also been successfully ensured. Indeed, the UDCS approach (either
limited second-order or anti-diffusive) with DEM/RDEM is proved as stable as the
first-order DEM/RDEM version for the volume fraction. The approach is made of two
main steps: the first “upwind” step fully contains the first-order upwind DEM/RDEM
approach, which takes account of all first-order wave propagations, including in par-
ticular the genuinely nonlinear waves; the second “downwind-controlled splitting”
step aims at improving the accuracy of the linearly degenerate wave (i.e., the contact
discontinuity for non-reacting stiffened gas flow and the reactive shock for reacting
gas flow), by splitting the phase volumes and rearranging them in space. Since this
step does not involve the time evolution and since the genuinely nonlinear waves have
been taken into consideration within the previous step by upwind strategy, we thus
recover the stability of the first-order DEM/RDEM method with piecewise constant
volume fraction data.
As an extra benefit, higher computational efficiency is also achieved. The internal Rie-
mann problem calculated within the state-of-the-art limited second-order approach
[Abgrall 03] is not needed, since we are no longer concerned with the internal dis-
continuity of volume fraction when using UDCS method. In addition, the steeper
representation of the phase interface obtained by UDCS anti-diffusive approach con-
siderably reduces the zone where expensive two-phase Riemann problems have to be
computed within DEM/RDEM. This feature can lead to computations that become
more efficient than both first-order and second-order simulations. The efficiency of
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anti-diffusive UDCS is emphasized as a very attractive property for its implementa-
tion in industrial purpose CFD codes.
Future research
UDCS has been proposed in the context of permeable sharp interfaces with chemical
reactions. Note however that the combination UDCS/RDEM is not limited to reac-
tive fronts and can be implemented for the simulation of other physical phenomena,
such as evaporation fronts [Le Me´tayer 05].
Additionally, although the UDCS idea has been exclusively proposed and developed
for the full non-equilibrium two-fluid model in the present work, we believe that it
would be worthwhile to extend this concept to sub-models of two-phase flow for in-
terface computations.
On a more technical note, let us emphasize the UDCS limited second-order method
has already been combined with the explicit two-stepping Runge-Kutta scheme for
time discretization. This allows to work with large enough CFL numbers when us-
ing a limited second-order reconstruction on all primitive variables (achieving quasi
second-order accuracy in space and time). Unfortunately, it was found more diffi-
cult to couple the anti-diffusive UDCS approach with the second-order Runge-Kutta
scheme so that this point requires further investigaton.
Finally, as observed on the final 2D combustion problem, it will also be necessary
to improve the approach used to compute the normal at the flame interface so as to
avoid that this normal computation spoils the accuracy improvement brought by the
anti-diffusive UDCS/RDEM.
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Appendix A
Basic notions on reconstruction
approach
Basic notions of space reconstruction with slope-limiter method are recalled in what
follows. We take for instance the single phase Euler equations and let the function θi
measure the data smoothness of a primitive variable W ∈ (ρ, v, p)T,
θi =
Wi −Wi−1
Wi+1 −Wi ,
The slope ∆i inside the cell i related to the primitive variable W can be written as
∆i(W ) =
Wi+1 −Wi
∆x
φ (θi) , (A.1)
Wi(x)
Wi−1(x)
Wi+1(x)
Wi−1,i− 1
2
Wi,i− 1
2
i− 1 i i+ 1
i− 1
2
i+ 1
2
Figure A.1: Piecewise linear reconstruction in (quasi) second-order slope limiter ap-
proach.
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with φ (θi) the limiter function. Note that when φ(θi) = 1, (A.1) is Lax-Wendroﬀ
method with downwind slope, while when φ(θi) = θi it is Beam-Warming method
with upwind slope. In this work, if not speciﬁed, the minmod limiter is used which
is deﬁned by
φ(θi) = max(0,min(1, θi)) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 if θi ≤ 0,
θi if 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1,
1 if θi ≥ 1.
Constructing a piecewise linear approximation for the primitive variable W with the
slope Δi(W ) deﬁned in (A.1), the local value of W inside the cell i is,
Wi(x, t) = Wi + (x− xi)Δi, xi− 1
2
≤ x ≤ xi+ 1
2
.
The values at the intercell boundary xi− 1
2
(illustrated in Fig. A.1) can then be written
as
Wi−1,i− 1
2
= Wi−1 +
1
2
ΔxΔi−1,
Wi,i− 1
2
= Wi − 1
2
ΔxΔi.
(A.2)
When computing the intercell Godunov-type numerical ﬂux Fi− 1
2
with the reconstruc-
tion shown in Fig. A.1, it is noted that the Riemann problem at xi− 1
2
is no longer with
constant data and a single discontinuity. Rigorously speaking, we should consider a
so-called Generalised Riemann Problem [Ben-Artzi 84, Godlewski 96, Toro 97], with
piecewise linear data. Unfortunately, the solution of Generalised Riemann Problem
for the Euler equations is extremely complicated, and is thus not attractive enough
for deriving high order methods with simplicity. Alternatively, we consider to mod-
ify the reconstruction shown in Fig. A.1 so as to use the solution of conventional
Wi−1,i− 1
2
Wi,i− 1
2
i− 1 i i + 1
i− 1
2
i + 1
2
Figure A.2: Modiﬁed reconstruction in (quasi) second-order slope limiter approach.
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Riemann problems with piecewise constant data. This modiﬁcation is illustrated in
Fig. A.2. That is, inside a cell element i, we reconstruct two constant states Wi,i− 1
2
and Wi,i+ 1
2
, with an internal discontinuity located at xi. Consequently, conventional
Riemann problem solution can be utilized to compute intercell numerical ﬂuxes.
Comments on stability condition of ﬁrst-order Euler stepping method The
simplest approach for the time discretization is the ﬁrst-order forward Euler method,
as used in the work of [Kolgan 72]. That is, for the Euler equations,
Un+1i = U
n
i −
Δt
Δx
(f(Ui+ 1
2
(xi+ 1
2
, t))− f(Ui− 1
2
(xi− 1
2
, t))), (A.3)
where
Ui− 1
2
(xi− 1
2
, t), tn < t ≤ tn+1
is the exact solution of the intercell local Riemann problem
RP(Wn
i−1,i− 1
2
,Wn
i,i− 1
2
) (A.4)
with reconstructed primitive variables. It is emphasized that the solution of internal
Riemann problem deﬁned at xi and denoted by
RP(Wn
i,i− 1
2
,Wn
i,i+ 1
2
) (A.5)
indeed does not contribute to the ﬁnal solution of the numerical scheme, because the
numerical ﬂux deﬁned on internal discontinuity xi exits from cell i, and enters into
x
t
tn + Δt
ii− 1
2
i + 1
2
1
2
Δx
Wi,i− 1
2
Wi,i+ 1
2
Figure A.3: Wave propagations of cell-internal Riemann problem RP(Wi,i− 1
2
,Wi,i+ 1
2
).
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the same cell i. However, the associated wave propagations of the internal Riemann
problem determines the stability condition. In fact, in order for the scheme (A.3)
to be stable, any wave involved in the reconstruction illustrated in Fig. A.2 should
not modify the time-averaged ﬂux deﬁned on intercell boundaries. Considering the
cell-internal discontinuity deﬁned at xi, the wave propagations incorporated in the
resolution of (A.5) are illustrated in Fig. A.3. In order to fulﬁll the stability condition
that the fastest nonlinear wave generated from cell-internal discontinuity cannot reach
the intercell boundary, there should be
Δt ≤ 1
2
Δx
δnmax
, i.e. CFL ≤ 1
2
(A.6)
where δnmax represents the maximum wave speed in the whole domain. Note that
in (A.6) we have made the assumption of no wave acceleration resulting from wave
interaction [Toro 97]. A wide range of numerical experiments shows that a predictor-
corrector scheme [Toro 97, Abgrall 03] is capable of relaxing the CFL to unity.
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Limited second-order
DEM/RDEM approach for
averaged topological equation
This section is devoted to the state-of-the-art second-order DEM/RDEM scheme for
the scalar averaged topological equation (1.16) in one space dimension. The phase
Σk is concerned and its phase indicator k is omitted for α for notation convenience.
Following the reconstruction approach described in Appendix A (see also Section
2.6.1), the reconstructed values of α inside cell i are given by
αi,i− 1
2
= αi − 1
2
ΔxΔi,
αi,i+ 1
2
= αi +
1
2
ΔxΔi,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. Here Δi is the slope function in cell i deﬁned by (2.36). As
already mentioned, the numerical solution α(x, t) can be approximated by a piecewise
constant reconstruction function α(x, t), such that
α(x, t) =
{
αi,i− 1
2
, xi− 1
2
< x < xi,
αi,i+ 1
2
, xi < x < xi+ 1
2
.
Analogously as done in Section 2.1, we discretize the modiﬁed topological equation
(2.2). The conservative term can be discretized by the same way as (2.3):
[
∂(αDI)
∂x
]
i
=
αi+ 1
2
DI,i+ 1
2
− αi− 1
2
DI,i− 1
2
Δx
.
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There existing two constant states of volume fraction inside cell element i, the non-
conservative term can be discretized by calculating the average of these two parts:
[
α
∂DI
∂x
]
i
=
1
2
([
α
∂DI
∂x
]
i,i− 1
2
+
[
α
∂DI
∂x
]
i,i+ 1
2
)
,
where
[
α∂DI
∂x
]
i,i− 1
2
and
[
α∂DI
∂x
]
i,i+ 1
2
can be computed analogously as in (2.4),
[
α
∂DI
∂x
]
i,i− 1
2
= αi,i− 1
2
DI,i −DI,i− 1
2
1
2
Δx
,[
α
∂DI
∂x
]
i,i+ 1
2
= αi,i+ 1
2
DI,i+ 1
2
−DI,i
1
2
Δx
,
where DI,i is given by the internal Riemann problem solution. Thus, using either
ﬁrst-order Euler method or predictor-corrector method (only the corrector step is
presented) for the time discretization in (2.2) leads to
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
DI,i− 1
2
(αi− 1
2
− αi,i− 1
2
) + DI,i(αi,i− 1
2
− αi,i+ 1
2
) + DI,i+ 1
2
(αi,i+ 1
2
− αi+ 1
2
)
]
.
(B.1)
The intercell value αj− 1
2
at x = xj− 1
2
is given by
αj− 1
2
=
{
αj−1,j− 1
2
, if DI,j− 1
2
> 0,
αj,j− 1
2
, if DI,j− 1
2
< 0.
(B.2)
Employing the intercell interface velocity indicator β deﬁned by (2.7), the second-
order DEM/RDEM scheme (B.1) can be rewritten as
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
βi− 1
2
DI,i− 1
2
(αi−1,i− 1
2
− αi,i− 1
2
) + DI,i(αi,i− 1
2
− αi,i+ 1
2
)
+(1− βi+ 1
2
)DI,i+ 1
2
(αi,i+ 1
2
− αi+1,i+ 1
2
)
]
.
(B.3)
In terms of partitioned sub-surfaces within the framework of DEM/RDEM approach
(see Section 2.6.1), the scheme (B.3) can be written as
αn+1i = α
n
i +
Δt
Δx
[
βi− 1
2
DI,i− 1
2
(S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
) + DI,i(S
sec,(kk′)
i − Ssec,(k
′k)
i )
+(1− βi+ 1
2
)DI,i+ 1
2
(S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
)
]
.
(B.4)
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Figure B.1: Second-order DEM/RDEM method for averaged topological equation.
The second-order DEM/RDEM method (B.4) for topological equation is illustrated
graphically in Fig. B.1 in case of positive propagation speed. It follows that the ﬂux
contribution of intercell boundary xi+ 1
2
vanishes. That is,
(1− βi+ 1
2
)DI,i+ 1
2
(S
(kk′)
i+ 1
2
− S(k′k)
i+ 1
2
) = 0.
Moreover, the term of
βi− 1
2
DI,i− 1
2
Δt(S
(kk′)
i− 1
2
− S(k′k)
i− 1
2
)
in numerical scheme (B.4) can be represented by the area ABB′C′C in Fig. B.1 to
stand for the ﬂux contribution of intercell boundary xi− 1
2
, while the term of
DI,iΔt(S
sec,(kk′)
i − Ssec,(k
′k)
i )
can be represented by the area ADD′E′E which means the ﬂux contribution of internal
numerical interface on xi. Thus, we can express (B.4) graphically as
αn+1i = α
n
i +
ABB′C′C
Δx
+
ADD′E′E
Δx
. (B.5)
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Relaxation solver
This section concerns only the two-ﬂuid system (1.21) with no molecular ﬂux in-
volved on the interface. That is, Γk,I deﬁned in (1.22) vanishes. With stiﬀened
gas thermodynamic closures, this system is able to stand for compressible liquid-
gas interface motions, such as the test case studied in Section 2.8.1. The relax-
ation source terms introduced in [Saurel 99a] represents, additionally to the two-ﬂuid
system (1.21) where interface conditions are calculated by the non-conservative La-
grangian ﬂux terms, an internal phase interaction inside each cell element, with the
aim of “relaxing” the system till both phases contain the same pressure and velocity.
Note that the global mass, momentum and energy conservation should be main-
tained throughout these relaxation procedures. We emphasize that the relaxation
procedures here considered is not able to improve the robustness of the straightfor-
ward coupling between DEM/RDEM and anti-diﬀusive approach (see Section 3.1).
However, it is useful to prevent the numerical calculations from producing negative
pressures. In fact, the liquid phase pressure is allowed to be negative according to
the stiﬀened gas EOS, while the gas phase is not. Another utility of the relaxation
procedures consists in taking account of the two-phase physical mixtures. We refer
to [Saurel 99a, Saurel 01, Abgrall 03, Murrone 05] for these issues.
The stiﬀness of the relaxation terms [Saurel 99a] implies that the full system can be
solved by standard splitting method (Strang splitting [Strang 68]). Let LΔth denote
the hyperbolic operator (for the ﬁrst-order method, it is (2.27)), containing the non-
conservative Lagrangian ﬂux terms, and LΔtr the integration operator for relaxation
source terms. Thus for the ﬁrst-order method the solution is obtained by a succession
of operators, [
α
αU
]n+1
k,i
= LΔtr L
Δt
h
[
α
αU
]n
k,i
. (C.1)
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The pressure and velocity non-equilibrium effects in two-phase flow regions are of-
ten not essential [Saurel 99a], so it can simply be assumed that the pressure and
velocity relaxation parameters (see [Saurel 99a]) are infinite everywhere. The paper
[Saurel 99a] gives a very detailed description of the infinite rate relaxation process.
We follow their method in this section. In what follows we give a relatively sim-
ple explanation of the numerical approximation of the relaxation process. Note that
the relaxation solver is considered after each time step. The velocity relaxation is
processed at first. In fact, if the pressure relaxation is processed before the velocity
one, the phase pressures become different again after the whole relaxation process.
Note also that the method of pressure relaxation here presented is a simplified ver-
sion of the one introduced in [Saurel 99a]. In fact, no Newton type iterative method
is required to find the equilibrium pressure. A quadratic equation is proposed to
be solved analytically for this purpose, which makes the relaxation procedures less
time-consuming.
C.1 Instantaneous velocity relaxation
We denote the system primitive variables obtained at time tn as
(α0, W0)Tk = (α
0, ρ0, v0, p0)Tk . (C.2)
After the velocity relaxation, they are denoted by
(α, W)Tk = (α, ρ, v, p)
T
k . (C.3)
In the velocity relaxation process, according to [Saurel 99a], it is assumed that the
fluids are incompressible and act as rigid bodies. Since mass is conserved, there are
obviously
αk = α
0
k, (C.4)
ρk = ρ
0
k. (C.5)
The conservation of momentum gives
2∑
k=1
αkρkvk =
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
kv
0
k. (C.6)
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Hence, the ﬁnal velocity reads,
vk =
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
kv
0
k
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
k
. (C.7)
It follows, from the conservation of total energy, that
dα1ρ1
(
v21
2
+ e1
)
dt
= fint · vint,
dα2ρ2
(
v22
2
+ e2
)
dt
= −fint · vint. (C.8)
Here fint is the interfacial force and vint the interfacial velocity. In [Saurel 99a], it is
modelled as
vint =
2∑
k=1
αkρkvk
2∑
k=1
αkρk
. (C.9)
So the initial interfacial velocity is
v0int =
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
kv
0
k
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
k
. (C.10)
From (C.7), the ﬁnal interfacial velocity is given by
vfint = v
0
int =
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
kv
0
k
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
k
. (C.11)
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Approximating the equations (C.8) gives,
α1ρ1(
v21
2
+ e1)− α01ρ01(
(v01)
2
2
+ e01) =
∫
t
fint · vint dt
.
= vint ·
∫
t
fint dt
= vint ·
(
α1ρ1v1 − α01ρ01v01
)
,
(C.12)
α2ρ2(
v22
2
+ e2)− α02ρ02(
(v02)
2
2
+ e02) = −
∫
t
fint · vint dt
.
= vint ·
(
−
∫
t
fint dt
)
= vint ·
(
α2ρ2v2 − α02ρ02v02
)
.
(C.13)
Approximating the average interfacial velocity as
vint =
v0int + v
f
int
2
= vk =
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
kv
0
k
2∑
k=1
α0kρ
0
k
, (C.14)
gives the results for ek as follows:
ek = e
0
k +
1
2
(
vk − v0k
)2
. (C.15)
Taking account of the corresponding EOS, the ﬁnal pressure is given by
pk = (γk − 1) ρkek − γkp∞,k. (C.16)
C.2 Instantaneous pressure relaxation
The primitive variables after velocity relaxation are denoted as
(α0
′
, W0
′
)Tk = (α
0′, ρ0
′
, v0
′
, p0
′
)Tk . (C.17)
After the pressure relaxation, they are denoted by
(α, W)Tk = (α, ρ, v, p)
T
k . (C.18)
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Considering the computational cell as a closed system, and supposing the pressure
relaxation process is an adiabatic process of thermodynamics, there is then
vk = v
0′
k . (C.19)
The mass conservation gives
αkρk = α
0′
k ρ
0′
k . (C.20)
Thus,
ρk =
α0
′
k ρ
0′
k
αk
. (C.21)
The ﬁrst law of thermodynamics implies
d (αkρkek) = −pint dαk, (C.22)
where pint is the interfacial pressure that has to be modelled. One restriction for
modelling is that it should be equal for both phases, otherwise the energy is no longer
conserved. Several options exist in the literature. The one in [Saurel 99a] is used in
this work:
pint =
2∑
k=1
αkpk. (C.23)
Approximately integrating (C.22) gives
αkρkek − α0′k ρ0
′
k e
0′
k = −
∫
α
pint dαk
.
= −pint
∫
α
dαk = −pint(αk − α0′k ). (C.24)
Rearranging the equation gives the value of internal energy as below,
ek = e
0′
k −
pint
α0
′
k ρ
0′
k
(
αk − α0′k
)
. (C.25)
The pressure average1 can be simply set as
pint =
p0
′
int + pint
2
. (C.26)
The EOS reads at the equilibrium state,
pint = pk = (γk − 1) ρkek − γkp∞,k. (C.27)
1According to [Saurel 09], other possible estimates can be pint = p
0′
int or pint = pint (the initial
or relaxed interfacial pressure, respectively). The resulting diﬀerence in practical computations is
negligible.
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From equations (C.21), (C.25), (C.26) and (C.27), one can ﬁnd the relation between
the pressure and the volume fraction as follows,
pk(αk) =
α0
′
k ρ
0′
k e
0′
k −
1
2
(αk − α0′k )p0
′
int −
αkγkp∞,k
γk − 1
αk
γk − 1 +
1
2
(αk − α0′k )
=
α0
′
k p
0′
k − (αk − α0
′
k )
(
γkp∞,k +
γk − 1
2
p0
′
int
)
αk +
γk − 1
2
(αk − α0′k )
.
(C.28)
The remaining task now is to ﬁnd α1 satisfying the following equation,
p1(α1) = p2(1− α1). (C.29)
The equation (C.29) can be resolved analytically. In fact, it is equivalent to the
following quadratic equation
a(α1 − α0′1 )2 + b(α1 − α0
′
1 ) + c = 0. (C.30)
The equation’s coeﬃcients in (C.30) are given as below,
a = B1
γ2 + 1
2
−B2γ1 + 1
2
, (C.31)
b = −
(
B1(1− α0′1 ) + B2α0
′
1 + A1
γ2 + 1
2
+ A2
γ1 + 1
2
)
, (C.32)
c = α0
′
1 (1− α0
′
1 )(p
0′
1 − p0
′
2 ), (C.33)
with the constants A1, A2, B1, B2 deﬁned as
A1 = α
0′
1 p
0′
1 , (C.34)
A2 = (1− α0′1 )p0
′
2 , (C.35)
B1 = γ1p∞,1 +
γ1 − 1
2
p0
′
int, (C.36)
B2 = γ2p∞,2 +
γ2 − 1
2
p0
′
int. (C.37)
When a = 0, one can easily ﬁnd the correct solution of (C.30) for pressure relaxation
process:
α1 = α
0′
1 +
−b−√b2 − 4ac
2a
.
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Thus, the pressure of each phase is given by (C.28),
p1 = p1(α1), p2 = p2(1− α1). (C.38)
Until here, all primitive variables have been determined.
C.3 Numerical results with relaxation
Following the Section 2.8.1, this part is devoted to the numerical results of relaxation
solver for liquid-gas non-reactive interface problem. The numerical results of Section
2.8.1, in spite of the success of no computational failure, present negative pressures,
which can create serious problems in many situations. Thus, pressure and velocity
relaxation procedures are employed here with the aim of improving the scheme, by
adding an internal phase interaction within a computational cell.
Using the state-of-the-art second-order DEM approach with relaxations, Fig. C.1
and Fig. C.2 show the results of individual and mixture phase variables, respectively.
As expected, liquid phase and gas phase have a unique pressure and velocity, which
prevents the negative pressures. This results in that the second-order method is now
also more accurate on pressure proﬁle than the ﬁrst-order calculation, compared to the
results shown in Section 2.8.1 without relaxation. An extra beneﬁt of the relaxation
procedures is that the Mach number is better resolved than the DEM/RDEM without
relaxation.
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Figure C.1: Second-order DEM method with minmod limiter is used for water gas
shock tube problem with interface separating nearly pure phases. Relaxations are
used. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time t = 220 µs. Individual
phase variables are plotted.148
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Figure C.2: Second-order DEM method with minmod limiter and first-order method
are compared for water gas shock tube problem with interface separating nearly pure
phases. Relaxations are used. A 100 cells uniform mesh is used. CFL = 0.9. Time
t = 220 µs. Phase mixture variables are plotted.
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